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Abstract 
Software and Dialogue Aesthetics in Post-Civil War Lebanon 

Fabiola Hanna 
 

My dissertation, “Software and Dialogue Aesthetics in Post-War Lebanon” looks 

at the specific case of impossible conversation about the post-independence period, from 

1943 to the present. In order to get at a theory and practice of finding connections among 

people whose memories are not necessarily in harmony, I use the term dialogue aesthetics 

to describe a computational approach to studying conversations around traumatic events, 

their meanings, and the system of principles within which they operate. Dialogue 

aesthetics is a response to impossible conversations that are a result of three intertwined 

situations: years of disagreement, contradicting beliefs about the past, and current 

conditions that prevent the occurrence of these conversations, thereby dubbed impossible. 

Lebanon’s case is one of many where impossible conversations exist: between Holocaust 

survivors and deniers; Indigenous land rights supporters and colonial lawmakers; and, 

more recently, between people of color and white nationalists in the US as well as 

members of the Syrian opposition and supporters of the Assad regime.  

Due to a legacy of colonialism, historical warfare, the civil war and ongoing 

conflicts, it is prohibitively difficult to have a conversation about the recent past in 

Lebanon. To fill this space, I have created a digital archive of memories and built an 

automatic montage machine to imagine what conversations would look like between 

people who would not talk to each other otherwise. In this research, I show that different 

opinions can co-exist in a digital environment without erasing each other. In designing 

software to examine impossible conversations between parties with irreconcilable 
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perspectives on traumatic events of the past, listening becomes a crucial component for 

these artificially constructed dialogues.  

The written component of the dissertation is comprised of three chapters. My first 

chapter, “Connecting: Software and Difference” makes the case for what I call 

impossible conversations about the past in Lebanon. I first offer some context about the 

inability to talk about Lebanon’s recent past. I suggest that one way to connect about the 

contested history is by paying attention to the infrastructure of connections, be it 

language or software. My second chapter, “Listening: Software and Participation” I bring 

together two previously unrelated fields: Narrative Intelligence (NI), the subfield of 

Artificial Intelligence in computer science that is concerned with generating narratives 

using planner systems, itself an outgrowth of semiotics and literary studies, and i-docs, 

the subfield of documentary and media studies that uses web-based interactive and 

participatory documentary as its mode of inquiry. Bringing these two fields together 

allows me to make the point that in order for participation in digital environments to be 

democratic, the interfaces, structures and software arguments must be designed to 

change. My final chapter, “Being Heard: Software and Democracy” examines digital 

dialogue projects intended for human rights organization in engaging with victims of 

violence. 
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Introduction 
 
 

Conversations about war and some initial questions 

 What makes a conversation about war good? In many post-war situations, the 

immediate need of rebuilding, moving on after a war and attempting to regain 

normalcy overshadow the importance of having a dialogue about the past. In Lebanon 

in particular, the case study of this dissertation, having a dialogue about the past is 

practically impossible. The question I started with, what makes a conversation about 

war good?, is then necessarily answered with: that a dialogue about war simply 

occurs. This dissertation presents an attempt at building dialogue in a digital 

environment as a step towards imaging what a conversation about war, and about the 

past more generally, could look like. How can various digital components tie multiple 

perspectives, opposing viewpoints and personal experiences of war? How do the 

different versions of montages vary? How does the number of contributed memories 

affect the resulting montage? What calls for a link to be made between two separate 

monologues?  

In the next section, I look at related scholarship that have either directly or indirectly 

worked through these issues. 

 

Related Scholarship 

Digital Storytelling 
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Digital storytelling has emphasized the importance of narrating and recording 

self-narratives as a way to counter hegemonic narratives, which leave out minorities’ 

histories. The main approach has been to collect records of individual memories and 

place them in these “counter-archives.” However, digital storytelling overwhelmingly 

stops at the point of collecting people’s stories without doing the added vital work of 

curation. When tied together, these stories, which are usually treated as individual and 

isolated inventory items, regain a collective momentum that can actively contribute to 

reconciliatory justice. Curatorial work to organize and make sense of the multiple 

individual memories is crucial to the goals of reclaiming marginalized histories and 

narratives.  

Because the creation of the counter-archive has been assumed to be the end 

goal, no research has defined what to do with the archives once they have been 

created. This has resulted in the default idea that archives are created objectively and 

neutrally, and that this is adequate treatment of their contents.1 However, objective 

sifting and sorting of an archive is neither achievable nor desirable in the context of 

marginalized histories. If the goal of the creation of these counter-archives is to push 

against hegemonic narratives, then the design and bias of these archives and their 

curation should be geared towards that goal, which I would argue cannot be 

accomplished with an objective approach. 

																																																								
1 In stark contrast, creative interventions have provided much needed illustrations of 
ways to engage with archives. See Irene Lusztig’s WorryBox Project and Motherhood 
Archives, as well as Rick Prelinger’s Lost Landscapes. 
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The goal of We Are History: A People’s History of Lebanon (2010-ongoing), 

the practice component of this dissertation, is to create constructed conversations 

among people who would both agree and disagree with each other. To my mind, the 

infrastructure and the interface must support that goal. In the case of the 

infrastructure, the software remixes the narratives in multiple ways, resulting in no 

one final version. Additionally, the archive is open-ended, which means any newly 

contributed narratives alter previously remixed narratives. In the case of the interface, 

its design uses the device of a multi-planar round table to convey the impression of a 

large-scale dialogue. 

The metaphor of dialogue and its aesthetics informs these methods by 

supporting the goal of constructing dialogues between people who would not 

otherwise talk and listen to each other.  In order to reflect a theory and practice of 

finding connections among people whose memories are not necessarily in harmony, I 

use the term “dialogue aesthetics” to describe a computational approach to studying 

conversations about traumatic events, their meanings, and the system of principles 

within which they operate. Dialogue aesthetics is a response to conversations that I 

would argue have seemed impossible because of three intertwined situations: years of 

disagreement, contradicting beliefs about the past, and current conditions that prevent 

the occurrence of these “impossible conversations.” 
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Archives and Related Issues of Objectivity 

As aptly characterized in the seminal work of Rick Prelinger, the Archive 

(uppercase and singular) has been over-theorized and archives (lowercase and plural) 

have been under-theorized. A consequence of this phenomenon is that the way 

archives are used (and not just from a how-to-manual point of view) is also under-

studied. Both of these approaches have focused on the Archive or archives (their role 

and socio-political implications) as stand-alone entities but have failed to consider the 

post-creation use of the archives, with a few exceptions, such as Jamie Baron’s 

Archive Effect: Found Footage and the Audiovisual Experience of History (2014), 

which examines how archival film is perceived after it is edited in documentary or 

experimental film. 

 During the 1990s, there was a call and move to build archives of minorities’ 

memories to counter hegemonic narratives of history that often dismissed the 

existence of these minorities.2 Derrida went so far as to characterize this practice as 

“archive fever.” Okwui Enwezor, the artistic director of documenta 11, curated the 

documentary art festival with a focus on post-colonial archives in 2014. Since the 

1990s, these archives have proliferated and have also made good use of the internet 

and technology to digitize otherwise unknown histories. French historian Pierre Nora 

identifies three categories of minority memories resulting from different types of 

																																																								
2 Pierre Nora signals that archives of rural or non-mainstream top-down memories in 
France emerged in the mid 1970s, but that minorities’ archives of memories began in 
the context of post-Soviet Union and post-apartheid. See Pierre Nora, “Reasons for 
the current upsurge in memory.” 
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decolonization: first, international decolonization, in the context of postcolonial 

societies where memories would offer “access to historical consciousness and the 

rehabilitation (or fabrication) of memories”; second, a domestic decolonization, in the 

context of oppressed communities within traditional Western societies of sexual, 

social, religious, and provincial minorities, in order to be recognized and to help form 

their similarities and differences within those societies; and finally, the third type, an 

ideological decolonization, in response to totalitarian regimes which have 

manipulated or destroyed memories, such as in Russia and Eastern Europe, the 

Balkans, Latin America, and Africa.3 

It was assumed that the very existence of these archives would motivate calls 

for justice and make up for these historical gaps.4 While these memory archives have 

provided crucial evidence of the existence of these varied experiences of life beyond 

the mainstream, there is still much work these archives can accomplish. Access, 

retrieval, and distribution of the stories and memories to a wider public continue to 

pose difficulties. 

Many scholars hoped that the digital would resolve issues in working with 

oral history archives and working against the power structures inherent in archives 

which usually deny minorities space.5 They expected that interaction with these 

archives would increase participation, which would mean a more democratic mode of 

																																																								
3 Pierre Nora, “Reasons for the Current Upsurge in Memory.” 
4 Daniel Halévy termed this phenomenon an “acceleration of history.” Others saw this 
as the democratization of history or a history from below. See Paul Ricoeur. 
5 Francis X. Blouin Jr. and William G. Rosenberg, Processing the Past: Contesting 
Authority in History and the Archives, 214. 
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engaging with history. However, this dissertation shows that it is not enough to give 

the communities involved access to one another’s stories and to the wider public; 

rather, substantial additional work is needed to curate and present their work in digital 

form to satisfy the ethical concerns that motivated this work in the first place. 

Throughout the dissertation, I make the argument that connections within these 

archives are necessary for producing work that presents multiple perspectives and that 

provide tools to assess this kind of work. 

Builders of physical archives have always had to deal with not being objective 

and yet still struggle to acknowledge that fact. A brief look at a history of archives 

illuminates how the idea of objectivity in archives came about. The English archivist 

Hilary Jenkinson advanced the idea of “custodial” archivists. He wrote A Manual of 

Archival Administration in 1922, arguing that archivists have the duty and 

responsibility of neutrality. Professionalism dictated that they would provide 

researchers, mainly historians, with primary sources to analyze.6 More recently 

however, archivist Richard J. Cox argues that archiving and collecting involves 

appraisal and, as such, can never be neutral.7 David E. Whisnant goes so far as to 

recognize that archivists are entangled in a process of “systematic cultural 

intervention.” He writes: 

Someone (or some institution) consciously and programmatically takes action 
within a culture with the intent of affecting it in some specific way that the 
person or institution intervening thinks desirable. The action taken can range 
from relatively passive (say, starting an archive or museum) to relatively 
active (like instituting a cultural revitalization effort). Its intent can be either 

																																																								
6 Francis X. Blouin Jr. and William G. Rosenberg, Processing the Past, 38. 
7 Cox, No Innocent Deposits, 35. 
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positive (as in a sensitive revitalization effort) or negative (as in the 
prohibition of ethnic customs, dress, or language). Moreover, a negative effect 
may follow from a positive intent, and vice versa.”8 

 
To make up for this direct intervention, Cox proposes that documenting the process 

and approach is crucial to providing scholars and others with the reasoning behind 

that appraisal and cultural intervention, which would allow them to judge the content 

and the processes of the archives. Very similarly, Blouin and Rosenberg argue that 

scholars should look at not only the content of archives but also at the processes of 

archiving.9  

Unfortunately, the idea that archives can ever be objective seems to have been 

carried over to digital archives. In fact, I think digital archives have actually added a 

layer of translation to these archives. When they fail to be objective, this belief in the 

possibility of objectivity leads critics to demand that archives should be unbiased. 

This belief in objectivity in designing digital interfaces connected to archives can also 

																																																								
8 as cited by Cox, No Innocent Deposits, 35. 
9 Blouin and Rosenberg, 119. Similarly, Cox writes: “Evidence can be preserved only 
if we maintain content, structure, and context. Structure is the record form. Context is 
the linkage of one record to other records. Content is the information, but content 
without structure and context cannot be information that is reliable” (174). Perhaps 
more concretely, Verne Harris, who worked with South Africa's Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission and was the Director of the South African History 
Archive, writes in Archives and Justice: A South African Perspective (2007) about the 
necessity of opening up the archives and its processes for scrutiny in the vein of 
Derrida’s concept of hospitality. He insists: “A liberator standard would not seek to 
hide the movements of its construction. In particular, it would not obscure the 
dimensions of poet that it reflects and expresses. […] In other words, it would, as far 
as possible, make known the biases of its creators. It would, in short, be hospitable to 
deconstruction” (151). Verne Harris, Archives and Justice: A South African 
Perspective (Chicago: Society of American Archivists, 2007). 
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be observed in digital platforms such as social media, querying systems, and the 

internet more generally, all of which have been criticized for being unbiased.10  

I think it would be much more productive to lose the goals for objectivity and, 

rather, determine what kind of bias would be in line with a project’s goals. I argue for 

designing tools that are biased towards the intentions of the makers. In chapter 3, I 

determine and examine elements that are sometimes overlooked, elements that, once 

their effects are acknowledged, would help with producing digital interactive projects 

that are in line with their author’s goals. We Are History is an example of a project 

that is biased towards conversation and that makes room for difference. In chapter 1, I 

explain why this is important, and in chapter 2, I explain that the using listening as a 

metaphor for openness to change  would help support the creation of a participatory 

conversation space. 

 

Documentary Studies and Related Issues of Voice 

Documentary studies have engaged with objectively representing 

“marginalized voices” in order to educate a wider audience and move that audience to 

take action on the issues presented in a documentary. Many scholars have pointed out 

																																																								
10 Eli Pariser, The Filter Bubble: How the New Personalized Web Is Changing What 
We Read and How We Think (New York, NY: Penguin Books, 2012).; Safiya Umoja 
Noble Algorithms of Oppression: How Search Engines Reinforce Racism (New York: 
NYU Press, 2018). Eli Pariser describes the phenomenon of the absence of different 
political perspectives in people’s Facebook feeds. He also describes the range of 
different results to the same search query on Google. Safiya Noble further examines 
Google and describes how the platform enables racist queries rather than working 
against this social bias.    
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problems with this approach. For one thing, documentaries often do not effect the 

changes their makers intend. For another, despite overwhelming studies to the 

contrary, objective representation, a hallmark ambition of the most common way 

documentary is taught and received, is ultimately unachievable. Finally, the idea of 

giving voice is a legacy of Victorian concepts of charity, themselves implicated in 

colonial projects and worldviews. 

Documentary filmmaker and theorist Trin T. Minh-Ha strongly rejects the 

assumption inherent in the idea of giving people voice, of the absence of the prior 

existence of that voice.11 More recently, Pooja Rangan examines the effects of using 

that metaphor of voice in documentary:  

The documentary processes whereby the utterances of non-English-speaking, 
nonnative, nonverbal, or even nonhuman speakers are made comprehensible 
to Euro-American audiences as a voice—such as subtitling or dubbing for 
succinctness and clarity or the addition of voice-over commentary—result in 
superficial inclusion but also in ontological exclusion or, worse, subordination 
and deletion.12  
 

Rangan has written extensively of the metaphor of voice in documentary and argues 

that metaphor should be replaced by other “conditions of hearing and the economies 

of attention.”13 In her latest book, Immediations: The Humanitarian Impulse in 

Documentary, Rangan studies the cases of multiple documentaries and films that use 

																																																								
11 Trinh T Minh-Ha, When the Moon Waxes Red: Representation, Gender, and 
Cultural Politics (New York: Routledge, 1991), 29. 
12 Pooja Rangan, “Audibilities: Voice and Listening in the Penumbra of 
Documentary: An Introduction.” Discourse 39, no. 3 (2017): 285. 
13 Pooja Rangan, “Vocal Projections,” In Voices in Documentary, edited by Maria 
Pramaggiore and Annabelle Honess Roe. (London: Bloomsbury Publishing, 2018), 
42. 
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the metaphor of voice and giving voice to people who are often considered voiceless. 

She studies documentaries on child laborers, children with autism, and animals, 

looking at disability studies and animal studies to show that these practices actually 

dehumanize these subjects, contravening the intentions of their authors. 

As it was hoped that the digital would resolve some of these issues for 

archives, it was also hoped that the internet and digital environments would offer 

documentary a way to overcome some of these issues. Participation was the go-to 

approach, on the grounds that opening up audience involvement would have changed 

interactions between film and audience. Participation and collaboration were 

supposed to offer a solution to the problem of representation.14 However, 

participation became conflated with interaction, and few creative approaches to 

participation were tried with the result that meaningful participation did not happen.15 

Rangan rightly states that inclusion is an insufficient kind of participation, as it is 

superficial. I would add that, so far, there has been a missed opportunity: i-docs could 

have prevented the use of voice and moved beyond representation but it ultimately 

replicates the same practices.  

It is my contention that if representation is no longer a goal and that, as 

Rangan suggests, we move away from using voice as a metaphor for marginalized 

																																																								
14 Kate Nash, Craig Hight, and Catherine Summerhayes eds. New Documentary 
Ecologies: Emerging Platforms, Practices and Discourses (Basingstoke, Hampshire 
New York, NY: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014). 
15 Notable exceptions include Irene Lusztig’s and Rick Prelinger’s work. 
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communities who need representation, then we will be closer to ethical modes of 

engagement. 

 

Lebanese Memory Cultures 

Scholars of Lebanese memory work have argued that the political elite has 

successfully established a form of historical amnesia. Some have pointed to Hariri’s 

neo-liberal pursuits of renovating downtown Beirut as contributing to that erasure of 

memory. Much has been written about those neo-liberal pursuits and their ties to 

silencing memory.16 But aside from downtown, there are plenty of reminders of the 

war and its sectarian effects. Lucia Volk argues that these practices of 

commemoration, including narratives of historical monuments, lead to a much needed 

sense of national belonging and unity.  

On the subject of national belonging and collectivities, Maurice Hallbwachs 

formulated the term collective memory to understand that memories functioned and 

circulated as dependents of the larger collective.17 However, collective memory in 

Lebanon (and many other places) was state-sanctioned and so does not reflect the 

plurality of memory in the Lebanese context. As a result, I, like Haugbølle, prefer to 

use memory cultures instead of collective memory.18  

																																																								
16 See Makdisi, “Laying Claim to Beirut”; Makarem, “Actually Existing 
Neoliberalism.” 
17 Maurice Halbwachs, On Collective Memory, trans. Lewis A. Coser, 1st edition 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992). 
18 Haugbølle, War and Memory in Lebanon, 8. 
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As has been extensively documented and argued, the common understanding 

of the outcome of the Lebanese civil war—La Ghaleb, La Maghloub (No Victor, No 

Vanquished) — meant that no one and everyone was guilty.19 It just happened that 

the war happened. Haugbølle argues that the historical amnesia that was effected by 

the political elites only took over because the government was not strong enough to 

offer an alternative —and it was not to its advantage to think of an alternative or to 

build towards becoming stronger. Haugbølle, however, dismisses the phenomenon of 

“truths” that circulate on a popular level. These multifaceted experiences of the war 

led to what I think of as multifaceted “unspoken memory truths.” 

On closer inspection, the amnesia covers a generational divide between those 

who lived the war and whose memories of guilt help them deal with memories of 

suffering, and those who were too young to remember or who emigrated and came 

back only after the war. For the first group, amnesia is a way to keep traumatic 

experiences at a distance; for the latter group, it is a reaction to an amnesiac society, 

which does not let them know the war and has little vision for the future to offer. 

They feel, in the words of Lucia Volk, “en attente,” in a waiting position.20 In both 

cases, the Lebanese are victims of a lacuna between personal memory and collective 

amnesia.21 

																																																								
19 See Volk, “When Memory Repeats Itself”; Westmoreland, Crisis of 
Representation; Haugbølle, War and Memory in Lebanon; Khalaf, Lebanon Adrift. 
20 Volk, “When Memory Repeats Itself,” 17. 
21 Haugbølle, “Public and Private Memory.” 
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For me, this phenomenon of memory truths has a parallel with Sune 

Haugbølle’s use of “memory cultures,” which he uses to describe the production of 

historical memory in referring to the co-existence of multiple memories in Lebanon.22 

Similarly, the experience that many Lebanese have of these memories convinces them 

of the individual truthfulness of those memories, but the awareness on the part of the 

memory holder of the existence for other people of multiple other experiences leads 

to two possible outcomes. The first possible outcome is that people can either 

anticipate multiple differing points of view, in which case they do not see any point in 

speaking, as to speak would be to spark conflict, or they can anticipate a shared point 

of view, in which case they also do not see the point in speaking, as to speak would 

be to state the obvious. The second possible outcome is that, because so many people 

are not sharing their experiences, they resort to violence in response to perceived 

disagreement. These unspoken memory truths are shaped and altered through their 

circulation in the media, whether via print, online news, television, radio, or social 

media. In turn, Lebanon’s memory cultures evolve through the continued use of these 

unspoken but widely circulated memory truths. 

After 2005, a new period of memory cultures emerged. In that year, Rafiq 

Hariri, the prime minister at the time, was assassinated along with fourteen others as 

the result of a car bombing, and that year, the Syrian Army finally ended its nearly 

thirty-year occupation of Lebanon, after massive protests calling for Syrian departure. 

Many NGOs with peace-building efforts in mind have proliferated to foster dialogue. 

																																																								
22 Haugbølle, War and Memory in Lebanon, 8. 
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These efforts however continue to be curtailed as they are either lumped in what 

Haugbølle terms “memory makers,” those cultural producers of memory of war, often 

perceived as leftists and elitists, or part of the political ruling class, understood to 

manipulate past events and memorialization to their political benefits.23  

 

 

Context of Conversations in Lebanon 

The Lebanese postwar context has been extensively studied and its effects 

examined, including memory studies, socio-economic conditions, sectarian feelings, 

political deadlock, development and peacebuilding, etc.24 A noticeable absence is the 

widespread phenomenon of the inability for people to have conversations about the 

past in Lebanon. My starting point in chapter 1 is to determine why conversations 

about the war have been difficult for survivors of war currently living together in 

Lebanon. 

Some have argued that there are currently about a hundred active political 

parties in Lebanon, which on the one hand creates a democratic arena but on the other 

complicates the possibility of conversation because of the number of different 

																																																								
23 Haugbølle, War and Memory in Lebanon, 8. He contrasts these cultural producers 
to the political elite who produce their own memories of war to their political 
benefits. 
24 Dagher, Bring Down the Walls: Lebanon’s Post-War Challenge; Hanf and Salam, 
Lebanon in Limbo; Schwerna, Lebanon; Westmoreland, Crisis of Representation; 
Haugbølle, War and Memory in Lebanon; El-Husseini, Pax Syriana; Khalaf, Lebanon 
Adrift; Larkin, Memory and Conflict in Lebanon: Remembering and Forgetting the 
Past; Launchbury et al., “War, Memory, Amnesia.” 
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perspectives.25 Others have contrasted the case of Lebanon to the South African or 

Libyan post-war conditions where the amnesties were followed by truth and 

reconciliation commissions, whereas in Lebanon the amnesty was not followed by 

any other mediation/moderation, precluding the possibility for people to digest  what 

happened during the war.26 Yet others have maintained that, at the end of the war, the 

warlords who had pushed their followers to fight each other, then placed themselves 

in parliamentary or cabinet seats, and not only promoted their own versions of what 

happened but also worked against implementing a truth and reconciliation 

commission (TRC) or any effort to reconcile the different versions.27 Finally, others 

have also stressed the importance of the absence of a history textbook.28 One of the 

articles in the Taef Accord was to establish a new history curriculum in which  all the 

parties involved felt they had an equal space.29 However, this has proven difficult; 

every few years, a committee submits a revised and stripped down version of a 

																																																								
25 Messara, Lebanese Political Parties, 1996. French. 
26 See Haugbølle, Volk, Khalaf. 
27 Although I am wary of reducing the problem to only finding blame in the political 
leadership for discouraging conversation and avoiding uncomfortable discussion of 
people’s own involvement in the war (Haugbølle 2010: 74-84). 
28 Frayha, “Education and Social Cohesion in Lebanon”; Medawar, “Lebanese 
Historical Memory and the Perception of National Identity through School 
Textbooks”; Jaquemet, “Fighting Amnesia Ways to Uncover the Truth About 
Lebanon’s Missing.” 
29 It was signed on 22 October 1989 and ratified by the Lebanese parliament on 5 
November 1989. On 26 August 1991, the Lebanese government issued the General 
Amnesty Law No. 84/91. The law states that it grants a general amnesty for “political 
crimes” that were committed before 28 March 1991. Cf. Amnesty International 
October 1997, AI Index: MDE 18/19/97. 
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history curriculum, only to be rejected for nonsensical reasons. But this problem 

existed before the civil war, a vestigial remnant of the colonial period. 

 

History of Lebanese History Textbook 

The woes of the history textbook in Lebanon begin with the Western 

missions, both British and French, and their educational establishments. In deciding 

what histories to teach during the Ottoman Empire, textbooks sided with Christian 

groups and taught a Euro-centric “Phoenecian” and non-Arab version of history, 

which continued with the French Mandate. As debates around how the textbook was 

shaping social identities, and with the independence of Lebanon, two prominent 

versions were proposed, one in 1936 written by Sunni scholars presenting an Arab 

and Greater Syria history of Lebanon, while a Maronite version written in 1950 as a 

response promoted a Phoenician and non-Arab narrative of the past.30 

Between the civil war of 1958 and the Taef agreement, not much effort was 

made to implement the government’s decrees to write a national unifying history 

textbook. As a result, each religious community produced its own version of a history 

textbook, and with it its ideology.31 The ministry of education was finally able to 

publish its own version, which it mandated in public schools. It was put together in 

																																																								
30 For an excellent and comprehensive overview of the development of the history 
textbooks in Lebanon, see Eric Medawar, “Lebanese Historical Memory and the 
Perception of National Identity through School Textbooks,” December 15, 2007. 
Also, see Frayha, “Education and Social Cohesion in Lebanon”; Jaquemet, “Fighting 
Amnesia: Ways to Uncover the Truth About Lebanon’s Missing.” 
31 Medawar, 14. 
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1970 and first published in 1986, with a revision in 1991.32 Of its twenty-nine 

chapters, only three give “any significant treatment of the history of Lebanon.”33 

None of the history textbook, produced by both private institutions and public 

institutions cover any history beyond 1946. None of the textbooks mention the 1860 

war, the formation of political parties, or the 1958 civil war.  

Medawar argues that “history textbooks work to encapsulate memories of 

events, while simultaneously generating a new consciousness of the past.”34 For 

Medawar, an imagined community cannot emerge without providing Lebanese youth 

a coherent history.35 Not only has the absence of a history textbook contributed to 

historical amnesia and current political strife, but, as I am arguing in this dissertation, 

the absent textbook has prevented conversations about the past. Where most scholars 

invest the textbook with the potential to unify and  help with national identity in 

Lebanon, I see it as one way to help form healthy conversation about the past. That is 

the textbook I would like to see: one which opens up healthy debate about different 

versions of the past, each of which has reasons for its perspective. 

 

Methodology 

The methodology I employ for this dissertation is a critical technical practice. 

According to Philip Agre, who coined the term and method, a critical technical 

																																																								
32 Medawar, 15. 
33 Medawar, 16. 
34 Medawar, 3.  
35 Medawar, 17. 
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practice usually experiments with a new framework both theoretically and practically, 

after questioning the assumptions made in a particular field, and with careful attention 

to the metaphors and theories used. In my work with We Are History, I look at 

metaphors of connecting, listening, and being heard and apply these frameworks 

experimentally.  

For Agre, the reasoning behind this method was informed by both a pragmatic 

engineering approach and an awareness of the problems associated with a particular 

technical approach, as in Agre’s case Artifical Intelligence (AI). While Agre regarded 

AI as a “potentially valuable enterprise,” he also was deeply aware of it as a 

“misguided enterprise.”36 For me, narrative intelligence has both offered a practical 

approach to thinking through the Lebanese past —albeit a strange one— and an 

opportunity to examine its own histories and arguments. The accompanying software 

project to this dissertation, is the practice following careful conceptual and critical 

analysis of metaphors. This approach also aligns with media theorist Warren Sack, 

who writes:  

[N]ot only should we be studying the political implications of existing 
software, we should also be designing and writing prototype software that 
articulates the vagaries and values of democracy so that industry and 
government alike have multiple points of reference when they go about 
building large-scale platforms that increasingly mediate our personal, 
professional, social, and political institutions. 
 

Sack’s call to design software prototypes is a continuation of the call for academics to 

offer alternatives along with with critique. This dissertation takes that call seriously. 

																																																								
36 Philip Agre, Computation and Human Experience, 22. 
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Metaphors in Practice 

The field of software studies informs both the written dissertation, with my 

choice to use Philip Agre’s methodology of “critical technical practice,” and the 

development of my accompanying digital art project (more on Philip Agre’s method 

later in this introduction).37 This dissertation documents my use of critical technical 

practice for a digital art project, formulating the aesthetics of dialogue in the context 

of designing participatory interfaces for use with marginalized histories. In thinking 

about dialogue aesthetics, I use the metaphors of connecting, listening, and being 

heard to put into practice theories of difference, participation, and resistance to a 

human rights discourse, in each of chapters respectively. This study influenced the 

design for my software system, which edits and combines recordings of memories 

related by people who have not met each other, in order to produce constructed 

dialogues that allow makers and users to experience what these historically 

impossible conversations would look and sound like.  

I situate my discussion about participatory digital projects that interface with archives 

of untold histories within the current literature in each of the following fields: 

archives, and related issues of objectivity, and documentary studies, and related issues 

of voice. 

 

 

 

																																																								
37 Philip Agre, Computation and Human Experience, 1997. 
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We Are History: A People’s History of Lebanon 

This dissertation is composed of two parts: the first, the practice component, 

consists of two modules: an archive of memories of daily life in Lebanon from 1943 

to the present, and a software piece which then analyses the transcripts of the contents 

of the archive, and automatically generates constructed conversations. The 

dissertation treats the event of the 3-month siege of Zahle in 1981 as a prototype for 

the larger project. The second part of the dissertation is what you are reading now, the 

accompanying written component that examines dialogue aesthetics in post-war 

Lebanon, starting with the concept of impossible conversations and how to make 

space in a software environment for different perspectives. 

My project, We Are History: A People’s History of Lebanon is an experiment 

in handing over control of narratives, in content and form, to a computational agent – 

a software program that is designed to make decisions about these constructed 

conversations. It engages deeply with the problem of participation. We Are History 

resides online and will be circulated in booths in public spaces across Lebanon; it 

invites participants to listen to automated montages of oral histories of people who 

have lived through the Lebanese civil war. These constructed conversations are built 

from monologues contributed to the website. They are automated using narrative 

intelligence; the constructed conversations are in flux and disappear as soon as they 

are viewed. After these viewings, participants are then invited to contribute their own 

stories. Each newly contributed story is added to the archive and tagged with its 

transcript, which enables the interface to incorporate newly added video interviews 
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into the pool concerning the event under discussion, thereby changing the previously 

compiled versions of history. 

Using a computational agent is fitting to addressing Lebanese history. First, it 

circumvents the popular tiring accusation of being biased, since a machine is now the 

moderator. The problem of scale resulting from the number of different versions of 

history promoted by the many political parties in Lebanon has led to a stalemate in all 

attempts to write a history of these events, in which any account is critiqued as a 

political attack by one side or another. Second, it opens up the possibility of 

conversation by weaving various and often opposing perspectives--presenting a 

multiplicity of stories might be the closest one can get to a politically “unbiased” 

author. Lebanon’s case of historical contestation is so extreme that perhaps the only 

way to approach it is to ask a non-human agent to intervene, not to establish a unified 

truth, but for the purpose of having a conversation about these contested perspectives. 

This is not to say that the software is not biased. Of course it is! It is biased towards 

promoting conversation.38 I do not make claims about neutrality, a common practice 

in technological contexts. On the contrary, I am designing a tool biased towards 

conversation. 

 

Metaphors 

Metaphor of Connecting 

																																																								
38 I even weigh down racist commentary of some interviewees. 
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This metaphor, widely used in Silicon Valley, is overused by Facebook’s 

founder and CEO Mark Zuckerberg. Connecting, bridging, linking, forming a 

relationship, joining, are all terms often used to describe using a medium to put 

people into contact. While Silicon Valley has based the emphasis of connecting on 

assumed similarity, this dissertation strives to connect through difference. While 

postwar conditions are often a result of antagonistic relationships with no assumed 

commonality, Chantal Mouffe defines agonism as a relationship which acknowledges 

that people and their adversaries “shar[e] a common symbolic space within which the 

conflict takes place.”39  

Similarly, in her description of what a just peace is, Elizabeth Porter 

emphasizes the difficulty but also the necessity of using a shared language that 

acknowledges different identities.40 In describing and connecting war narratives, for 

Porter, it is precisely language that connects these differences. I have taken both 

Mouffe and Porter seriously in thinking of a symbolic space, such as a planner 

system, that employs narratives (and war narratives), using words to connect people’s 

different perspectives. Political scientist Seyla Benhabib has extensively written about 

language and its uses in politics. Criticizing Lyotard, Benhabib writes: “Lyotard calls 

the way phrases are linked together in series, one after the other, the concatenation of 

phrases. The law of concatenation states that these linkages must be made - that is, a 

phrase must be followed by another phrase - but that how to link is never determinate. 

																																																								
39 Chantal Mouffe, On the Political (London ; New York: Routledge, 2005), 20. 
40 Elizabeth Porter, Connecting Peace, Justice, and Reconciliation (Boulder, 
Colorado: Lynne Rienner Publishers, Inc., 2015). 
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There are many possible ways of linking on to a phrase, and no way is the right 

way.”41  Her critique is based on Lyotard’s interpretation and reference to Heidegger 

that “links just ‘happen.’”42 For Benhabib, the arbitrariness that both Lyotard and 

Derrida include in their descriptions of how linguistic links between different people 

were made is a problem because it does not acknowledge the authority in statements 

made, for example, in founding documents. This authority, which points to the 

authors who hold the power to write and declare, foregrounds the context and system 

within which the authority connects.43 In my view, connecting without paying 

attention to structure and the unequal distribution of power relations that exist in a 

structure cannot be enough. For me, connecting across difference is a necessary 

condition to the act of confronting multiple perspectives. In their isolation, these 

perspectives would continue to exist as irreconcilable. But when placed against each 

other, they have a chance to recognize one another and acknowledge their existence, 

even without agreement. Mouffe follows her definition of agnosim above with the 

idea that “the task of democracy is to transform antagonism into agnoism.”44 A 

democratic interface can take this task literally, to mean putting antagonistic 

perspectives into an agonistic space by paying attention to the differences and how 

connections work to make space for these differences. Chapter 1 argues for the 

																																																								
41 Seyla Benhabib, “Democracy and Difference: Reflections on the Metapolitics of 
Lyotard and Derrida.” Journal of Political Philosophy 2, no. 1 (March 1994): 7, see 
footnote 17. 
42 Benhabib, 7, see footnote 17. 
43 Benhabib relies on Arendt for this. 
44 Mouffe, On the Political, 20. 
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importance of figuring out how to connect diverging perspectives. Chapter 3 offers 

elements and questions for assessing these kinds of projects. 

 

Metaphor of Listening As Openness to Change 

Listening to stories as a mode of engagement is fitting to oral history and 

testimony. Making space with openness and silence for someone’s testimony, 

especially when that testimony is difficult to express, is a mode of participation that 

scholars and practitioners alike aspire to. Media scholar Wendy Chun has argued that 

“a politics and practice of listening [is] a necessary complement to a politics of 

testifying.”45 In the case of Holocaust testimony, for instance, many scholars have 

argued that there is a responsibility to listen (Felman & Laub and Greenspan). 

It is common sense that a dialogue, at least a good one, depends on the 

interlocutors’ ability to listen to each other. By listening, I mean being open to 

changing one’s held opinion-- not necessarily changing, but being open to 

changing. My definition of listening does not rely on the metaphor of voice. Rather, 

listening in the sense in which I use it, depends on the listener’s absorption and the 

effect of the interaction.46 How does a user’s action get absorbed into the interface? 

																																																								
45 Wendy Hui-Kyong Chun. “Unbearable Witness: Toward a Politics of Listening.” 
differences: A Journal of Feminist Cultural Studies 11:1. 
46 Even though the dissertation does not engage with the following directly, I 
acknowledge that there are more ways for makers to use listening as a metaphor in 
conceptualizing digital archives. For example, flawed listening has its own benefits 
too. {CITE} Other scholars have also used listening to data such as the sonification of 
data to represent an archive, such as Jacqueline Wernimont’s work on sonifying 
forced sterilizations in the US in the 1800s and 1900s. Had I had time, I would have 
also included discussion from the field of dialogue analysis, particularly Gail 
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Chapter 2 addresses the following questions: How can openness to change be 

qualified in the design of participatory interfaces? What are necessary considerations 

for that kind of openness in relation to the varying levels of interaction – whether 

computer-mediated, human-mediated, or anytsing in between? Chapter 2 looks at 

change in both directions: (1) change that happens at the level of the interface, as a 

result of listening to the user’s actions with the interface; and (2) change that happens 

at the level of the user, as a result of listening to whatever the interface offers. 

A designer can do only so much to actualize their intentions to change a 

viewer’s opinions, but they can do a lot with the change of a project’s own interface 

as a result of a user’s interaction.47 That is what a designer can control. Chapter 2 

argues that if an interface does something that could not have been anticipated, then, 

in my view, that interface is considered to be open to change. Admittedly, this is a 

very limiting definition — but if this kind of interaction does not happen, then I 

would argue that no claims to democratic participation should be made. As Sandra 

Gaudenzi writes in the context of i-docs, none have yet accomplished that level of 

participation: “The strategies of participation seen so far give different levels of 

freedom to different actors at different times. [...] It is still extremely rare for 

contributors to be allowed to act at a concept level – hence to influence the very 

																																																								
Jefferson’s view of transcribing as close listening, in addition to her countless 
scholarly contributions to the field. I also want to note the completely unrelated 
meaning of using software to listen in the context of surveillance studies. 
47 Just take a look at studies of documentaries’ effect on viewer’s opinions and how to 
measure their success — it is too difficult to account for all the variables! See Patricia 
Aufderheide 
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proposition of the documentary.”48 My intention with We Are History is to provide an 

example of one way to address this concern in the context of digital participatory 

archives.  

 

Metaphor of Being Heard 

In studying the aesthetics of dialogue, this dissertation would not be complete 

without a consideration of the aesthetics of being heard. The metaphor of being heard 

is complementary to the metaphor of listening and plays an important role in sifting 

through memories. This shift in perspective from looking to whether someone is 

listening to whether their counterpart is being heard, serves, metaphorically, the goal 

of paying attention to the elements of a digital dialogue project. In developing 

software that requests participation, it is not only important to listen and show 

openness to one’s perspective by changing, it is also important to show how it 

changes. Chapter 3 focuses on this under-examined formal aspect of an action. 

In researching the metaphor of being heard, I have looked to fields as varied 

as trauma studies in psychology, sound studies, and political philosophy, but I have 

found that I use the concept in a particular way: I use it in the sense of being 

recognized. This may, in part, be a function  of the mix of languages I grew up with. 

In Arabic, a person can be described as “masmou’ el kelmeh,” a literal translation of 

																																																								
48 Sandra Gaudenzi “Strategies of Participation: The Who, What and When of 
Collaborative Documentaries” in New Documentary Ecologies: Emerging Platforms, 
ed. Kate Nash, Craig Hight, and Catherine Summerhayes (Palgrave Macmillan, 
2014), 144. 
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which  is “one whose word is heard” meaning “one whose word carries weight or is 

paid attention to.”49 In French, the expression “C'est entendu!,” which translates as 

“it’s been heard,” actually means “c'est décidé, convenu; ce sera fait,” that “it’s been 

decided,” or “done!”50 The weight that comes with being heard is perhaps easier to 

explain in reverse: the sense of being disregarded or ignored is an immense obstacle 

to conversation — why would a person have a conversation in the first place if they 

believe they will be ignored? This belief often leads a person to respond in a way they 

feel is expected — as one would on a standardized test or in the labyrinth of 

predetermined choices that characterize   automated customer service.  

Parallel to the practice of building archives of marginalized peoples is the 

development of the pursuit of acknowledgment or as Richard Werbner has formulated 

the “rights of recountability.” Werbner defines these as “the right, especially in the 

face of state violence and oppression, to make a citizen’s memory known and 

acknowledged in the public sphere.”51 This kind of memory work pays attention to 

which kinds of stories circulate about the past and which do not. Especially in the 

context of the history of minorities or marginalized communities —who, having lived 

through the consequences of historical injustices, are used to not being heard— the 

experience of feeling heard would counteract those effects. In the pursuit of repairing 

historical injustices, it is assumed that human rights discourse would benefit people 

																																																								
49 al-Mawrid, 7th ed.: 629, http://ejtaal.net/mr/#maw=644,lqn=892. 
50 Larousee “entre entendu”, https://www.larousse.fr/dictionnaires/francais 
/%C3%AAtre_entendu/29880/locution. 
51 Werbner, Memory and the Postcolony: African Anthropology and the Critique of 
Power (London: Zed Books, 1998), 1. 
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who have lived through historical injustices. But as soon as we ask who benefits from 

the human rights discourse, it becomes clear that clarifying the metaphor of being 

heard is vital. Listening does not guarantee being heard: a person can listen and not 

hear. One necessary quality of listening must be that it is enhanced by absorption, 

which increases the chances for the speaker of an experience of being heard. If this 

idea of being heard is applied as a metaphor, then it can inform the design of software 

meant to facilitate participation. Chapter 3 advances the argument that participatory 

projects should not rely on metaphor of speech or speaking— rather that, in order to 

be heard other metaphors— such as dancing, singing, standing, painting, refusing to 

participate — would actually prove to be more in line with their intention that their 

participants are being heard. 

Chapter Outline 

The written component of the dissertation is comprised of three chapters. My 

first chapter, “Connecting: Software and Difference,” makes the case for what I call 

impossible conversations about the past in Lebanon. I first offer some context about 

people’s inability to talk about Lebanon’s recent past. I suggest that one way for 

people to connect about the contested history is by paying attention to the 

infrastructure of connections, be it language or software. In my second chapter, 

“Listening: Software and Participation,” I put in dialogue two previously unrelated 

fields: Narrative Intelligence (NI)--the subfield of Artificial Intelligence in computer 

science that is concerned with generating narratives using planner systems, itself an 

outgrowth of semiotics and literary studies--and i-docs--the subfield of documentary 
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and media studies that uses web-based interactive and participatory documentary as 

its mode of inquiry. I bring these two fields together to make the point that in order 

for participation in digital environments to be democratic, the interfaces, structures, 

and software arguments must be designed to change. My final chapter, “Being Heard: 

Software and Democracy,” examines digital dialogue projects intended for human 

rights organization that engage with victims of violence, but that, because they fail to 

account for the effect of the digital medium, fall short of accomplishing their goals of 

democratic conversation. 

The chapters can be described as centered around the following questions 

respectively: 

(1) How can a digital environment be a space for different contradicting opinions?  

(2) How can the democratic aspect of a participatory interface be determined?  

(3) What are elements that would help assess whether digital dialogue projects are 

accomplishing their goals? 

The first chapter argues for makers to pay attention to the medium of digital 

dialogue projects and the infrastructures of connection. The second argues for using 

listening in the medium as a mode of interaction that is participatory. The third and 

last chapter argues for how new media projects about dialogue in post-war conditions 

often embody a problematic human rights discourse that is scripted towards a 

Western audience, and makes suggestions for how to build these projects without 

falling into that trap. 
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Chapter 1 - Connecting: Software and Difference 
 

Spontaneity, arbitrariness, linkage, the happening, heterogeneity, and the 
power that links, that binds, that organizes and molds: this is the site of the 
civil war of language as well as of the language of politics. 

—Seyla Benhabib,  
“Democracy and Difference: Reflections on the Metapolitics of Lyotard and Derrida” 

 
 
 
In designing We Are History to make space for difference of perspectives 

about the past in Lebanon, I argue that stories and oral histories are effective 

jumping-off points for conversations. In my view, virtual conversations are a 

necessary initial step to a real conversation, in which the work of figuring out what 

histories could look like would take place. The question then becomes: how might 

software be written to connect contrasting perspectives for people living in Lebanon 

and in the diaspora? In this chapter, I make the case for what I call impossible 

conversations about the past in Lebanon. I offer some context about a general 

inability in Lebanon to talk about the country’s recent past. I suggest that one way to 

connect about the contested history is by paying attention to the infrastructure of 

connections, be it language or software. 

 

The Issue of Impossible Conversations and the Argument for a Public Realm for 
Diverse Perspectives in Post-War Lebanon  

 
Unwillingness to Talk Because Everyone Knows 
 

Towards the beginning of one my interviews, the respondent had started 

explaining that his city was under siege, but interrupted himself quickly, saying that 

he did not want to repeat anything because everyone knew what had happened. 
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Fabiola Hanna: Where were you [when the siege started]? 
Salim Aslan: I was, like all the guys around us, by our houses defending   
                     ourselves, our dignity, our families, not more 
FH: How about before the war started, before the first days of the war, what  

                   were you doing?  
SA: We were at our work, our jobs, etc until it started 
FH: Were you expecting that a war would start? 
SA: Yes, it was clear, that the group (el-jame’a) were prepared and were  

                    preparing, we saw that something was going to happen and we are forced  
                    to defend ourselves 

FH: Where you here in the neighborhood of madineh? 
SA: Of course 
FH: What happened? What did you see right at the beginning? 
SA: We saw, most of all, ya’ne, we saw with a bare eye that we were under  

                    siege, all around the city 
FH: How did it become under siege? 
SA: With a national army  
FH: With tanks…? 
SA: Of course, and even at some points helicopters, they used helicopters and 

a cannon that was shooting and everything, we don’t want to repeat, 
everyone knows what happened, (pause) the whole world was watching 
how we were being hit and targeted and what our condition was. We 
arrived at a very difficult condition.52 

 
This was my first time meeting him, but he was expressing the assumption 

that “everyone,” including me, knows what happened, implying that everyone has 

these memories and that it is enough to talk about it or that he has nothing new to add 

to whatever is already known about the events. In Arabic, his use of “everyone knows 

what happened” can be interpreted as either he does not want to say how he was 

personally involved, or that he feels it is not worth anyone’s time to consider what 

happened beyond whatever has been accepted as collective memory. I have found this 

to be symptomatic of many conversations about the past in Lebanon: we all know 

																																																								
52. Interview with Salim Aslan – September 2010 - 8:05 – 9:15. 
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what happened, let’s just move on. But the unwillingness to go over the “dirt” of the 

past only contributes to the messiness of attempts at contemporary conversations. 

This behavior of saying “everyone knows” is in my view a refusal to connect. 

Rephrased, this statement could be: “What is there to talk about?” or even “No need 

to connect about what happened.” It is the argument of this dissertation that this 

pervasive refusal to connect is a reason to create a means for connecting. 

 

Lebanon’s Memory Politics and Impossible Conversations 

Lebanon’s Contested Past 
 
As described in the introduction, narrating Lebanon’s past is highly contested. 

Its diversity of eighteen religious sects, in a small area, is often cited as the reason 

behind the disagreement.53 But there are many reasons for the difficulty of dealing 

with our history. The conditions in which Lebanon gained independence, its political 

trajectories, its many internal and external wars, and the absence of initiatives such as 

truth and reconciliation commissions have all contributed to the absence of a cohesive 

narrative about the past on an official level.  

To frame the current problems in Lebanon about its contested past as a result 

solely of the latest civil war (1975-1990) would be short-sighted. Conflicting ideas 

																																																								
53. The sects officially recognized by the constitution are: Alawite, Armenian 

Catholic, Armenian Orthodox, Assyrian Church of the East, Chaldean Catholic, 
Copts, Druze, Greek Orthodox, Isma’ili, Jewish, Latin Catholic, Maronite Catholic, 
Melkite Greek Catholic, Protestant, Sunni, Shia, Syriac Catholic Church, and Syriac 
Orthodox Church. Some consider atheism as the 19th sect. Lebanon’s area is 
comparable to the size of San Diego county, a little above 4,000 mi2. 
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about identity are present in the founding documents of Lebanon. As the French 

ended their mandate in response to the protests against their imprisonment of 

Lebanese political leaders in 1943, they left their legacy from their founding of the 

Lebanese Republic in 1926, in their formulation of the sectarian power-sharing 

system (also known as confessionalism), which they implemented before they 

officially left in 1946.54 Based on the 1932 census55 and religious demographics, they 

assigned political leading positions with a preference for the Maronites, who were 

their allies. Maronites were entitled to the presidency, Sunnis would get the Prime 

Minister post and Shiites would get the speaker of Parliament position. The Deputy 

Speaker of the Parliament and the Deputy Prime Minister would be Greek Orthodox 

Christian, and the Chief of the General Staff of the Armed Forces would be Druze. 

And so on for all public positions. Parliamentary seats were also split according to a 

6:5 ratio of Christian/Muslims. The National Pact, an unwritten agreement between 

the first president and the prime minister in 1943, was meant as a temporary 

compromise for the Maronites, who were placed in positions of power by the French 

rulers, to retain a majority of power in exchange for acknowledging an Arab identity 

and promising an allegiance to Lebanon and not to Western powers. There was hope 

																																																								
54. See Imad Salamey, The Government and Politics of Lebanon. (London: 

Routledge, 2017), 57.; For a complete history of this sectarian history, beginning with 
19th century Ottoman empire see Ussama Makdisi, The Culture of Sectarianism: 
Community, History, and Violence in Nineteenth-Century Ottoman Lebanon 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000). 

 
55. Which is the last census. Politicians have argued that updated 

demographics would be a source for disagreement and more conflict. 
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that feelings of national belonging would eliminate the need for the confessionalist 

system and would eventually be replaced. The Ta’ef Accord,56 signed to end the civil 

war in 1989, amended the constitution; the president had several veto powers and 

duties stripped down, the prime minister gained more powers, parliament seats would 

be split in half between Christian and Muslims, 64 seats to each religion. The peculiar 

definition of Lebanon as an independent country with an “Arab face” was also 

addressed at the end of the civil war, confirming the Arab identity more clearly57 but 

kept in place the political sectarian system.58 There is an ongoing debate in Lebanon 

about its East/West relationship, mainly between Christians, particularly Maronites, 

who see an Arab identity as tied to a Muslim one.59  

There are over one hundred political parties in Lebanon, with almost twenty 

represented in the current parliament and fourteen major political parties.60 There are 

																																																								
56. Officially called the Charter of Lebanese National Reconciliation, but 

commonly known as the Ta’ef Accord. It was signed in October 1989. 
 
57. Article 2 states: “Lebanon is Arab in its identity and in its association.” 
 
58. Although Part F and Article 95 called for parliament to abolish the 

sectarian system. This has not happened yet.  
 
59. “Phoenician or Arab? A never-ending debate in Lebanon” June 12, 2010. 

Independent. https://www.independent.co.uk/property/house-and-home/phoenician-
or-arab-a-never-ending-debate-in-lebanon-5547901.html 

 
60. For an in-depth study of political parties in Lebanon, see Antoine 

Messarra: Partis et forces politiques au Liban. Engagement et stratégie de paix et de 
démocratisation pour demain (Beyrouth: Librairie Orientale, 1996). Also, the latest 
parliamentary elections in 2018 were composed of 51 political parties, blocs and 
movements. 
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also many former militiamen in parliament and other positions of power.61 All have 

promoted to their constituents their different versions of history and stories of 

involvement in the fifteen-year62 civil war. With the system put in place by the Ta’ef 

Accord at the end of the civil war, as well as with the Amnesty Law, which absolved 

all those who committed crimes during the war and which was passed soon thereafter, 

an unstable relationship to history was encouraged among the general public and 

people simply wanted to move on with their lives. The generation who fought the war 

did not want to talk about it, rationalizing that all would be okay if everyone just put 

the past away, whereas the next generation had to deal with the resulting political 

deadlock and unexamined history, as manifested in the flourishing of this subject in 

the Lebanese art scene. 

At the end of the civil war, many artists developed practices in response to the 

war. An overwhelming majority did not attempt to represent what had happened 

objectively, as they understood that would not be possible or desirable. Instead, they 

developed the notion of an unrepresentable period and engaged deeply with the 

multiplicities and polyvocalities about the past. They questioned the documentary 

																																																								
61. Haugbølle, War and Memory in Lebanon, 74-84. Although I am wary of 

reducing the problem by only finding blame in the political leadership for 
discouraging conversation and avoiding uncomfortable discussion of people’s own 
involvement in the war.  

 
62. Some scholars contend with the dates of the war, (he) says that we should 

consider the civil war started earlier in opposition to what is mostly accepted as the 
official stat of the war with the Phalangists and Palestinian clashes with the bus 
burning and some have even argued that the war never ended, especially when 
considering the war as a series of localized wars… 
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function of media, including photographs, film and more recently video. They 

examined archives as counter-hegemonic, and experimented with reading archives 

against the grain, obliquely, and beyond… They, unsurprisingly, were cynical about 

the ability to come to terms with the past with the tools we were handed down in a 

post-colonial context. 

But how could Lebanese citizens figure out how to talk about its recent past 

without a national call for a reconciliation process, whether formal or not, such as the 

truth and reconciliation commissions of South Africa and Liberia? The common 

phrase “La ghalleb/la maghloub” roughly translated to “no victor, no vanquished,” 

points to the problem of not being able to narrate a victor’s history and of repeating it 

as a way to promote stagnant sectarian power-sharing structures. The analysis does 

hold up.63 That phrase was used after the 1958 civil war as well as at the end of the 

civil war in 1990 with the signing of the Ta’ef agreement. It has become a popular 

expression in Lebanon cited as a source for collective amnesia. 

 

 

 

 

																																																								
63. For example, as I write this, the distribution of cabinet positions also saw 

the use of that phrase but it does not hold up in the way it was analyzed along 
sectarian lines, as those positions already have numbers of positions based on 
religious affiliation, rather it is advanced to keep the political power sharing. – it 
became an ideological framework for political stagnancy. 
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Collective Amnesia 

Many scholars have identified the phenomenon of the absence of a narrative 

of the past as collective amnesia.64 In War and Memory in Lebanon (2010), Sune 

Haugbølle writes:65  

The lack of any established concept of justice and responsibility, not only of 
the leaders who waged the war but also of the collective responsibility of the 
different groups in Lebanese society – made the task of making sense of the 
war more difficult. Everyone knew that the war, at least in part, was a 
sectarian war with an unjust outcome, in the sense that unconvicted war 
criminals still walked the streets of Beirut as well as the corridors or 
parliament. But everyone also knew that this unorderly order had emerged as 
the basis for peace, reconstruction and continued national unity. In this way, 
the legal handling of crimes committed during the war contributed to a culture 
of amnesia.66 

 

The silencing of vivid memories of war on a popular level has persisted in the 

name of “national unity.” The media environment in Lebanese newspapers, on 

television, online and on the radio has also reinforced this practice. With each 

political party owning its own media channels, each reader, viewer, and listener 

becomes more segregated from the other. Books, documentaries, films, and art 

																																																								
64. Although, more recently, there is debate about whether there really is an 

amnesia or not. For example, see Sami Hermez, War is Coming: Between Past and 
Future Violence in Lebanon, (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2017).  
 

65. Also see Franck Salameh, Language, Memory, and Identity in the Middle 
East: The Case for Lebanon (Plymouth, UK: Lexington Books, 2010).; Elise Salem, 
Constructing Lebanon: A Century of Literary Narratives, (Gainesville, FL: 

University Press of Florida, 2003).; Shehadi, Nadim and Dana Haffar Mills. 
Lebanon: a History of Conflict and Consensus (London: I.B. Tauris & Co., 1988). 

 
66. 72 
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installations are consistently dismissed by opposing factions for being biased towards 

their political affiliation.67 

However, many cultural workers, scholars, researchers, artists, and journalists 

have been working through Lebanon’s past and the civil war in particular.68 They 

have produced an abundance of work that engages with the idea of an unknown or 

unsettled Lebanese history. Walid Raad, Joanna Hadjithomas, Khalil Joreige, Rabih 

Mroué, Akram Zaatari, Nada Sahnaoui, and others have each (and sometimes 

collaboratively) produced work in response to the civil war, experimenting with the 

difficulty of approaching the subject conceptually, formally and aesthetically. It is not 

that there is a shortage of work on the subject; quite the opposite: extensive research, 

writing and publishing has happened over the years on this difficult history. But 

rather, none have been able to foster the step I consider critical towards imagining 

what a history telling could be: conversations about it. 

 
Impossible Conversations 
 
 

I contend that many factors in Lebanon make it very difficult to put varied 

perspectives together and imagine what conversations about history would look like. 

																																																								
67. Sarah El-Richani’s The Lebanese Media: Anatomy of a System in Perpetual Crisis 
(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016). 
68. Haugbølle cites the reconstruction of Beirut by Rafiq Hariri as an impetus for 
many cultural producers to work against collective amnesia (64-65). 
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The “history textbook problem,”69 or the absence of an officially approved 

history curriculum, is both a contributing cause and a result of this refusal to engage 

with history collectively. In addition to other results, such as political stagnation, an 

ease for politicians to use unchecked discourse about the past, othering of political, 

religious and sectarian subjects, there is yet another result of refusal or inability to 

connect about history publicly.70 Because it is very difficult for Lebanese to talk 

about our history with someone who might hold a different view beyond polite 

generalities, I term this phenomenon “impossible conversations.” 

For me, “impossible conversations” expresses the condition of either the 

inability to have or the avoidance of a conversation with someone who is assumed to 

hold conflicting opinions. It is the rejection of a potential conversation for fear of 

disagreement or potential fight, based on assumptions that interlocutors make about 

each other.  This feeling/attitude of inability or avoidance is often a result of having 

given up after trying and failing (having a bad experience) or not even having initial 

hope of a conversation. It also is a result of people’s not being open to changing their 

opinions or even considering that they might be wrong in their position, or accepting 

that there exist other valid opinions. This is promulgated because of the la ghaleb/la 

maghloub popularity.  

This feeling of hopelessness about having a conversation about the past comes 

from all the conditions described above – the complexities of the war, its result, the 

																																																								
69. This was how the UNDP presented the absence of a history curriculum that was 
officially approved of. 
70. Haugbølle, “Public and Private Memory of the Lebanese Civil War.” 
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Ta’ef accord and the Amnesty Law that followed it, the warlords who transitioned to 

political positions, and the absence of reconciliatory efforts on a national level – 

compounded by the difficulties of daily life in a “postwar” condition. In his 

dissertation titled “Crisis of Representation: Experimental Documentary in Postwar 

Lebanon,” Mark Westmoreland perfectly conveys this feeling of resilience and 

desperation in the postwar period recognized after the civil war: “When the Lebanese 

are celebrated as resourceful people, resilient in the face of despair, and playful 

despite bombardments, this “postwar” tendency forgets the draining depression, 

horrific hopelessness, and virtual violence that Lebanese resilience must endure on a 

daily routine.” In this environment, having a conversation about the past only appears 

to make things worse. 

There are many other reasons for the impossibility of these conversations 

about the past. Sometimes a means of survival, especially given that the use of both 

legal and illegal guns have gone up, avoiding a contested conversation makes sense. 

It is not worth it. In addition, the Lebanese media environment does not offer good 

models for holding a contested debate. On TV talk shows, politicians sometimes hurl 

curses, throw chairs and get into fist fights with each other.71 Even political 

analysts/commentators are known to hold heated arguments that become violent. In 

1993, a documentary by LBC72 had to be cancelled for fear that it might ignite new 

																																																								
71. A quick search on YouTube for Lebanon talk-show curse is indicative of 

that number. 
 
72. Lebanese Broadcasting Channel, a major television station in Lebanon 
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violence.73 An initiative to publish twenty articles by the newspaper Al-Balad in May 

and April 2005 was a rare forum for popular discourse about memories of war. In “30 

sana ‘ala bidayat al harb” (roughly translated to 30 years after the beginning of the 

war), the series of letters included testimonies of an “ordinary Lebanese war 

experience.”74 Haugbølle describes the effect of these articles: “they appear as 

fragments of common sense, incomplete understandings of a jagged national history.” 

In this sense, these articles reveal in their isolation that even as a series, these 

testimonies are difficult to connect. 

One person who stands out in the Lebanese post-memory field and encourages 

dialogue about the past is Assaad Chaftari. He was a previous leader in the right-wing 

militia during the war, who in 2000, published a formal public apology in a 

newspaper and encouraged others to do the same in the name of reconciliation. 

Mohieddine Chehab, another previous militia leader during the civil war, has since 

joined Chaftari. Together, they have established several NGOs including “Initiatives 

of Change/Moral Rearmament,” and have collaborated with 31 NGOs to establish a 

coalition called “Wahdatouna khalassouna” (in English, roughly “our unity will save 

us”). Their most recent initiative “Fighters for Peace” 75 involves school visits, 

																																																								
 

73. Haugbølle, War and Memory in Lebanon, footnote 11, 75. 
74. Haugbølle, War and Memory in Lebanon, 137-141. 
75. Assaad Chaftari, interviewed by Mireille Bridi Bouabjian Prestige 

Magazine issue 271, February 2016. Chaftari in interview for Prestige Magazine in 
2016 “I am still part of Initiatives of Change / Moral Rearmament. This movement 
with 31 other NGOs is a member since 2008 of a coalition that we called Wahdatouna 
khalassouna or “our unity will save us.” Two years ago, following the hostilities in 
Tripoli, we were several ex-combatants from different enemy militias to form a new 
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community workshops, and resources for former combatants. They promote talking 

about the past, and they promote sharing their experiences and asking for forgiveness, 

all very important missions but this work does not provide a context for 

disagreements or conversations across political/religious lines.76 

Given the sectarian cleansing that occurred during the war when people were 

killed based on their religious affiliation, the various Lebanese communities were 

segregated along sectarian lines. Neighborhoods and lines were drawn for 

communities to protect each other and fight against the enemy of the day. Even after 

the war ended, the resulting geographical delimitations persisted and many 

communities continued to be isolated from each other and did not have an 

opportunity to learn about each other and hear one another’s stories first-hand. The 

education system also does not provide a space for meeting people from outside those 

religious/sectarian lines. Less than a third of students attend public schools; about 

two-thirds of students attend private schools which are either religiously affiliated or 

																																																								
association under the name of Combatants for Peace. All these organizations have 
mainly aimed to immunize society -and especially youth- against violence from the 
many visits to schools, universities and certain political parties and other 
organizations. We travel all over the country. Many documentaries and other 
materials are available to young people or their educators. We organize meetings to 
share about our personal experiences before, during and after the war, but also 
workshops on forgiveness, violence, dialogue, conflict transformation, or non-violent 
communication.” 

76. They also have an initiative for an oral history archive but they only 
interview people who are already invested in their mission. I also have a whole other 
critique about its elitist and talking to the choir approach… will include in another 
section/chapter when talking about script to West and human rights discourse in 
chapter 3. 
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secular, and the remaining minority attend UNRWA operated schools in the 

Palestinian camps. For the most part, the religious private schools continue the 

already-existing sectarianization. Secular schools are very expensive and not 

accessible to the majority of the school population.77 Because of the high cost of 

attendance, these secular school’s graduate students who continue to be isolated from 

lower income communities, so secular discourse in Lebanon tends to come from a 

higher income population, giving it an elitist feeling. 

All this is made worse by the inability of teachers and students to rely on a 

history textbook providing a standard historical narrative with which to disagree.78 No 

official history curriculum has been approved since the 1960s, so many schools have 

come to teach early Lebanese history, its Ottoman rule, how the country gained 

independence and end history lessons there. Many scholars have written about the 

latest civil war’s contribution to the difficulty of agreeing on a history curriculum,79 

but that problem has actually existed since the declaration of independence in 1943. 

Every single officially-approved history curriculum so far has caused controversy and 

each of these were demanded to be revised. Conflicting ideas about Lebanese identity 

																																																								
77. Tuition averaging between $10,000 and $15,000 per year. 

https://www.warchildholland.org/sites/default/files/bijlagen/node_14/31-
2013/education.pdf 

78. Placing this in the context of the absence of a history textbook that could 
provide a collective memory” as Eric Medawar argues [he cites Michael Apple’s 
Ideology and Curriculum (New York: Routledge, 1990) in note 10 (p.4)]. 

 
79. Most scholars including Haugbølle. “Public and Private Memory of the 

Lebanese Civil War;” Jaquemet “Fighting Amnesia: Ways to Uncover the Truth 
about Lebanon’s Missing.” 
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and how to frame Ottoman and then French rule are only two examples of 

contestation. 

The Ta’ef Accord stipulated that curricula needed to be established “in a 

manner that strengthens national belonging, fusion, spiritual and cultural openness, 

and that unifies textbooks on the subjects of history and national education.” But even 

in 1997, the Center for Educational Research and Development (CERD), under the 

supervision of the Ministry of Education and Higher Education (MEHE) in Lebanon, 

was unable to present a history textbook that would be approved by the government. 

More recently, in March 2011, a conference titled “Learning and Teaching History: 

Lessons from and for Lebanon” was held in which the Minister of Education claimed 

“that a committee he had formed has worked out a detailed plan for a history 

curriculum that can be shared by all Lebanese, and it has been referred for 

governmental approval.” This ultimately has not led to a history curriculum being 

approved.  

As many official bodies do, the Lebanese government sees the history 

textbook as a vehicle for nationhood and Lebanese identity. What is curious is that 

many scholars and NGOs have also made that tie; that a textbook could not come 

about without a sense of what Benedict Anderson has called an imagined 

community—a term he coined to refer to the way nationalism functions. According to 

Anderson, a nation is a socially constructed community of individuals who see each 

other as belonging to the same group. We can see this effect directly, for example, in 

NGOs’ mission statements such as Fighters for Peace in which they state: “Building 
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an online museum of testimonies of former fighters, thus contributing to Lebanon’s 

collective memory.”80 But how can Lebanese society perceive of itself as belonging 

to a nation without talking about the past on a public level? I prefer Sune Haugbølle’s 

argument to use the term “memory cultures,” as more appropriate for the Lebanese 

context than Benedict Anderson’s term “collective memory” as it points to a plurality 

of memories about the past rather than the monolithic and national, which does not 

apply in the Lebanese context.81 It also allows for different memories to exist in the 

same nation. 

 

One way to connect – language as result of infrastructure  

The usefulness of naming the problem, in this case, the possibility of having 

conversations about the past and naming it impossible conversations, is to be able to 

figure out ways and methods that would allow those conversations to happen. 

Connecting various and conflicting perspectives is what is missing. This is only 

possible with a common language to disagree with. Not necessarily using the same 

language but knowing that that is the language that exists in common allows for the 

production of differences. 

This dissertation uses people’s memories of their lived experiences instead of 

promulgated wider truths in order to make way for people to think about history 

																																																								
80 “Fighters for Peace,” 2016, http://fightersforpeace.org/Home/StoryMission. 
Fighters for Peace website - What we do section of About Us page. 
81. Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread 
of Nationalism, Revised edition (London New York: Verso, 2016): 8. 
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collectively. I am promoting the idea of a public space or an area for dialogue, not to 

agree, but to disagree. The goal is to create a space in which to disagree with each 

other while respecting different perspectives.82 

A lot of emphasis is usually placed on arriving at a common history or “victor 

writes history.” This project instead contributes to providing a language bridge to 

disagree, a way to talk about history without it being monolithic. Questions that 

motivate this work: At what level, public, semi-public, private can conversations 

occur about difficult histories? What would make a conversation about Lebanese 

history/war relevant to people who are living in Lebanon now? Where do different 

perspectives converge, what are the points of convergence? How do they connect? 

What makes these connections more or less interesting to the people living in 

Lebanon? And most importantly for this chapter: How might software be written to 

connect contrasting perspectives for people living in Lebanon and in the diaspora? 

Infrastructure To Connect 

So far, I have identified the cause of impossible conversations as a missing 

common language to disagree and the importance of creating public spaces in order to 

have conversations with people from multiple perspectives. In the next section, I 

cover the need for thoughtful consideration of language as infrastructure. 

																																																								
82. Haugbølle. “Public and Private Memory of the Lebanese Civil War,” 192. 

calls for a linking of theories of private and public spheres with theories of collective 
memory. 
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There is a moment in Arendt’s The Human Condition where she describes a 

séance and a table vanishing: 

The public realm, as the common world, gathers us together and yet prevents 
our falling over each other, so to speak. What makes mass society so difficult 
to bear is not the number of people involved, or at least not primarily, but the 
fact that the world between them has lost its power to gather them together, to 
relate and to separate them. The weirdness of this situation resembles a 
spiritualistic séance where a number of people gathered around a table might 
suddenly, through some magic trick, see the table vanish from their midst, so 
that two persons sitting opposite each other were no longer separated but also 
would be entirely unrelated to each other by anything tangible.83 

 

In Arendt’s description, the table is a metaphor for what connects people 

sitting around it. In the public realm, the table functions as infrastructure that 

connects people when it is present. When it is removed, the absence of this 

infrastructure – this “in-betweeness” – can be felt as disconnection.84 In the case of 

the internet (or digital environment), the infrastructure is both hardware85 which 

																																																								
83. Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition. 2nd edition. (Chicago: The 

University of Chicago Press, 1998). Thanks to Laurie Palmer for bringing this section 
to my attention. 

 
84. Cathy Caruth, Trauma: Explorations in Memory (Baltimore: Johns 

Hopkins University Press, 1995). 
 

85. There is a lot to be said about hardware and its connecting functions, but 
this chapter’s is concerned with software. For a discussion about hardware, see 
Shannon Mattern, Code and Clay, Data and Dirt: Five Thousand Years of Urban 
Media. (Minneapolis: Univ Of Minnesota Press, 2017); Miriam Posner… Nick 
Montfort and Ian Bogost, Racing the Beam: The Atari Video Computer System. 
(Cambridge, Mass: The MIT Press, 2009) and their work on establishing the field of 
platform studies. 
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supports the connection, as well as software with which users interact. The software 

between people is the “table” that connects at an experiential level.86  

In a departure from most digital media projects that work with memories, I 

intend to examine what this infrastructure is in order to acknowledge and study its 

effects in both its presence and its absence, in the same way as the table both connects 

and disconnects the public. 

 

Taking a Step Back to Examine a General Digital Environment 

Digital and screen-based media environments have contributed to pre-existing 

polarizing effects described by some as echo chambers, walled gardens and filter 

bubbles.87 Early media scholars had hoped that the rise of the Internet would increase 

the amount of democratic forms of engagement as well as the inclusion of previously 

marginalized communities. More recent work, however, has shown that digital 

participatory communities cannot be separated from their technical infrastructures, 

which inherently shape certain kinds of participation.88 

																																																								
86. Jessa Lingel, Digital Countercultures and the Struggle for Community. 

(Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2017) Lingel’s ethnographic work as argument to 
pay attention to how people use software. 

87. Cass Sunstein, Echo Chambers: Bush V. Gore, Impeachment, and Beyond. 
(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2001); Tim Wu, The Attention 
Merchants: The Epic Scramble to Get Inside Our Heads. (New York: Knopf, 2016): 
210; Eli Pariser, The Filter Bubble: What the Internet is Hiding from You. (New 
York: Penguin Publishing, 2012). 
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So far, the data-dominating companies of Google, Apple, Facebook and 

Amazon and Netflix— (which all make claims to connect, whether to connect people 

or to connect people to products) have built Arendt’s notion of “in-betweeness” as 

sameness, assuming that users desire similarity and do not want difference. In their 

recommendations, Netflix (or Amazon), present to the user results similar to past 

queries or on other similar searches and search trajectories. Google’s autocomplete 

functions as a normalizing engine.89 Facebook’s timeline also presents to the user 

content that is assumed to be “like” their own beliefs/tastes/choices.90  

There is a general assumption that people connect with each other based on 

shared experiences and that this helps build trust and engagement. While that 

assumption is useful in many contexts, such as in situations when “safe spaces” are 

needed, such as within marginalized communities, that assumption is not always 

useful.91 For example, connection based solely on shared experience is detrimental in 

the context of post-war periods, especially when political violence remains 

																																																								
89. Frederic Kaplan, “Linguistic Capitalism and Algorithmic Mediation.” 

Representations 127, no. 1 (August 1, 2014): 57–63. 
 
90. Eli Pariser, The Filter Bubble: How the New Personalized Web Is 

Changing What We Read and How We Think. (New York, NY: Penguin Books, 
2012). 

91. Bonnie Honig “Difference, Dilemmas, and the Politics of Home” In 
Democracy and Difference, edited by Seyla Benhabib (Princeton, N.J: Princeton 
University Press, 1996). describes Bernice Johnson Reagon’s essay “Coalition 
Politics” to explore the way she conflates home and elsewhere. She begins by using 
the terms oppositionally; “home is a site of safety and identity, coalition politics 
[elsewhere] is a site of danger and difference” (267).  
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unresolved. People who have been isolated from each other need not only to hear 

other people’s experiences, but to hear them in a way that connects them to these 

other stories, even when they disagree with them.92 

Warren Sack has written about the importance of agonistic digital public 

spaces for democratic conversation, as well as built work that consists of a computer 

game, Agonistics, that takes these ideas literally. Agonistics: A Language Game 

(2004) was first exhibited in Steve Dietz’s Making Things Public at the Center for Art 

and Media, Karlsruhe, Germany. It consists of a graphical interface that translated 

comments from an online discussion forum. Each player is represented by a small 

photo that moves in relation to other players’ photos based on the content of their 

comments or posts. The movement is determined by the similarity of the content of 

the message using a clustering algorithm. A conversation is thus represented based on 

how similar or dissimilar one’s position is: 

The goal of the game is to win points and move to the center of the circle. 
Players score points if they are in dialogue: if they mutually respond to or cite 
the messages of other players. To win the game, one needs to establish a 
dialogue with as many other players as possible. Scores are updated after each 
message posted to the group and a list of leaders is displayed. The players 
winning the game have their texts highlighted and so define the group’s 
response to current themes of discussion. 93 

 

Writing about Agonistics, curator Steve Dietz argues that “by awarding points 

for agonistic behavior and building a game-like interface to a very large-scale 

																																																								
92. Benhabib, Democracy and Difference. 
93. Warren Sack, “Agnostics: A Language Game,” in Making Things Public: 

Atmospheres of Democracy, ed. Bruno Latour and Peter Weibel (Cambridge, Mass: 
MIT Press; ZKM/Center for Art and Media in Karlsruhe, 2005). 966. 
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conversation, Sack intends to both map the dynamics of the conversation and 

influence how it is ‘played out.’”94 

What makes Sack’s work crucial to my argument here is the focus on the 

medium of conversation. In Agonistics, the diagrams, assemblages of people, and the 

moving and static lines that connect them by moving them closer or further apart, all 

contribute to shaping the resulting conversation and gameplay. This medium is itself 

an argument where Sack acknowledges all the layers of media: interface, software, 

links, email infrastructure, public online forum, the internet and the whole 

information architecture. 

Many post-war reconciliation projects emphasize the need for people to have 

their voices heard, as an empowerment tool. I will cover this issue of the need to be 

heard in chapter 3, but will bring up one project here to illustrate my point of the 

importance of paying attention to the effect of the medium of a project, and what 

happens when the medium is ignored. The Mobile Story Exchange System (MOSES), 

a Georgia Tech project developed by Michael Best in 2008, collects and displays oral 

narratives in rural areas of Liberia as a part of the Truth and Reconciliation 

Commission installed after the second fourteen-year civil war. MOSES consists of a 

kiosk with a conversational agent designed to record people’s video stories and play 

them back in other parts of the country. The creators of the project suggest that 

interactivity and the focus on “user generated content” would be very helpful in a 

																																																								
94. Steve Dietz, Public Sphere_s, 2007, 

http://www.mediaartnet.org/themes/public_sphere_s/public_sphere_s/5/. 
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post-conflict nation. In addition to developing a participatory and iterative design 

process with an immigrant Liberian community in Atlanta, their findings include 

creative solutions to such concerns as how to overcome the problem of low access to 

the internet and how to design an inviting conversational agent. However, they are 

not attentive to their presentation of digital media as a “tool” for reconciliation, in 

sharp contrast to Sack’s attention to the effects of the medium on participation. Even 

though the MOSES team is aware of the resulting topics that were discussed within 

their project, they do not seem to make the connection between the medium’s shaping 

of the conversations and the topics discussed, as evidenced in their conclusion:  

[…] presented with the openness of the MOSES platform, users 
overwhelmingly chose to look past the war in their discussions, focusing 
instead on present-day issues of social, political, and economic development. 
Such a forward positioned dialogue, rather than a war focus, may be a 
stronger psychological tool for reconciliation.95 

 

While the project is presented as a means for people to look towards the future 

with the war behind them, I think, in addition to ignoring the problems that caused the 

war in the first place, the team behind MOSES also ignore the medium’s effect on the 

project, thereby prompting users to engage with it in a way that is not reconciliatory. 

The team also bring up the problem of trust and riskiness of sharing stories of war 
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that could be deemed “sensitive,” but do not make efforts in the design of the kiosk to 

address that problem. 

In this dissertation, I am arguing for doing more work with individual stories 

from different perspectives, if digital practitioners are truly asking people to think of 

incorporating other’s perspectives and considering them. In the context for this 

project – post-war Lebanon – the initial type of conversation I am arguing for here 

cannot happen in a room, regardless of how big or small it is. In addition to the 

needed virtuality, there is a need to create another type of editor/moderator/machine. 

An automated editing machine that could combine people’s different perspectives and 

offer them in a mode that would be acceptable to any participant. I see my project as 

an experiment in this vein. An artificial agent, intelligent enough to know when ties 

can be made with separate monologues to transform them into constructed 

conversations. In addition to this task, this machine never offers a final version or a 

master narrative. That would be against the project’s premise that there will never be 

one and only one possible version of history telling. The machine can output a large 

number of possible artificial conversations. And finally, the last reason for this 

machine is the affordance of inviting more stories and memories to be deposited into 

its archive of monologues which would prompt the generation of new constructed 

conversations in an ongoing, evolving “memory culture.” 
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Translating Oral Histories into a Narrative Intelligence Database 

The oral histories that I have recorded between June and September 2010 and 

which I am using to construct artificial conversations go through several translations 

from beginning to end. These oral histories start with a physical interview which is 

translated into the medium of video (with audio) via recording, the spoken word in 

the video is then transcribed,96 translated from Arabic (mostly) into English (this 

translation is literal or the most conventional use of the word), and the final 

translation that takes place is one that takes the form of a JavaScript Object 

Notation or JSON into the initial facts of the world -- itself a translation by Warren 

Sack of James Meehan’s dissertation work via Warren’s LISP translation of it. 

For example, here is a snippet of code from the initial state of the world which 

presents Chiraz Chebib’s transcript. In it, she remembers that at night she heard that 

the Absi building, an apartment building in Zahle, had collapsed. 

{“remembers”: {“cognizer”: “Chiraz Chebib”, 
            “topic”:{“heard”: {“hearer”: “Chiraz Chebib”, 

                            “medium”: “across the street”, 
                              “subject”: “Absi Building collapsed”  
                           “speaker_”: “so much shelling”, 
                                  “time”: “at night”, 
                          “message_”: “at night we had heard that something collapsed 

but because there was so much shelling, we 
couldn’t tell, we couldn’t tell the difference” 
}}}}, 

 

																																																								
96. For more in-depth analysis of the translation of oral history into transcript, 

see chapter 2 of Alessandro Portelli, The Death of Luigi Trastulli And Other Stories: 
Form and Meaning in Oral History. (Albany: State University of New York Press, 
2001), 47. The oral historian Alessandro Portelli writes: “The transcript turns aural 
objects into visual ones, which inevitably implies changes and interpretation.” 
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Together as a whole, the translation decisions from one realm into a machine 

realm is what Warren Sack calls a machine language : “When a machine is designed 

to replace a human in a work process, when work is automated, the actions performed 

by the human must be translated into a machine language.”97 Sack defines a machine 

language as a “subset of work languages employed in the design and analysis of 

machines.”98 A work language is “the language – the text and talk – employed to 

describe the processes and products of work.”99 Sack’s call to attention to each of 

these translations allows for a questioning of software-based arguments. At each of 

these levels where translation occurs, the work that amounts to the translation has 

undoubtedly an effect on the meaning, content and form, every translation adding 

meaning and leaving out other meaning. The very last translation falls into what Phil 

Agre has termed text-grammar,100 a computational language that involves 

representation of human activity, but which carries with it reorganizations of an 

activity. This is an imposition of a new structure of an action. 

In my translation of an oral history segment for this project, I have decided to 

define a memory based on how someone experienced that event: did the interviewee 

hear the event, experience directly, hear about it via a medium such as on the radio 

(such as Souad Salameh, another interviewee, does)?  

{“remembers”: {“cognizer”: “Souad Salameh”, 
            “topic”: {“heard”: {“hearer”: “Souad Salameh”, 
																																																								
97. Warren Sack, The Software Arts (Cambridge, Mass, MIT Press, 2019): 123.  
98. Sack, 123.  
99. Sack, 122.  
100. Phil Agre, “Surveillance and Capture: Two Models of Privacy.” The Information 
Society 10, no. 2 (April 1, 1994): 107-109. 
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                             “medium”: “radio”, 
                               “subject”: “Absi Building collapsed”, 
                            “speaker_”: “radio announcer”, 
                                   “time”: “n/a”, 
                           “message_”: “yes, I do remember, we heard about them on  

the radio. of course, everything was on the 
radio” }}}}, 

 
 
Imagine how Chriraz Chebib’s transcript would have been different, for 

example, had I decided to translate that memory into a fact that Chiraz Chebib was 

indeed located across the street? The planner, the software system in this project that 

outputs the sequence of speaking and listening in these conversations, would have to 

move her in the “world” of initial facts system from one location to another. This 

seemingly small decision would create a very different project than treating the 

transcripts as memories.  

In this sense, my central question is the following: what kind of software-

based argument is good for tying contradicting contemporary memories of life in 

Lebanon together? 

This dissertation offers one experiment towards answering the above question. 

I have decided to use a specific kind of narrative intelligence (NI) argument for this 

purpose. Here are my reasons: 

There are three main reasons: 1) NI is focused on stories, and 2) stories are 

good for conversations about different perspectives. 3) Much work has been done on 

automatic editing machines and always entails a discussion of humanistic knowledge 

and computer science knowledge, which is important when thinking about 

conversations about traumatic memories.  
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First, at its core, NI brings together two fields of study: Artificial Intelligence 

(AI) and literary theory, with a research focus on understanding and generating 

stories. Narrative intelligence, in the words of Michael Mateas and Phoebe Sengers, 

“studies, models, and supports the human use of narrative to understand the 

world.”101 NI is relatively young and draws from much older fields, such as narrative 

theory and philosophy. Mateas and Sengers define several subfields: narrative 

interfaces, narrative agent design, agents that use narrative structure, support for 

human storytelling, story database systems, story-understanding systems, interactive 

fiction and drama, narrative for meta-analysis storytelling systems. The term for the 

field of Narrative Intelligence came about in the 90s at the MIT Media Lab but the 

first NI work was probably James Meehan’s 1976 TALE-SPIN program. Part of his 

dissertation titled the “Metanovel: Writing Stories by Computer” (1976), the 

accompanying program called TALE-SPIN used a planner system to generate stories 

with characters, based on Aesop’s fables. These characters followed drives and goals, 

which would generate the output of a plan consisting of an ordered set of actions that 

would realize the characters’ goals. 

Here is an example of a story generated by TALE-SPIN: 

“once upon a time. ..”  
“joe is at the cave.”  
“irving is at the oak tree.”  
“joe believes that joe is at the cave.”  
“irving believes that joe is at the cave.”  
“irving believes that irving is at the oak tree.”  

																																																								
101. Michael Mateas and Phoebe Sengers, eds. Narrative Intelligence. (Amsterdam, 
The Netherlands: John Benjamins Publishing Company, 2003). 
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“joe believes that irving is at the oak tree.”  
“joe believes that irving owns the honey.”  
“joe is a bear.”  
“joe is a character.”  
“irving is a bird.”  
“irving is a character.”  
“honey is a food.”  
“cave is a place.”  
“oak tree is a place.”  
“joe needs joe to carry the honey so that it would be possible for joe to eat the 
honey.”  
“joe needs joe to carry the berries so that it would be possible for joe to eat the 
berries.”  
“joe needs joe to carry the fish so that it would be possible for joe to eat the fish.”  
“joe needs joe to carry the water so that it would be possible for joe to drink the 
water.”  
“irving needs irving to carry the worm so that it would be possible for irving to eat 
the worm.”  
“irving needs irving to carry the fish so that it would be possible for irving to eat the 
fish.”  
“irving needs irving to carry the water so that it would be possible for irving to drink 
the water.”  
“joe owns the fur.”  
“joe owns the claws.”  
“joe owns the teeth.”  
“irving owns the feathers.”  
“irving owns the beak.”  
“irving owns the honey.”  
“it is within the capabilities of irving for irving to fly from the something to the 
something.”  
“irving carries the honey.”  
“joe is dishonest.”  
“joe dominates irving.”  
“joe is hungry.”  
 
“one day ...”  
“joe wants to have the honey.”  
“joe wants to go to irving.”  
“joe moves from the cave to the oak tree.”  
“joe walks from the cave to the oak tree.”  
“joe is at the oak tree.”  
“joe believes that joe is at the oak tree.”  
“joe robs irving of the honey.”  
“joe carries the honey.”  
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“joe eats the honey.” 
 

TALE-SPIN generates a story, which can be described in two parts: the first, 

which starts with “once upon a time,” resembles a setting of the scene with the initial 

conditions of a problem, and the second part consists of the steps needed to resolve 

that problem. This second part, which starts with “one day,” can be reiterated many 

times with varying versions of solutions to the same problem.  

Simply put, NI programs work via what they call an initial state of the world. 

This initial state of the world contains characters and relevant information about them 

and, for example in Meehan’s TALE-SPIN, locations, needs and drives. There are 

actions and goals that change this initial state of the world, such as a character being 

hungry and needs to find food in order to eat and resolve that hunger. For narrative to 

emerge, definitions for things like running or owing a debt for example are also 

written out.102 Change in these worlds is determined by planners. In the MIT 

Encyclopedia of the Cognitive Sciences (1999), Austin Tate describes planning as 

“the process of generating (possibly partial) representations of future behavior prior 

to the use of such plans to constrain or control that behavior. The outcome is usually a 

set of actions, with temporal and other constraints on them, for execution by some 

agent or agents.”103 Planners determine possible future outcomes based on the current 

state of the world and what goals need to be accomplished that are determined as 
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tasks in the initial state of the world. Plans can be thought of and used as computer 

programs. Meehan writes: 

“At the heart of TALE-SPIN is a problem solver, a program which 

implements a new theory of planning.  Accordingly, the stories TALE-SPIN produces 

are essentially accounts of what happened during the course of solving one or more 

problems.  This is consistent with the theory that all stories are about problems.”104 

 
var initialTasksForStory1 = 
    [ 
     {“tasks”: {“ordered”: [{“dcont”: {“character”: “joe”, “desire”: “honey”}}, 
                            {“eats”: {“ingestor”: “joe”, “ingestibles”: “honey”}}]}} 
     ]; 
 
var initialFactsForStory1 = 
    [ 
     {“positioned”: {“theme”: “joe”, “goal”: “cave”}}, 
     {“believes”: {“cognizer”: “joe”,  
     “topic”: {“positioned”: {“theme”: “joe”, “goal”: “cave”}}}}, 
     {“believes”: {“cognizer”: “irving”,  
     “topic”: {“positioned”: {“theme”: “joe”, “goal”: “cave”}}}}, 
     {“positioned”: {“theme”: “irving”, “goal”: “oak tree”}}, 
     {“believes”: {“cognizer”: “irving”,  
     “topic”: {“positioned”: {“theme”: “irving”, “goal”: “oak 

tree”}}}}, 
     {“believes”: {“cognizer”: “joe”,  
     “topic”: {“positioned”: {“theme”: “irving”, “goal”: “oak 

tree”}}}}, 
     {“is”: {“performer”: “joe”, “role”: “bear”}}, 
     {“is”: {“performer”: “irving”, “role”: “bird”}}, 
     {“possesses”: {“owner”: “irving”, “possession”: “honey”}}, 
     {“is”: {“performer”: “honey”, “role”: “food”}}, 
     {“is”: {“performer”: “cave”, “role”: “place”}}, 
     {“is”: {“performer”: “oak tree”, “role”: “place”}}, 
     {“believes”: {“cognizer”: “joe”,  
     “topic”: {“possesses”: {“owner”: “irving”, “possession”: 

“honey”}}}}, 
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     {“carries”: {“agent”: “irving”, “theme”: “honey”}}, 
     {“dishonest”: {“character”: “joe”}}, 
     {“dominates”: {“agent”: “joe”, “patient”: “irving”}}, 
     {“hungry”: {“experiencer”: “joe”}} 
     ]; 

 
In a chapter on Narrative Intelligence, Warren Sack addresses planning in 

Meehan’s work: 

Planning, in TALE-SPIN, is carried out using a number of explicit problem-

solving procedures for transportation (dprox), acquisition of objects (dcont), 

acquisition of information (dknow), transfer of information (tell), persuasion 

(persuade), bargaining (bargain), and requesting (ask).  The parenthesized 

terms refer to the ideas of Schank and Abelson (1977).105 

 
Because the focus of this kind of planning systems is on generating stories, it 

is a great place to experiment with generating conversations out of transcripts treated 

as stories and memories. My next point is about how stories are critical to public 

discussion that includes different perspectives.  

 
Second, storytelling can be used to equalize public discussion. Political 

theorist Iris Marion Young argues for various forms of communication in addition to 

argument such as greeting, rhetoric, and storytelling. Her context is political 

discussion and is of the camp that argues that difference is essential to a health 

democracy. She proposes using diverse perspectives on matters of culture and 

commitments as “resources to draw on” instead of treating them as divisions that 

require overcoming. Marion Young argues that using these different forms of 
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communication becomes appropriate in those terms for democratic conversations. I 

focus here on storytelling. Marion Young identifies three ways in which narrative 

leads to “understanding across such difference without making those who are 

different symmetrical.”106 The first is the ability of storytelling to convey a particular 

understanding without its subsumption or its collapse into sameness. “The narrative 

can evoke sympathy while maintaining distance because the narrative also carries an 

inexhaustible latent shadow, the transcendence of the Other, that there is always more 

to be told.”107 Second, in contrast to argument, stories are able to impart “a source of 

values, culture, and meaning.”108 It is possible to learn why someone holds a specific 

view through a story they tell. Third, in telling a story, the individual communicates 

the various knowledges of the community they belong to and its relationship to others 

and how they see themselves from other positions. “Narrative thus exhibits the 

situated knowledge available of the collective from each perspective, and the 

combination of narratives from different perspectives produces the collective social 

wisdom not available from any one position.”109 Marion Young argues for stories in a 

public space such as a democracy in order to make space for difference in a way that 

argument does not. Because I am trying to make space for difference of perspectives 
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about the past in Lebanon, it makes a lot of sense to use stories and oral histories as a 

jumping point towards conversations.110  Scholars such as Seyla Benhabib have been 

studying how difference can be useful for democracy. However, Benhabib also 

argues that there is a thin line between including difference in a conversation in 

democratic modes versus difference in undemocratic fashions: “My argument is that 

although the problem or set of issues suggested by the vague terminology of 

“difference,” “otherness,” “heterogeneity” or “le differend” are crucial for the ethos 

of contemporary democratic communities, theorists of difference have not indicated 

where the line is to be drawn between forms of difference which foster democracy 

and forms of difference which reflect anti-democratic aspirations.”111 In the context 

of Lebanon, I use difference to mean a disagreement in opinion, but not necessarily a 

difference in identity. So far, I have pointed at why stories are important for 

conversations about different opinions and how conversations benefit from different 

perspectives in a democratic sense. 

 

Third, NI scholars have long worked on automatic editing machines. Not only 

does this genealogy offer a series of experiments to use as a historical basis to build 

on theoretically and technically, but it also provides models on how to tie in both 

humanities and computer science. 

																																																								
110 Also, Walter Ong’s theory of shared knowledge through oral language is 
conducive to connectedness, that is why oral histories are place for finding 
connections in a collection of collective memory. 
111 Benhabib, 3. 
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I have already described the first of this series of experiments: James 

Meehan’s TALE-SPIN. At the Yale AI Lab, where Meehan completed TALE-SPIN, 

there was a tradition of re-implementing completed dissertation projects, so before he 

left, he wrote a miniature program that contained the main ideas of the work. It was 

published in a book called Inside Computer Understanding: Five Programs Plus 

Miniatures.112 Although Schank called these shorter programs miniatures in the title, 

the new programs were titled with an additional prefix, so TALE-SPIN’s miniature 

was dubbed micro TALE-SPIN.113 When Warren Sack worked at the AI Lab in the 

early 90s, he translated micro TALE-SPIN, which was written in ICU Lisp, into 

																																																								
112. R. C. Schank and C. K. Riesbeck, Inside Computer Understanding: Five 

Programs Plus Miniatures, 1st edition (New Haven, Ct: Psychology Press, 1981). 
There are two more collections that included re-implemented micro-programs:  
Christopher K. Riesbeck and Roger C. Schank, Inside Case-Based Reasoning, 1st 
edition (Hillsdale, N.J: Psychology Press, 1989) and Roger C. Schank, Alex Kass, 
and Christopher K. Riesbeck, eds., Inside Case-Based Explanation, 1st edition 
(Hillsdale, N.J: Psychology Press, 1994). 

Warren Sack writes: “Not all of the dissertations produced at the Yale AI 
Project were rendered in miniature for this series of Inside books.  Nevertheless, in 
the 1980s, the expectation was that every Yale doctoral student would produce a 
micro version and publish it somewhere.  And, so, one can find them published in 
venues beyond the series.  For example, W. Lewis Johnson’s dissertation program, 
PROUST, an intelligent tutoring system for teaching novice programming was 
condensed into Micro-PROUST and published in the popular computing magazine 
BYTE.”  

Warren Sack, “HOXs: Histories of Software Systems, Textbooks, 
Translations and Miniatures,” First Workshop on the History of Expressive Systems, 
November 14, 2017, at the International Conference on Interactive Digital 
Storytelling (ICIDS). http://www.expressive-systems.org/hex/01/ 
113. Sack renames what Schank and Riesbeck called “micro-programs,” “systems in 
miniature.” Warren Sack, “HOXs: Histories of Software Systems, Textbooks, 
Translations and Miniatures,” First Workshop on the History of Expressive Systems, 
November 14, 2017, at the International Conference on Interactive Digital 
Storytelling (ICIDS). http://www.expressive-systems.org/hex/01/ 
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Common LISP, a more contemporary version of LISP, in order to be able to study it 

by re-implementation. It could be run and shared with others at the MIT Media Lab 

where Sack had started his graduate work.114 In 2010, when teaching NI as part of his 

Software Studies graduate seminar, Sack realized he needed to translate it again. With 

the suggestion from Michael Mateas to use HTN planning as an anachronistic but 

corresponding interpretation of micro TALE-SPIN, Sack wrote Spinner in Javascript. 

In addition to using an HTN planner, Sack translated Meehan’s use of Schank’s 

conceptual dependency model by replacing it with Charles Fillmore’s frame-based 

semantics. In a recent article on the history of software systems, Sack emphasizes the 

importance of translation and argues for a historiography of software that includes 

translation as a methodological tool to understand the set of decisions a software 

programmer has made and how the writing of software can be different. 115 Through 

the translations, Sack was able to imagine how TALE-SPIN could have been different 

and gained a better understanding of Meehan’s work. I am now using Sack’s Spinner 

system to write a conversation editor. Or an automatic editing machine. 

Gilles Bloch’s dissertation was an early example of using video and NI and 

conceptualizing of the translation from cinematic language to a grammar for editing 

together video sequences based on stories.116 Titled “Eléments d’une Machine de 

																																																								
114. See Warren Sack’s chapter Narrative Intelligence. 
115.Warren Sack, “HOXs: Histories of Software Systems, Textbooks, Translations 
and Miniatures,” First Workshop on the History of Expressive Systems, November 
14, 2017, at the International Conference on Interactive Digital Storytelling (ICIDS). 
http://www.expressive-systems.org/hex/01/ 
116. Gilles Bloch, “Elements d’une Machine de Montage Audio-Visuelle” (Ecole 
Nationale Superieure Des Telecommunications, 1986). I would like to emphasize 
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Montage pour l’audio-visuel” (translates to Elements of a Montage Machine for Film) 

and completed at L’Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Télécommunications at Paris, 

Bloch translates theories of cinema on film language, with its own grammar, rule sets 

and conventions, into a text-grammar in AI, focusing on the idea of continuity. There 

are many other influences however, including: video representations in a database, 

creating a formal grammar for automatic video editing to translate shot transitions 

(such as eye-line matching, motion and position), considering what needs to be pre-

determined (number of sequences, in this case) and what that assumption meant 

symbolically (sequence of edits represents a story). 

Warren Sack’s collaboration with Abe Don to write Splicer what they called 

an “intelligent video editor” is also relevant.117 Splicer used a database of videos on 

the Iran-Contra affair hearings. Sack and Don implemented an interface for editing 

various versions of the narration of the Iran-Contra affair. They developed code for 

the clip annotations, taxonomy of topics (such as “Iran agrees to delay the release of 

the hostages if the United States agrees to sell arms to Iran.”), montage rules, and 

video wall rules. Sack’s work with Marc Davis on IDIC, which creates trailers for 

																																																								
Bloch’s attention to the translation from spoken/written language to moving image 
and considered the effects of that translation. This is a good example of what Warren 
Sack discusses in his chapter on Language for a machine language Warren Sack, The 
Software Arts (Cambirdge, MA: MIT Press, 2019). 
117. Warren Sack and Abe Don, “Splicer: An Intelligent Video Editor,” Unpublished 
Working Paper, 1993. For class 4.889 Intelligent Interface Software Design 
Workshop at MIT taught by Henry Lieberman. 
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Star Trek, The Next Generation.118 They also take this opportunity to argue for a 

methodology they call “literature review by critical re-implementation.” In their 

words: “For one of our projects, Davis and I went back to old planning systems – 

especially Peter Norvig’s concise reimplementation of Herbert Simon and Allen 

Newell’s General Problem Solver (GPS)– to see if they could be used for 

automatically editing video clips into a larger narrative form.”119 Both of these 

projects continue the exploration of automatic editing that Bloch started, all the while 

studying how NI can be written for different purposes, paying attention to language 

and medium. 

Another foundational approach to thinking about AI systems and planning is 

Phil Agre’s dissertation and subsequent book Computation and Human Experience as 

well as the accompanying program Pengi, co-written with David Chapman. In his 

book, Agre establishes a methodology that he names “critical technical practice” 

making the case for engaging with cultural theory, philosophy and other humanities 

fields in tandem with creating a practice-based project in order to pay attention to the 

metaphors used in a technological environment in a critical way. 

																																																								
118. Warren Sack and Mark Davis, “Assembling Video Sequences from Story 

Plans and Content Annotations,” in IEEE International Conference on Multimedia 
Computing and Systems (Boston, MA, 1994).  

119. Peter Norvig, Paradigms of Artificial Intelligence Programming: Case 
Studies in Common Lisp, 1st edition (San Francisco, Calif: Morgan Kaufmann, 1991); 
Herbert A. Simon and Allen Newell, “Heuristic Problem Solving: The Next Advance 
in Operations Research,” Operations Research 6, no. 1 (February 1, 1958): 1–10, 
https://doi.org/10.1287/opre.6.1.1; Sack, Warren, and Mark Davis. “Assembling 
Video Sequences from Story Plans and Content Annotations.” In IEEE International 
Conference on Multimedia Computing and Systems. Boston, MA, 1994. 
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Finally, Fox Harrell’s GRIOT system and The Living Liberia Fabric provide 

examples for using NI by paying attention to cultural practices and values. Harrell’s 

GRIOT makes the case for non-Western concepts to be considered in NI, compelling 

scholars and practitioners to use culturally appropriate tropes. He makes the case for 

cultural computing and uses African diasporic oral traditions, such as call and 

response interactions, to create narrative intelligence projects that are culturally 

pertinent. He has used GRIOT in various generative projects, including one I 

highlight here: the Living Liberia Fabric. Created as part of an ongoing truth and 

reconciliation commission after the Liberian civil war, The Living Liberia Fabric 

combines testimonies in a “fabric-inspired patterns” interface. While its aim is to 

connect and weave various perspectives, the GRIOT system ends up looking for 

similar patterns to make connections. 

 

These three reasons — the centrality of stories to NI, the fact that stories are 

conducive to democratic conversations, and previous work in NI on automatic editing 

machines — compel me to use NI for my automatic editing machine. However, I 

needed to make several conceptual changes because NI planners are usually built to 

generate stories, including fictional fables120 and jokes.121 I needed this automatic 

editing machine however to generate conversations. The machine would use stories, 

oral histories and memories as the source for an initial state of the world, and then 

																																																								
120. Including fictional (TALE-SPIN), documentary-like (Terminal Time), 

etc. cite more recent work as well. 
121. AUTEUR 
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automate the process for stitching a conversation together. Instead of inventing actors 

as characters who have problems to solve, the main task of We Are History is to 

output a conversation between people. So instead of being made up of invented 

characters, the world is made up of real people who remember things they said and 

the task of the program is to construct a conversation out of these memories for an 

audience that will listen with them. The problem to solve in We Are History is how to 

establish links among the memories of people who are not in an actual conversation 

with one another, rather than a standard problem in TALE-SPIN such as addressing a 

character’s given need like hunger.  

Given that I am working with video of memories from people’s lived 

experiences, my transcripts provided the initial facts of the world. I did not want to 

generate stories from people’s memories, rather I wanted to imagine what 

conversations would be possible with these individual memories. I rewrote the facts 

of the world as characters who remembered certain facts about events they 

experienced. In another sense, a transcript is translated into the database as a memory. 

Let us look again at Chiraz Chebib’s transcript translated into the database of initial 

facts, where she relays what she heard the night the Absi building collapsed: 

{“remembers”: {“cognizer”: “Chiraz Chebib”, 
            “topic”: {“heard”: {“hearer”: “Chiraz Chebib”, 

                            “medium”: “across the street”, 
                              “subject”: “Absi Building collapsed” 
                           “speaker_”: “so much shelling”, 
                                  “time”: “at night”, 
                          “message_”: “at night we had heard that something collapsed  

but because there was so much shelling, we  
couldn’t tell, we couldn’t tell the 
difference”}}}}, 
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This is one “fact” that resides in the initial state of the world. The last part that 

starts with “message_” is the actual transcript from Chiraz’s interview. The other 

items in that item shape the transcript by framing it as Chiraz remembers hearing. 

This decision comes from Sack’s translation of TALE-SPIN, as he chose to use 

Charles Fillmore’s theory of frame semantics. Fillmore developed a theory and then a 

project called FrameNet that applies this theory into a whole database. In their own 

words: “the meanings of most words can best be understood on the basis of 

a semantic frame, a description of a type of event, relation, or entity and the 

participants in it. For example, the concept of cooking typically involves a person 

doing the cooking (Cook), the food that is to be cooked (Food), something to hold the 

food while cooking (Container) and a source of heat (Heating_instrument).”122 In the 

case of Chiraz’s example, the frame I used for to hear from the concept of hearsay.123 

Here is the annotation of that frame:124 

hear.v 

Frame Element Core Type 
Hearer Core 
Medium Peripheral 
Message Core 
Period_of_iterations Extra-Thematic 
Speaker Peripheral 

																																																								
122. https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/ 
123. 
https://framenet2.icsi.berkeley.edu/fnReports/data/frameIndex.xml?frame=Hearsay 
124. 
https://framenet2.icsi.berkeley.edu/fnReports/data/frameIndex.xml?frame=Hearsay 
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Time Peripheral 
Topic Core 

 

This frame defines how the transcript is translated. The transcript itself fits 

under “message” and the other fields such as hearer, medium, speaker, time and topic 

(replaced by topic to avoid confusion with the other frame used in that item, 

remember, which has cognizer and topic as frame elements) are filled out with the 

relevant information. Notice, however, that I decided to leave out the element “period 

of iterations” as it is extra-thematic and I did not think it was needed for the project in 

its current iteration. 

 This whole translation of that transcript into an item in the facts of the initial 

state of the world would then be used by the planner to fill a task such as when 

finding a memory of someone who remembers something based on how they heard 

an event. For example, in looking to construct a conversation that makes connections 

between transcripts based on how people remember a specific event, such as the Absi 

building collapsing, the planner searches for all possible items that fits that request.  

The decision to place transcripts of memories as people who remember these 

memories is a different “fact” relative to the beliefs that characters had in TALE-

SPIN, such as Irving bird believing they were positioned on the tree. That belief 

would add the position of Irving on a tree in the planner’s state of the world. The act 

of remembering is added into the world as a fact that Chiraz remembered the night 

the building collapsed. This would help with connecting people’s memories based on 

topic, on how they remembered, what they remembered, who they remembered and 
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when they remembered it. In the next section of this chapter, I detail four different 

kinds of connections using this system. 

 

Connections of monologues into a conversation – as example of conversation based 

on difference 

In this part of the chapter, I present four manually constructed conversations 

in order to highlight examples of connections, including how people remembered an 

event, when they name someone who passed away, when they name someone who 

survived, and analyses of why an event happened, and how using a specific number 

of testimonies, conversations can be tied to emphasize different points. These cuts are 

presented here not as complete conversations but as snippets of ties. The interlocutors 

in the following snippets refer to the same event – the Absi building collapsing – 

during the 1981 Zahle siege, an event that most interviewees mentioned. 

 

1— How They Heard The News 
 
Josephine Lteif 
How did you hear about it? 
From passers by, the Zahleiotes don’t really stay at home 
On top of all the bombing, they used to go out a lot, they didn’t like to stay home 
 
Souad Salemeh 
yes, I do remember, we heard about them on the radio 
of course, everything was on the radio 
 
Chiraz Chebib 
that day, I was going up the stairs 
to get milk for Carlos... no for Roger 
I saw that there was no Absi building 
at night we had heard that something collapsed 
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but because there was so much shelling, we couldn’t tell 
we couldn’t tell the difference 
 
Emile Khalaf 
I went later, not at the beginning 
until we heard the news and finished our work here 
We went to help the guys 
Because there always was shelling 

 
This section of a conversation is centered around people’s experience of the 

event of the Absi building collapse -- i.e. how they learned of the event. Chiraz 

Chebib lived across from the building and heard the building collapse but did not 

realize it had collapsed because of the intense shelling. Emile Khalaf heard about it 

and went to rescue people at a later date, so his experience is at the site, at the 

location of the event, with a temporal delay of the building collapse but first-hand 

experience of digging up bodies of the deceased. Souad Salameh had a mediated 

experience, hearing about the event over the radio, although she had a friend who 

died in the building. Josephine Lteif heard of the events through word of mouth.  

The connection here is not only the fact that the interviewees mention the Absi 

building but also the way they remember learning of the event. In their narration of 

the event, my interviewees recall the way they learned of the building’s collapse, 

which I used as a connecting device to place these video clips together. 

 
2 – People Who Mention Names of Deceased 

 
Names are another way of making connections among memories. In this 

example, people who mention names of deceased in the building are edited together. 

 
Souad Salameh 
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and someone I knew died there, a friend of my sister from school 
Her family name was Moutran 
(offscreen) Do you remember her name? 
Hoda 

 
Ramzi Ziadeh 
There were some of our friends, you mentioned at the beginning, 
Tony Sahyoun, Joseph Hanini, Tony Abou Mansour 
They had a 106mm canon, they were firing at the Syrians 
who discovered their position and started aiming at the building’s pillars 

 
Emile Khalaf 
a war happened there: it got hit with three to four shells and it collapsed 
We went to help take people out 
We got Jean Wannes and Ibrahim Wannes 
and two to three others and George Maalouf’s son 
whose legs were cut off 

 
Josephine Lteif 
(off-screen) yes, Sahyoun’s son, Tony Sahyoun 
I don’t remember that he died in the Absi building, Tony Sahyoun died on the street 
(off-screen) Tony Sahyoun died in the building. Maalouf’s son died in the Absi 
building and his legs were cut 

 
Chiraz Chebib 
until later, when there was a truce 
and to take out the rubble 
Who had died, died 
who was left was a child, nine years old, his family was Kabalen, his legs were cut off 
they saved him but god knows how long he stayed in the hospital 
and then I haven’t seen him since 
his mom and sisters died 
the father wasn’t with them 

 
Ramzi Ziadeh 
So all these, ill-fated people, everyone who was inside 
no one got out of it living 
there were even bodies that not until three to four months until they were able to get 
them  
[cut] 
there was no way to get there before because of the intensity of the shelling the first 
fifteen days, it was day and night, no one was able to get there 
maybe there were people who were still alive then but no one was able to get there to 
rescue them 
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Some say that everyone who sought refuge in the building was killed, some 

mention specific names, such as the name of Tony Sahyoun. Interestingly, several 

mention his name; however, during Josephine Lteif’s interview, a friend of hers 

present at the interview tries to remind her that Tony Sahyoun was in the building and 

Josephine contests that, saying that Sahyoun died somewhere else.  Crucially, Ramzi 

Ziadeh mentions him as one of the people firing a cannon from behind the building, 

thereby indirectly causing the collapse of the building and his own death. Another 

point of disagreement is the name of the only survivor, several mention him as the 

son of Maalouf, his neighbor mentions his family name as Kabalen. Who is right? 

The neighbor who probably knew the family or others who agree on the name? Could 

she have mistakenly remembered the wrong family name during the interview? Could 

the wrong name have stuck with people because it was the most repeated? These 

questions remain unanswered and are telling of how memory works and the place of 

truth in these constructed conversations. These conversations are built to open 

questions rather than give final truths, and having these conversations change and 

evolve contributes to the pulling of these stories in different directions. In this way, 

people who use the project to listen to the constructed conversations are experiencing 

variation in perspectives and how each snippet of an interview can be reinterpreted 

based on its position in a conversation. 

 
3 – People who mention Survivors 

 
This example also makes connections based on people who mention names, 
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this time of survivors. Notice the similarities in the chosen clips from the previous 

conversations but taken in a different direction. 

Josephine Lteif 
(off-screen) yes, Sahyoun’s son, Tony Sahyoun 
I don’t remember that he died in the Absi building, Tony Sahyoun died on the street 
(off-screen) Tony Sahyoun died in the building. Maalouf’s son died in the Absi 
building and his legs were cut 

 
Chiraz Chebib 
until later, when there was a truce 
and to take out the rubble 
Who had died, died 
who was left was a child, nine years old, his family was Kabalen, his legs were cut 
they saved him but god knows how long he stayed in the hospital 
and then I haven’t seen him since 
his mom and sisters died 
the father wasn’t with them 

 
Emile Khalaf 
and two to three others and George Maalouf’s son 
whose legs were cut 

 
Ramzi Ziadeh 
So all these, ill-fated people, everyone who was inside 
no one got out of it living 
there were even bodies that not until three to four months until they were able to get 
them  
[cut] 
there was no way to get there before because of the intensity of the shelling the first 
fifteen days, it was day and night, no one was able to get there 
maybe there were people who were still alive then but no one was able to get there to 
rescue them 

 
In this example, the conversation is around the existence of survivors. It starts 

with the conversation mentioned above with Josephine Leif and her friend debating 

whether Tony Sahyoun perished in the Absi building collapse or not which moves to 

the mention of a son of the Maalouf family dying with his legs cut off. The edit 

moves to Chiraz Chebib who mentions that the only survivor of the collapse was the 
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9-year old Kabalen son whose legs were cut off. Emile Khalif says Georges 

Maalouf’s son’s legs were cut off and Ramzi Ziadeh ends this edited version by 

stating that no one survived and that had people been able to get to the building 

earlier, maybe there would have been survivors. The order of which clip to present 

changes the presentation of the conversation: imagine this conversation starting in the 

opposite direction with Ramzi stating that there are no survivors and then Emile 

mentioning Maalouf’s sons legs being cut, not knowing if he was alive or not, and 

then Chiraz presenting another boy’s name, with a specified age, who was the only 

survivor, to end with Josephine stating the initial name we heard from Emile being 

debated as to whether he made it or not. The order completely changes the same bits 

of transcripts chosen. 

 
4 – Why Absi Building Collapsed 

 
Here is piece of conversation that connects people’s analyses of why the 

building collapsed: 

 
Emile Khalaf 
I didn’t see the Absi building because I was here 
But the guys were ??? 
a war happened there: it got hit with three to four shells and it collapsed 
We went to help take people out 

 
Ramzi Ziadeh 
people in Hawch el Omara 
a building with two floors below level 
to them, this was a shelter 
and on top of it were four to five floors 
but it seems, I don’t know, 
according to architects/engineers, they say that the building was not solid enough 
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Nicholas Maakaroun 
a result of bombing 
and the building’s structure wasn’t very strong 
as you know, same story, building owners  
want to build with the lowest cost and sell at highest price 
what is called ‘la plus value’ 
the difference between cost and profit 
but here the cost was forty martyrs 
a result of carelessness 
at the same time, as a result of the bombing 
I’m not denying that, the bombing caused the collapse 
but had the structure been stronger, it might have remained 
and forty people died in it, children, women and families 
most were our friends 
 
Maroun Rouhana 
they (LF militants) would go out, launch a bomb and come back behind it 
launch a bomb and come back behind it 
until they (the Syrian army) bombed the building 
and they made it collapse,  
there were even people in the shelter, inside the building 
they all died 

 
Nicholas Maakaroun 
yes, we can’t forget it... 

 
Chiraz Chebib 
the Absi building, one day, from the shelter downstairs 
The shelling was undescribably strong 
launchers and missiles 
We are all, children with us, people with us 
the building had five families, not counting others who came 
to seek refuge 
we used to sleep like this, not knowing how to close their ears 
screaming and crying because they were scared 
God forgive them for what they did 

 
Emile Khalaf 
I went later, not at the beginning 
until we heard the news and finished our work here 
We went to help the guys 
Because there always was shelling 

 
Some blame it on “a war” that was happening between the Syrian army and 
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people behind the building. Others emphasize the poorly-built structure and others 

more generally blame the intense shelling for not knowing what happened. Some 

shelling in general. Is there someone to blame? Here, the story of Tony Sahyoun in 

the second edit would also contribute to this discussion. These ties by viewers would 

be made because people offer an explanation of what happened. Their common 

ground is an analysis or a reasoning.  

 
 

Other Possible Ways to Connect in Conjunction with NI 
 
In this next section, I introduce a few other ways to connect in addition to the 

possibilities already covered. 

 
Using Interjections as Links 

@6:20 Toni: How about electricity? 
@6:21 Emilie: No, it was disconnected, (off-screen) it was off, it was    
                         disconnected 
@6:24 Toni: How about telephone lines? 
@6:25 (off-screen) All telephone was outside. What is wrong with you!?125 
 
In this particular interview, Toni knew the interviewee and her family. While I 

was initially dissatisfied with the informal character of that interview because Toni 

was friends with the grandson of the interviewee and she was an acquaintance of 

Toni’s family and knows him well, it created an opportunity to use the informal 

gestures towards Toni as links to other respondents. In future transcriptions of 

																																																								
125. “Kela khtout baraniyeh! shou bek?” translation of informal “shou bek?” as 
“what is wrong with you” is inaccurate. It points to a familiarity with the person in its 
informal character which could create links among ßamong what? (incomplete 
thought). Also, see section on oral history methodology in introduction. 
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interviews, I will work towards noting these gestures to be used as links in a 

constructed conversation. Imagine a conversation that uses that “shou bek!” 

interjection to respond to someone’s memory. 

 
When Sentences or Sections are Repeated 
Another formal way to connect transcripts could be when interviewees repeat 

something more than twice. Oral historian Alessandro Portelli notes that transcripts 

often ignore the “orality of oral sources”126  including when certain ideas are 

repeated. A repetition can be an insistence on an event that an interviewee has 

struggled coming to terms with. Consider the following transcripts: 

Souad Salameh: But at the time, I remember, we had the money, we came 
here without a penny, because (thajarna) we were refugees, not a penny, we 
got money that year, during those three months, we were able to get around, 
we could buy whatever we wanted, but we couldn’t go anywhere and we 
couldn’t buy anything, at that time, during those three months.127 
 

In this section of the interview, Salameh repeats this idea that is ironic to her; they 

were forced out of their houses, without a penny, and when they were financially able 

to buy whatever, there was nothing to buy. She is struggling with this idea and 

highlighting it as part of the difficulty during the siege. It seems like an obvious 

outcome to someone like me after all those years, but it must have been frustrating for 

her to struggle with losing belongings and not having financial means to buy 

																																																								
126. Alessandro Portelli, The Death of Luigi Trastulli and Other Stories: Form and 
Meaning in Oral History, First Edition edition (Albany, N.Y: SUNY Press, 1991). 
127. Interview with Souad Salameh, 27:18. Franck Salameh, Language, Memory, and 
Identity in the Middle East: The Case for Lebanon (Lanham, Md.: Lexington Books, 
2010). 
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anything, and when you have access to money, then to not be able to buy anything not 

because they could not afford to, but because it was unavailable. Salameh seems to be 

saying: What good is money if you can’t buy anything with it? This is when systems 

break down and what was once useful and reliable becomes unreliable and vice versa, 

what was once useless, or common, such as vegetables and fruits in abundance, due 

to the proximity of Zahle to the valley and its agricultural output, became valuable. 

She is expressing her struggle in highlighting this. 

Let’s imagine combining the above section of the transcript to another 

instance where Emilie Sadaka repeats an expression: 

@4:30 was there still church mass at the time? 
yes, of course, all the time 

@4:40 how about burials? 
@4:46 (offscreen) the day of the bombing they would hide, but  
@4:51 but poor kids who were killed, they were burying them in nylon bags, 
the people who were gone in the war, they would bury them in nylon bags,  
 poor kids 
@5:01 meaning that they didn’t carry out traditional prayers? 
@5:03 no, no, they couldn’t, they would just wrap them in nylon and bury 
them quickly, poor kids 
@5:06 where? 
@5:07 yes, many, poor kids, so many youths went that way   
@5:12 was this at the cemeteries? 
@5:15 yes, but for example, in the mtayn, where my family is from, they 
would bury them in front of their doors, “b’id men hon alf mara,” they 
couldn’t go out to 
@5:25 slef khayeti, were buried in front of the door, ya haram, two young 
guys 
@5:31 in front of their wives they shot them, toni,  
@5:38 they killed them in front of their wives and they couldn’t bury them in 
the cemetery, in front of the door, poor kids,  
@5:42 later on, after the war, when the situation calmed down, they moved 
them to the cemetery 
@5:48 (off-screen) for example, Zahle youth, that would die outside of Zahle,  

             when the siege was ongoing   
@5:54 they would wrap them in nylon, poor kids… 
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Sadaka repeats things like “poor kids” and “ya haram hal shabeb.” This 

repetition is an insisting on hardship. How is hardship then conveyed in the 

conversation? Should a respondent confirm what was repeated? Should a respondent 

deny what was repeated? How does a repetition carry this hardship differently in each 

of those cases? How would this section of the transcript be interpreted when 

juxtaposed to the previous section in which Salameh repeats her inability to buy 

anything despite having money? Does this offer a different view to what people 

struggled with through their repeated ideas? 

 

Censorship  

When asked about the location from which a bomb came from, Salim Aslan 

responds “of course from the valley (sahel), it was azifet madfa3 130 from the Syrian 

army” and follows this with some hesitation: “let me be clear” or really “allow me to 

be clear.” His insistence on being clear, is in reference to the habit of censoring any 

mention of the Syrian army during the Syrian occupation in Lebanon which started in 

1976 and lasted for almost 30 years. Now in 2010, five years after the Syrian army 

officially left Lebanon, he can be clear, even if with hesitation. Some people have 

been able to let go of that kind of hesitation, to the point that it does not seem that the 

“Syrians” had ever occupied Lebanon. This erasure of the occupation is a way to cope 

with the various feelings associated with the occupation, whether fear or shame, this 

kind of hesitation, allows for a limited view into these habits of not being clear. He is 
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able to be clear and not have to hide what happened. We are allowed to experience 

the idea that now he is free to be clear. 

 

Absurdity of Situations 

Salameh: (pointing at where they are relative to sniping) They would snipe at 
the houses so people wouldn’t come out of their houses I remember this very 
well: as soon as they would declare a cease-fire, everyone would run to their 
houses, do the laundry, go out to line-dry, and they would laugh at us saying 
Zahleiotes are crazy, as soon as sniping would stop, they wash and dry their 
laundry! We weren’t absorbing what was going on, other than when they get 
at it again, then we would go back in.128 
 
 
Salameh’s description of not knowing what was going on while doing laundry 

–admitting the absurdity of situation – from external laughter at them and reflecting 

that “ma kena nestaw3ib shou fi” not absorbing what is there... These meta-analyses 

that happen while retelling a specific memory also offer an opportunity to connect 

different interpretations of an event. 

 

Conclusion 

Volk’s review129 of two recent books on Lebanese memory of the war130 

concludes in the following way: 

																																																								
128. Souad Salameh interview. 13:10. 
129. Lucia Volk, “Memory Politics in Lebanon a Generation after the Civil War,” 
Middle East Journal of Culture and Communication 10, no. 2–3 (January 1, 2017): 
293–98, https://doi.org/10.1163/18739865-01002013. 
130. Sami Hermez, War Is Coming: Between Past and Future Violence in Lebanon 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2017); Bashir Saade, Hizbullah and 
the Politics of Remembrance: Writing the Lebanese Nation (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2016). 
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Efforts by civil society actors and institutions dedicated to preserving and 
debating memories of war are invaluable, as are the analytical efforts of social 
scientists with outsider perspectives. Researchers can make important 
contributions to ongoing dialogues about Lebanon’s past, present and future 
by looking at memories as both symbols and acts that create new realities and 
determine futures. (emphasis in original, 298) 
 

This chapter has taken Volk’s call to “look […] at memories as both symbols and 

acts” seriously, and quite literally. In taking transcripts of memories and placing them 

in a database, these memories are first treated symbolically, but when they are to be 

pulled out and tied together through artificial connections, these transcripts of 

memory are treated as actions towards conversations.  
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Chapter 2 - Listening: Software and Participation 
 

For us, a language is first and foremost someone talking. But there are 
language games in which the important thing is to listen, in which the rule 
deals with audition. Such a game is the game of the just. And in this game, 
one speaks only inasmuch as one listens; that is, one speaks as a listener, and 
not as an author. 

—Jean-Francois Lyotard, Just Gaming 
 
 

 
Although the fields of Narrative Intelligence and Interactive Documentary (i-

docs) ostensibly invite users into participatory experiences, both types of software 

employ practices which place great constraints on users’ participation, such that 

neither provides meaningful opportunities.  

In this chapter, I bring these two fields together in order to argue that claims 

attached to i-docs, such as increased democratic participation, are ultimately curtailed 

if the medium’s effect is not addressed. In my view, it is not enough to share stories 

by “giving voice,” and scholars and practitioners must be willing to recognize the 

importance of how these stories are shared. I study whether makers consider listening, 

as a metaphor for openness to change, instead of openness to voice, in the design of 

the story interface and software system.  

My project, We Are History: A People’s History of Lebanon, is an experiment 

in what it means to incorporate listening as a metaphor for change in these kinds of 

projects, situating listening as a crucial component of democracy and citizenship. We 

Are History is an automatic editing machine built with a narrative intelligence planner 

that sifts through an archive of oral histories of daily life to imagine what 

conversations would look like between people who would not talk to each other 
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otherwise. 

 An early example of a film project that pretends to offer democratic 

participation is KinoAutomat. In Montreal between April and October 1967, 8 million 

visitors gathered in a custom-built movie theater with two push buttons on each seat. 

It was the Czechoslovak Pavilion at the 1967 International and Universal Exposition, 

better known as Expo 67, one of the most successful world fairs of the 20th century. 

Viewers gathered for what was arguably—according to its director Radúz Činčera—

the world’s first interactive film. Entitled KinoAutomat: A Man and His Home, the 

film opens with the protagonist, Mr. Novak, witnessing his apartment go down in 

flames. This scene is a flash-forward and the film brings us to the apartment pre-fire. 

One of the neighbors, in a bath towel, accidentally closes her apartment door after 

checking who rang her doorbell. Within minutes, the screen goes dark, and two 

moderators appear on stage to inform the audience that they will now be voting. 

Should her neighbor let Mr. Novak in or not, knowing that his wife will be arriving 

shortly?  The audience duly pressed their voting buttons to select “yes” or “no” and 

the film proceeded according to the vote.131 At eight more points along the way, the 

film projection halted, the moderators asked the audience to choose between two 

possible plot twists, and the film carried on according to the majority vote. The stories 

were part of a branching mechanism. However, the plot was written so that the stories 

																																																								
131. Michael Naimark, “Interactive Art - Maybe It’s a Bad Idea,” in Cyberarts 
International Compendium Prix Ars Electronica (Vienna and New York: Springer, 
1998), http://www.naimark.net/writing/badidea.html. The audience voted “yes” every 
time, except for once, when there was a large group of nuns in the audience. 
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converged at each decision point, meaning that there were only two plots at each 

point instead of a doubled amount after every choice. This resulted in the fact that no 

matter what answer an audience chose, they always got to the same points and 

questions. On top of that, unbeknownst to the audience, no matter what choices they 

made, the film would conclude where it started, with the burning of Mr. Novak’s 

apartment. Despite the opportunities that viewers were given to cast votes over the 

course of the film, the votes were binary and represented a very limited type of 

participation: the ending of the film was pre-determined.132 The film’s promise of 

interactive participation belied its actual structure as a closed system of constrained 

possibilities. And this construction had political resonance for the film director; the 

intention was for KinoAutomat to be a satire of democracy: the impression of choice 

stands in for actual choice. I use this anecdote to introduce the idea of the democratic 

potential and politics of interactive installations. 

At the time when KinoAutomat was shown, the Cold War was underway and 

international exhibitions like Expo67 were used around the world to promote nations’ 

industries and ideas. For the U.S., these exhibitions held the potential to share 

American democratic ideals. In his book The Democratic Surround: Multimedia and 

American Liberalism from World War II to the Psychedelic Sixties (2013), 

communications scholar Fred Turner traces the democratic vision that provoked a 

turn for intellectuals towards mediated environments that came about in the 1930s 

																																																								
132. And in the section towards the end of segment, before a question is asked, the 
narrative converges no matter what is chosen at each question. 
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and 1940s as a reaction to World War II and fascist movements in the US. At the 

time, artists, designers, academics and intellectuals associated the medium of radio as 

a one-to-many medium, reflecting a dictatorial ideology (also associated the Gustave 

LeBon’s conceptualization of the crowd or mob who did not rationalize). They 

worked to promote a different type of medium and started imagining a multi-fractured 

media environment that emphasized choice with seeming minimal intervention from 

its designers. The intention was to encourage thought and decision-making: “For the 

media-makers and theorists [in the book], it was not only the power of stories or 

pictures conveyed by media to change beliefs that mattered; it was also the power of 

media to solicit particular modes of interaction.” As the next generation of the 1960s 

and 1970s actualized this “surround” with exhibitions such as the museum exhibits 

like Family of Man and John Cage’s aesthetics as inspiration, the US’s efforts in 

combining these achievements with consumer choice and capitalism, as well as 

artists’ distance from the original impetus of creating a medium that was an 

alternative to radio which was seen as fascist, these efforts to work towards the idea 

that a medium could incite particular modes of participation was ultimately lost to 

that era.133  

																																																								
133. Fred Turner, The Democratic Surround: Multimedia and American Liberalism 
from World War II to the Psychedelic Sixties (University Of Chicago Press, 1846), 10 
and 293. Family of Man was a photography exhibit curated by Edward Steichen with 
the goal of showing a universal humanity. Steichen, Edward. The Family of Man. 
Museum of Modern Art, 1953. Barthes addresses the short-comings of the exhibition 
in Mythologies. Barthes, Roland. Mythologies. Translated by Annette Lavers. New 
York, NY: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1972. Subsequent criticism also followed by 
Susan Sontag and others. Sontag, Susan. On Photography. 1st edition. New York: 
Picador, 2001. 
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 Although I do not trace the history of that interactive and experimental 

medium into the digital,134 I am interested in looking at interaction and the claims 

associated with that in general, and offering an additional element, listening, to 

consider when assessing a work. In a similar way to the intellectuals of the 1940s 

whom Turner writes about, I argue that without looking at the effects of the medium 

on the possibility of interaction, then it is difficult to really assess whether something 

is more or less democratic. If a software piece is said to be more democratic, it is not 

enough that it offers interactivity; it also matters whether the interactivity is open or 

limited. The kinds of choices and the resulting effects of those choices do matter.135  

 In this chapter, I look at what I term “participatory software” which 

encourages users to participate with an interface for a specific purpose from two 

distinct fields, Narrative Intelligence and i-docs, which I describe below. I then offer 

a framework for listening as a mode of participation that is more in line with the 

democratic aspirations of these kinds of projects. I end with an illustration of this 

framework with the accompanying dissertation project called We Are History: A 

People’s History of Lebanon. The questions I engage with are: Does interaction make 

a project more democratic? Does making choices available to users make a project 

																																																								
134. Turner, The Democratic Surround. Turner wrote the democratic surround book 
as a prequel to From Counterculture to Cyberculture: Stewart Brand, the Whole 
Earth Network, and the Rise of Digital Utopianism (2006) where he does that tracing 
between the 1970s and the 1990s. 
135. Turner, The Democratic Surround, 215-219. Choice itself is not an automatic 
pathway to participation. A large critique of Turner’s is that when consumer 
capitalism and the cold war propaganda became entwined with American personality 
and choice, the vision for democracy became diluted.  
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more democratic? How about showing multiple perspectives side-by-side?  What 

counts as participatory? Where does participation begin and end? When is it violent? 

When is it peaceful? Where are there opportunities for cooperation and where are 

there none? When does participation matter and under what conditions?  

 

Chapter Overview 

 My argument proceeds in three parts. In Part I, I establish the problems with 

current approaches to participatory software. First, I consider two of these fields: 

interactive documentaries (i-docs) and narrative intelligence (NI). Scholars in both of 

these fields have been really interested in interactive and participatory software-

enabled storytelling, and how stories are shared in these mediums, but they have not 

yet considered how the software actually forms participation, what kind of 

“participation” it enables, and how meaningful participation is produced. I argue that 

both types of software employ practices that place great constraints on users’ 

participation, such that neither provides meaningful opportunities. By looking at an 

example within each field (Universe Within: Digital Lives in the Global Highrise 

(2015) and Terminal Time (1999), respectively), I show that these two fields share a 

common goal of working with interactive narratives despite having been developed in 

isolation from one another. They also surprisingly approach interaction and 

participation in very similar ways. Interaction and participation, although different 

concepts as I describe below, are often confused with one another, and often mean an 

interaction that does not provide significant transformation within a project. 
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 In Part II, I work towards a conception of participation that is based on 

listening, which would indeed make way for meaningful participation. I draw on 

theories of listening in order to establish listening as a critical mode of participation, 

and I consider what forms listening might take at the intersection of software and art. 

I consider the political implications of listening in both of these domains. 

 Finally, in Part III, I describe an alternative software project of my own that 

incorporates this listening mode of participation. The project, We Are History: A 

People’s History of Lebanon, is intended to generate constructed conversations within 

the contested political climate of contemporary Lebanon. This work illuminates one 

of the enormous benefits that software studies stands to gain by engaging with cases 

outside the West: such engagement enables scholars and practitioners to see how 

software can be written to integrate and respond to difference – in all its flavors such 

as identity differences, differences in opinion and perspectives, differences in 

attitudes, etc – rather than ignore or expel it. 

 

Participatory Software 

Five decades after Činčera’s experiment in film, and despite claims made by 

media scholars of democratic spaces brought by the internet, our technological 

advances do not always provide opportunities for the kind of participation that they 

seem to promise.136 The “online” mediums we use have several added layers of 

																																																								
136. See Tiziana Terranova, Network Culture: Politics for the Information Age 
(London ; Ann Arbor, MI: Pluto Press, 2004); L. Dahlberg and E. Siapera, eds., 
Radical Democracy and the Internet: Interrogating Theory and Practice, 2007 
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translation.137 The one I study in this chapter is software. The design of today’s 

software both reflects and reinforces the divisiveness in our larger political and 

cultural world: difference is to be ignored or expelled. Just take a look at platforms 

like Google, Apple, Facebook, and Amazon (sometimes known as GAFA) and their 

different recommendation/query systems, showing similar searches based on assumed 

past preferences.138 This rejection of difference is also evident in the field of software 

studies itself, which focus almost exclusively on U.S. and European software 

products and phenomena. Software studies is a scholarly field of inquiry concerned 

with a cultural and critical analysis of software as a medium. It is a relatively new 

field and its first works emerged in the early 1990s. Although scholars have disagreed 

on approach and the field has branched out to include Software Studies (Manovich, 

Sack, Fuller, Goriunova, Chun, Agre), Critical Code Studies (Marino), Digital Studies 

(Stiegler), Digital Methods (Rogers) among several others, the field also fits under 

Digital Humanities, Media Studies, Computer Science and Science and Technology 

Studies. As an emerging scholarly field, main debates include how to study software, 

the combination of practice/theory, what effects the medium of software has on its 

																																																								
edition (Basingstoke, Hampshire ; New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007); and 
Matthew Hindman, The Myth of Digital Democracy (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 2008). 
137. See previous chapter on connecting for more on translation. 
138. For more on this claim, see Safiya Umoja Noble, Algorithms of Oppression: 
How Search Engines Reinforce Racism. (New York: NYU Press, 2018). For a look 
into evaluating such systems, see Warren Sack and Jo Ann Sison, “What Makes a 
Search Engine Good for Democracy? Public Opinion Polling and the Evaluation of 
Software,” in Tools for Participation: Collaboration, Deliberation, and Decision 
Support; Directions and Implications of Advanced Computing (Conference on Online 
Deliberation, Berkeley, CA, 2008): 13-22.  
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content and use cases.139 Most, if not all, scholarly production in this field is focused 

on software in the West.140 

Parallel to the corporate internet platforms’ decision to privilege sameness 

over difference and the above-mentioned Western bias in software studies, efforts 

have been made to write software that fosters and enacts genuine, meaningful 

participation by and among audiences and users141 in two unrelated fields: interactive 

documentary and narrative intelligence. Yet so far, these efforts have been weakened 

by the fact that most of these documentarians, artists and computer scientists have not 

paid attention to the effect that the medium itself, namely software, has on their works 

and on participation. Users are offered only constrained options for interaction, such 

as branching story structures,142 that in many cases hardly even rise to the level of 

meaningful participation, which has an impact on the story itself, either conceptually, 

																																																								
139. A good place to read on different perspectives is the MIT book series, Matthew 
Fuller, ed., Software Studies: A Lexicon (Cambridge, Mass: The MIT Press, 2008); 
the only software studies journal is “Computational Culture,” and is online and open-
access, http://computationalculture.net/. 
140. exceptions from STS, history (Tom Mullaney) and others in post-colonial media 
studies 
141. In using the terms audience, user, visitor, participant, with interfaces and 
computers, I’ve chosen to use the term “user” for the reasons elaborated in Olia 
Lialina, “Turing Complete User,” October 2012, http://contemporary-home-
computing.org/turing-complete-user/, most importantly that naming this group 
anything other than user makes the software invisible and by extension renders  moot 
computer user’s rights to demand better software, etc. Thanks due to aphid (Abram 
Stern) for reminding me about this essay. 
142. For work that can be described as experimenting with various ways to present 
alternatives to the branching fork mechanism, see Noah Wardrip-Fruin, Expressive 
Processing: Digital Fictions, Computer Games, and Software Studies (Cambridge, 
Mass London: The MIT Press, 2012). Also, see Michael Mateas and work via Center 
for Games and Playable Media https://games.soe.ucsc.edu/ 
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formally or both. In the case of participatory software, scholars have not really 

noticed this problem because they have not paid close attention to how the software 

works and what kind of “participation” it facilitates. This is contrary to the 

intellectuals, whom Turner writes about, who in the 1930s-50s theorized and worked 

towards mediums that facilitated very specific kinds of democratic participation. This 

issue has political implications: when people expect interaction, but are offered pre-

determined options instead, then the software is not democratic.  

I take democratic to include Habermassian deliberation, but with Iris Marion 

Young’s additional account of difference. When one participates in a democracy, all 

participation must change or “transform” (to use Young’s description) the initial 

perspective one held.  Let’s look closely at Marion Young’s extended discussion of 

the transformative aspect of participation:  

I have already argued that one of the problems assuming unity as a starting 
point or goal of deliberative democracy is that such a conception cannot 
account well for the transformation the communicative process should often 
produce in the opinions of the participants. 

 
Marion Young here foregrounds transformation as key to communication and insists 

that if there is no transformation, then communication has not happened. She 

continues with an emphasis on what difference brings to transformation: 

 
If we are all really looking for what we have in common — whether as a prior 
condition or as a result — then we are not transforming our point of view. We 
only come to see ourselves mirrored in others. If we assume, on the other 
hand, that communicative interaction means encountering differences of 
meaning, social position or need that I do not share and identify with, then we 
can better describe how that interaction transforms my preferences. Different 
social positions encounter one another with the awareness of their difference. 
This does not mean that we believe we have no similarities; difference is not 
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total otherness. But it means that each position is aware that it does not 
comprehend the perspective of the others differently located, in the sense that 
it cannot be assimilated into one’s own. There is thus something to be learned 
from the other perspectives as they communicate their meanings and 
perspectives, precisely because the perspectives are beyond one another and 
not reducible to a common good. This process of mutual expression of 
experience and points of view that transcend the initial understanding of each 
accounts for a transformation in their opinions. (127, emphasis mine) 
 

For Young, if participation does not transform or change one’s views, then the 

communicative process cannot be considered democratic.143 Inversely, for 

communication to be democratic, meaningful participation ensues when participation 

in communication involves some kind of transformation. Practitioners have to either 

be upfront about the limitations and refrain from grand declarations of democracy or 

we, as creative practitioners, have to work harder on examining and making media 

work that incorporates and supports difference rather than suppressing it. Offering a 

choice does not support difference if the result of that choice has no meaningful and 

transformative effect on the media work in question. 

Although one can argue that all software is participatory to a certain extent, I 

use the term “participatory software” to indicate projects built with software and built 

with the purpose of being participatory. In my definition, this does not include for 

example, software that processes election ballots. Despite its goals for enabling a 

representative democracy, I do not consider it an example of participatory software 

																																																								
143. Marion Young, Iris. “Communication and the Other: Beyond Deliberative 
Democracy.” In Democracy and Difference, edited by Seyla Benhabib. Princeton, 
N.J: Princeton University Press, 1996, 120. 
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because it does not make claims about participation in and of itself. In contrast 

however, NI and i-docs are two fields that are explicit about developing software that 

engages with users in a participatory manner. In fact, in the Routledge encyclopedia 

on narrative theory, narrative intelligence is placed with participatory narrative.144 I-

docs is often called participatory docs.145 There are some scholarly spaces for the 

study of participatory software in the more general context such as the bi-annual 

Participatory Design Conference, which include a variety of fields with both theorists 

and practitioners.146 

 

Part I: Participatory Software: Interactive Documentary (i-docs) and Narrative 

Intelligence (NI) 

This section presents a critical account of two interactive software-based works, an 

Interactive Documentary (i-doc) and a work of Narrative Intelligence (NI), that do not 

offer the meaningful participation they aspire towards. 

																																																								
144. Herman, David, Manfred Jahn, and Marie-Laure Ryan, eds. Routledge 
Encyclopedia of Narrative Theory. 1st edition. London: Routledge, 2005. 
145. Sandra Gaudenzi, “The Living Documentary: From Representing Reality to Co-
Creating Reality in Digital Interactive Documentary” (Goldsmiths, University of 
London., 2013). 
146. Sandra Gaudenzi, “The Living Documentary: From Representing Reality to Co-
Creating Reality in Digital Interactive Documentary” (Goldsmiths, University of 
London., 2013). Also, from the “About” page: “ PDCs bring together a 
multidisciplinary and international group of software developers, researchers, social 
scientists, managers, designers, practitioners, users, cultural workers, activists and 
citizens who both advocate and adopt distinctively participatory approaches in the 
development of information and communication artifacts, systems, services and 
technology,” “Participatory Design - About PDC,” accessed April 20, 2019, 
http://pdcproceedings.org/about_pdc.html. 
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Interactive Documentaries: Definition and Example  

Interactive Documentaries are documentaries which involve the user by either 

asking for participant contributions such as oral histories, drawings, audio recordings, 

images, etc. or simply by inviting them to make choices along the way, such as 

choosing how a narrative unfolds via mouse clicks.  

I-docs came about when filmmakers started experimenting with the digital 

medium, especially with the internet. As faster connections made way for video to be 

streamed in a Western context, documentarians tested out non-traditional cinematic 

forms of storytelling.147 Early examples include Moss Landing (1989), Boston 

Renewed Vistas (1995-2004), Overheated Symphony (2008) and Life in a Day (2010) 

and examples of i-docs who gained a lot of recognition include We Feel Fine (2005), 

Gaza Sderot: Life in Spite of Everything (2008), Life in a Day (2010), Prison Valley 

(2010) and Highrise (2009-2016).148 Some main questions and debates are the notion 

of non-linearity and its effects on narrative, how open source culture is tied to i-docs 

																																																								
147. For an overview of a non-Western context of digital connectivity, see Nishant 
Shah and Fieke Jansen, eds., “Book 2 - To Think,” in Digital AlterNatives with a 
Cause? (Bangalore, India and The Hague, The Netherlands: Centre for Internet and 
Society and Hivos Knowledge Programme, 2011), http://cis-india.org/digital-
natives/blog/dnbook. 
148. Although Sandra Gaudenzi, Gaudenzi, “The Living Documentary: From 
Representing Reality to Co-Creating Reality in Digital Interactive Documentary,” 26, 
points to Gloriana Davenport’s group at the MIT Media Lab, titled Interactive 
Cinema, as precursors to i-docs, Davenport later coined the term with Michael 
Murtaugh “evolving documentary” in 1995. Davenport, Glorianna, and Michael 
Murtaugh. “ConText Towards the Evolving Documentary.” In Proceedings of the 
Third ACM International Conference on Multimedia, 381–389. MULTIMEDIA ’95. 
New York, NY, USA: ACM, 1995. https://doi.org/10.1145/217279.215302. 
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and how representation is affected in this “new” form.149 Although a fairly recent and 

growing field, i-docs draw from a rich, century-long history of documentary practice 

and theory.150 These theories and practices inform how i-docs are assessed.151 

I-docs often play with the notion of a more democratic space, relative to more 

traditional cinematic or TV viewing, based on these kinds of invitations for everyday, 

ordinary contributions, bringing out stories that are often in the margins. 152 Although 

many are wary to use the word democratic in writing – I have not found main texts 

that include that statement directly except for UK-based scholar Richard Vikers, who 

makes the claim explicit in his article titled “Mobile media, participation culture and 

																																																								
149. For an overview of i-docs, see Gaudenzi, “The Living Documentary: From 
Representing Reality to Co-Creating Reality in Digital Interactive Documentary,” the 
first thorough study of i-docs. Also see more recent publication: Judith Aston and 
Sandra Gaudenzi, “Interactive Documentary: Setting the Field,” Studies in 
Documentary Film 6, no. 2 (June 1, 2012): 125–39, 
https://doi.org/10.1386/sdf.6.2.125_1 and Aston, Judith, Sandra Gaudenzi, and 
Mandy Rose, eds. I-Docs: The Evolving Practices of Interactive Documentary. 
Reprint edition. London New York: Wallflower Press, 2017. 
150. For an overview of the field, see Alexandra Juhasz and Alisa Lebow, eds., A 
Companion to Contemporary Documentary Film, 1st edition (Malden, MA: Wiley-
Blackwell, 2015), and Jonathan Kahana, ed., The Documentary Film Reader: History, 
Theory, Criticism, 1st edition (Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2016). 

151. Well established methods in documentary have been established by 
Patricia Aufderheide and the center she founded: Center for Media and Social Impact, 
http://cmsimpact.org/ Aufderheide, Patricia. “Perceived Ethical Conflicts in US 
Documentary Filmmaking: A Field Report.” New Review of Film and Television 
Studies 10, no. 3 (September 1, 2012): 362–86. 
https://doi.org/10.1080/17400309.2012.691248. Aufderheide, Patricia, Peter Jaszi, 
and Mridu Chandra. “Honest Truths: Documentary Filmmakers on Ethical Challenges 
in Their Work.” Center for Social Media at American University, September 2009. 
https://www.issuelab.org/resource/honest-truths-documentary-filmmakers-on-ethical-
challenges-in-their-work.html. 

152. Although that is also a significant theme for many documentarians, 
including Trinh T. Minh-Ha, When the Moon Waxes Red: Representation, Gender, 
and Cultural Politics (New York: Routledge, 1991). 
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the digital vernacular: 24-hours.in and the democratization of documentary” and other 

work in which he writes about auto-documentary – practitioners imply that an i-doc is 

more democratic due to its non-linearity and due to its final form seems more flexible 

than a traditional film (although even that can be argued – does a viewer not have the 

option to pause/play/change volume/etc of a video on their screen – does a cinema-

goer not have the option of leaving a film at any point?).153 This conclusion is a result 

of my participation in i-docs premieres, conversations I have had with i-docs makers 

at conferences, over the course of the past six years. If not framed with the word 

democratic, it is often with the same activist impulse to give people voice, which is 

confused with the goals of democracy. Jon Dovey, Professor of Screen Media at the 

Faculty of Arts, Creative Industries, and Education at the University of the West of 

England, Bristol, argues that rather than lead to a democratic process, the 

collaborative impulse found in i-docs is instead entangled with processes of 

extraction, aggregation and exploitation.154 

I-docs have experimented with a non-linear medium with the goals of a more 

democratic form. In the next section, I cover a very successful illustration of this kind 

of i-doc. 

																																																								
153. Richard Vikers, “Convergence Media and the Digital Vernacular - 

towards the Auto-Documentary,” Ubiquity: The Journal of Pervasive Media 2, no. 1–
2 (October 2013): 132–45. Another article of Vickers with a similar argument is 
Many with a mobile camera phone: The democratisation of documentary? 

154. Jon Dovey, “Documentary Ecosystems: Collaboration and Exploitation,” 
in New Documentary Ecologies: Emerging Platforms, ed. Kate Nash, Craig Hight, 
and Catherine Summerhayes (Palgrave Macmillan, 2014). 
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Figure 1: Screenshot of Universe Within opening page with three hosts 

The award-winning Universe Within: Digital Lives in the Global Highrise 

(2015), the final installment of Highrise, is an umbrella name for several standalone 

web documentaries, which premiered at the 23rd Visible Evidence conference in 

Toronto.155 This i-doc is about the digital lives of residents in highrise buildings 

around the world, produced in conjunction with several years of involvement by the 

filmmakers with a tenants’ community in the Rexdale neighborhood of Toronto, a 

low-income district. It starts with three avatar hosts, named DC (Digital Citizen), Old 

Soul and Agokwe. The user chooses a host who introduces a topic, asks the user a 

question, and based on the user’s answer, a video is shown about the topic. The hosts 

in effect act as guides into smaller narratives about living with digital technology.156  

																																																								
155. Which I attended in person. 
156. Katerina Cizek explains that these avatars represent the algorithm as the user 
makes the choices within the documentary Katerina Cizek, Universe Within: Digital 
Lives in the Global Highrise (National Film Board of Canada, 2015). And Visiting 
Artist presentation at the Film and Digital Media department at University of 
California, Santa Cruz on January 25, 2016. 
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While Universe Within’s director Katerina Cizek is very attentive to the 

relationships she creates personally with the participants of the i-doc, she and her 

development team are less attentive to the relationships engendered through the 

medium and its effect on these stories, the relationships between participant and 

producers. The i-docs’ goals of participatory engagement are ultimately curtailed 

because all permutations are pre-determined. Kriston Capps explains that “all in all, 

there are a total of about 70 different “passes” or permutations you can take through 

Universe Within, but you can see most of the material in 9–12 passes.157 A pass takes 

about 15 minutes.” Cizek explains that expertise is what ultimately decides what each 

co-creator can contribute; i.e., Cizek, as the media expert, decides what and how the 

medium works, residents in the highrises are the experts of their stories and have the 

final say on the story. However, co-creation with the documentary’ subjects, the 

residents, also depends on the co-creation with the users (or viewers) of the 

documentary.  How can a co-creator tell their own story without considering how 

users will experience their story?158 I am not singling out this model of knowledge in 

Highrise as an exception among i-docs, rather that most i-docs have predetermined 

outcomes, even when numerous.  

																																																								
157. Kriston Capps, “Explore the Digital Lives of Global Highrises in ‘Universe 
Within,’” CityLab, June 2, 2015, http://www.citylab.com/design/2015/06/highrise-
universe-within-premiere/393983/. 
158. I have made this argument here: Fabiola Hanna, “‘Share Your Story’ – but Who 
Will Listen?,” Sounding Out! (blog), August 22, 2016, 
https://soundstudiesblog.com/2016/08/22/18160/. 
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I-docs scholar, Sandra Gaudenzi has written about “degrees of openness” to 

thinking about participation in i-docs, and writes that although it would not be correct 

to talk about one kind of participation –given that some i-docs makers ask for content 

itself or co-authoring, while others open up the possibility of co-producing, and yet 

others make space for co-initiating content (where Universe Within would fit)– there 

is not yet an i-doc that involves the subject or the user in the form of the documentary 

itself.159 Gaudenzi writes “In the projects that have emerged in the past five years, the 

freedom of action given to the participant has normally impacted the production of 

the content itself, or the finances of the project (crowd- funding), but not its form. It is 

still extremely rare for contributors to be allowed to act at a concept level – hence to 

influence the very proposition of the documentary. It is one thing to visualize the 

multiple within an interface, and quite another to allow the multiple to build such an 

interface.” Gaudenzi, in fact, sees Cizek’s position (and other i-doc makers) vis-à-vis 

the i-doc as a “benevolent dictator” who makes decisions based on her expertise and 

opens up participation with pre-defined constraints. So i-docs so far have not 

provided participatory involvement that provide the transformative aspect which 

Marion Young insists is critical to democratic communication and participation. 

There are discrepancies between the theories of participatory communication which 

are reserved about what counts as democratic (which I see as positive) and the way i-

																																																								
159. For an excellent analysis of i-docs and participation, read Sandra Gaudenzi’s 
chapter titled “Strategies of Participation: The Who, What and When of Collaborative 
Documentaries,” in Nash, Hight, and Summerhayes, New Documentary Ecologies. 
She also analyses participation within Cizek, Universe Within: Digital Lives in the 
Global Highrise, but Universe Within was not yet released. 
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docs makers have produced their works. These discrepancies provide i-doc makers an 

opportunity to develop i-docs that actually produce democratic participatory 

environments that align with their intentions. 

 

Now that I have introduced the field of i-docs and given an example project 

(this is by far not an exhaustive analysis of i-docs), I do the same for the field of NI, 

before diving into a comparison of the approach to participation that both of these 

fields take. 

 

Narrative Intelligence (NI): Definition and Example  

The other type of interactive software-based field, narrative intelligence (NI), 

in the words of Michael Mateas and Phoebe Sengers, “studies, models, and supports 

the human use of narrative to understand the world.”160 NI is relatively young and 

draws from fields much older such as narrative theory and philosophy. There are 

several subfields defined by Mateas and Sengers: narrative interfaces, narrative agent 

design, agents that use narrative structure, support for human storytelling, story 

database systems, story-understanding systems, interactive fiction and drama, 

narrative for meta-analysis storytelling systems. The term for the field of Narrative 

Intelligence came about in the 1990s at the MIT Media Lab, but the first NI work was 

probably James Meehan’s 1976 tale-spin program. Part of his dissertation titled the 

																																																								
160. Michael Mateas and Phoebe Sengers, eds., Narrative Intelligence 

(Amsterdam, The Netherlands: John Benjamins Publishing Company, 2003). 
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“Metanovel: Writing Stories by Computer” (1976), the accompanying program called 

TALE-SPIN used a planner system to generate stories with characters, based on 

Aesop’s fables. These characters followed specific drives and goals, such as hunger, 

which would generate a plan consisting of an ordered set of actions that would realize 

the characters’ goals. These actions are then output as a list that reads as a story. 

Simply put, the way NI programs work is they have what they call an initial 

state of the world, a formal model for an imagined or real world for which to create 

plans. There are actions and goals that change this initial state of the world. For 

narrative to emerge out of this kind of system, the initial state of the world contains 

characters and definitions for things like running or owing a debt.161 Changes in these 

worlds are determined by planners. In the MIT Encyclopedia of the Cognitive 

Sciences (1999), Austin Tate describes planning as “the process of generating 

(possibly partial) representations of future behavior prior to the use of such plans to 

constrain or control that behavior. The outcome is usually a set of actions, with 

temporal and other constraints on them, for execution by some agent or agents.” 

Planners determine possible future outcomes based on the current state of the world 

and what goals need to be accomplished. Some researchers’ work is on optimizing 

these plans or on figuring out what plans are best.162 

																																																								
161. Nau, D. S., T.C. Au, O. Ilghami, U. Kutter, J.W. Murdock, D. Wu, and F. 
Yaman. “SHOP2: An HTN Planning System.” Journal of Artificial Intelligence 
Research 20 (December 2003): 379–404; Sack, Warren. “HOXs: Histories of 
Software Systems, Textbooks, Translations and Miniatures,” 2017. 
http://www.expressive-systems.org/hex/01/. 
162. I cite two examples of this kind of work here: James Ryan, Michael Mateas, and 
Noah Wardrip-Fruin, “Open Design Challenges for Interactive Emergent Narrative,” 
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Let’s look at an example from NI that sits at a rare intersection between 

computer science, art and history: Terminal Time (1999), similar in format to 

KinoAutomat in that it was a live-event and asked for audience input to make 

decisions on what to show next. Terminal Time was screened at a number of venues 

and on a number of occasions. 

 

 

Figure 2: Screenshot of opening frame for Terminal Time 

The storytelling system Terminal Time was produced in 1999 by, then-graduate 

students in computer science and art, Michael Mateas, Steffi Domike and Paul 

Vanouse, who dubbed their collective the Recombinant Historical Apparatus. As 

these designers described in the Artificial Intelligence and the Simulation of 

Behaviour Quarterly, “Terminal Time is a machine that constructs ideologically-

																																																								
2015, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-27036-4_2; and Mark O. Riedl and R. 
Michael Young, “Narrative Planning: Balancing Plot and Character,” J. Artif. Int. 
Res. 39, no. 1 (September 2010): 217–268. Also, see International Planning 
Competition. http://www.icaps-conference.org/index.php/Main/Competitions 
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biased documentary histories in response to audience feedback.”163 The Ken Burns’ 

style documentary of the last 1,000 years of history is screened for large audiences, 

and at three points during the screening, the audience is polled with a set of questions. 

Based on the readings from an applause meter, the planner generates a set of clips that 

exaggerates the audience’s ideological position. This often leads to an uncomfortable 

experience for the audience, which is encouraged by the presenters in order to 

question the influence of ideology on historical narratives. 

 

Here is an example question from the first set: 

 

This question is illustrative of the other questions: they are short, they are multiple-

choice and, importantly for the goals of the makers, the questions allow for an 

approximation of the audience’s collective ideology. Based on this last result, the 

planner then compiles a narrative about the next period of time it attempts to 

represent and plays it back to the audience with a heightening of their answers’ 

resulting collective ideology, what they call an “initial ideological theme.”164  

																																																								
163. Michael Mateas, Steffi Domike, and Paul Vanouse, “Terminal Time: An 

Ideologically-Biased History Machine,” in AISB Quarterly, Special Issue on 
Creativity in the Arts and Sciences, Vol, 1999, 102, 36-43. 

164. Steffi Domike et al., “The Recombinant History Apparatus Presents: 
Terminal Time,” n.d., 10. http://www.paulvanouse.com/NI2002.pdf.  The link to 
video documentation used to reside here: https://www.terminaltime.com/ but no 
longer works. I have archived a copy and would be happy to share it with people who 
are interested. Also, here is a trailer for the project on Critical Commons: 
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Comparison of participation and design system in Highrise and Terminal Time  

Now that I have introduced these two participatory software projects, 

Universe Within and Terminal Time, I compare their software arguments in the next 

section in order to assess how participation functions within their respective designs. 

In order to do that I look at their infrastructures —how they were built— and 

compare them to each other. I conclude that they approach the concept of 

participation in very similar ways. They both have constricted parameters and pre-set 

narratives and scripts that are displayed in different sequences.  

Universe Within is structured around its hosts and respective themes. Let’s 

take a look at the following diagram, which illustrates the flow of the documentary.  

 

 

																																																								
http://www.criticalcommons.org/Members/ccManager/clips/terminal-time-project-
trailer 
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Figure 3: A broader workflow for Universe Within 

 

The documentary starts with the same introduction in which the viewer is 

asked to select a host. There are three main verticals, one for each host. Once the host 

selection is done, only one of the verticals is used in that pass. Each vertical contains 

five blocs.  The first three blocs consist of the host presenting a theme, followed by a 
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question around that theme, itself followed by three options for a different video 

depending on the viewer’s answer to the question. The fourth block differs from the 

first three in that the question is about a data visualization instead of a video. The 

fourth bloc also signals the end of the path when the user is prompted to share that 

specific path on social media, via Facebook or Twitter. The fifth bloc is an outro 

which acts as the end of one version of the documentary. The viewer can go back to 

select a different path through these verticals.  

Let’s compare that workflow to Terminal Time’s. Terminal Time starts with a 

two-minute introduction, in the style of the PBS series “Masterpiece Theater” 

introductions. 

  

Figure 4 Terminal Time's workflow 

  

The first question is posed and is followed by a six-minute section, which 

covers the historical period between 1000 to 1750AD. Then a second question is 

posed, followed this time by a section, which presents the period roughly between 

1750 to 1950. This last bloc is followed by a third question, itself followed by the last 

section, which covers roughly 1950 to the present. The presentation is followed by a 

discussion with the audience in which they collectively reflect on the viewing. 
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Comparatively speaking, both Universe Within and Terminal Time are very 

similar. They both start with a common introduction, followed by a series of 

questions and media based on the audience’s answer, and a clear end. The main 

difference at this point, structurally speaking, is that Universe Within has three main 

paths designed to be guided through their hosts, whereas Terminal Time has one main 

path. However, Terminal Time has much more variation than Universe Within in 

terms of possible viewings. With that said, they are both limited in providing 

meaningful opportunities for participation, as all the content is already recorded, 

edited, and categorized. 

As I mentioned above, Universe Within consists of about 70 possible passes. 

In contrast, Terminal Time has a potentially much larger output. To illustrate how the 

documentary is compiled, this next image shows Terminal Time’s code for the initial 

state of the world, based on the OpenCyc ontology,165 a repository that fills in a 

planner with common sense, which we take for granted. This can be compared, in a 

film context, to a list of shots that are ready to be edited, except that they are text-

based, and require much more detailed explanation. Here is the full representation of 

the first crusades of the 11th century: 

																																																								
165. For a critique of OpenCyc as a complete representation of the world in 

NI, see Warren Sack’s chapter “Network Aesthetics” in Victoria Vesna, ed., 
Database Aesthetics: Art in the Age of Information Overflow, first edition 
(Minneapolis: University Of Minnesota Press, 2007). 
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Figure 5 Terminal Time – The full representation of the first crusades of the 11th 
century 

Let’s look at a shorter section for the same event, in close-up. 
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Figure 6 Terminal Time - One section of the first crusades of the 11th century 

This section translates from code into plain English this way: 

The First Crusades, a historical event occurring in the 11th century, involved a 

war and a transfer of possession of something. The First Crusades can be 

divided into three sub-events: the call for the First Crusades, the march to 

Jerusalem, and the taking of Jerusalem (in that temporal order). The call for 

the First Crusades is a communication act in which Emperor Alexander and 

Pope Urban I, acting in concert, asked the community of European Christians 

to take Jerusalem by force. 

 

This knowledge base consists of representations of historical events, such as the 

example of the crusades given above, as well as ontological entities used in those 
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historical events, which help define the relations between concepts and categories 

within these events, and finally, inference rules – rules that deduce indirect 

consequences of defined states of the world. 

Although these look very different in form, one is based in text and the other is a 

visual representation of all possible stories, a documentary shot list is very similar in 

that it lists all shots to be made towards the making of a documentary. It contains all 

the data needed and possible for a film to be completed (content wise –editing comes 

next).  

In addition to this knowledge base, Terminal Time is also composed of 

ideological goal trees (which build on Carbonell’s 1979 work Politics), which 

represent the current ideological bias pursued by the narrator (in this case, the current 

ideological bias is obtained through the audience’s applause levels).166  

																																																								
166 R. C. Schank and C. K. Riesbeck, Inside Computer Understanding: Five 
Programs Plus Miniatures, 1 edition (New Haven, Ct: Psychology Press, 1981). 
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Figure 7 Terminal Time - Full Project Workflow 

This diagram is read from bottom to top. Starting with the knowledge base, an event 

is shaped by the rhetorical goal trees, giving the event an ideological theme. That is 

added into a storyboard (really a planner) which is translated into natural language for 

media to be retrieved that matches the sequence which output the media 

documentary.  
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Figure 8: Universe Within sections organized by host, where each pass has one 
option for first, second and third story 

This table displays all media available for use in Universe Within. There are three 

columns for each host and three blocks of rows formed around three stories. For 

example, if a user selects Grace as a host, we can see that there are four potential 

videos for the first story around the theme of “community/action (organize).” 

 Although the knowledge base is one component of Terminal Time’s structure, 

comparing it with Universe Within allows us to see how similar they are in the 

workflow, the main difference being that some of that process is automated with 

Terminal Time, while Universe Within makes very similar decisions through a manual 

process. Although based in text, in process, Terminal Time’s knowledge base is a pre-

existing set of data that is comparable to Universe Within’s own organization of 
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knowledge, the table in Figure 8. In other words, all available data is present, pre-

determined and structured in both projects. 

Although Terminal Time is almost two decades old, the planning system used 

is still emblematic of most NI planning. In fact, it can be said that Terminal Time’s 

computational approaches were far ahead of its time. The planning system largely 

remains the same: a large state of the world is pre-existent, and this initial state of the 

world is required to do all subsequent planning. In this vein, Universe Within uses a 

similar system, where all shots pre-exist and are already placed within the larger 

narrative that a user will view. 

Although NI and i-docs ostensibly invite users into participatory experiences, 

the questions they ask users, and what they do with user responses, show that users’ 

participation is highly constrained. Both systems have highly structured organizations 

that give users potential interventions but the main narratives and workflow remain 

unchanged. In both cases, users’ responses to questions ostensibly change the output 

of the compiled documentary and thus shape the user’s experience. However, NI 

works, like Terminal Time, use closed definitions that lead to pre-determined 

narratives, and i-docs like Universe Within use a set of limited possibilities that are 

not open to change.167  

 One way to conceptualize this problem would be as Sandra Gaudenzi does. 

An interactive documentary scholar and co-convener of the main i-docs conference 

																																																								
167. Although Terminal Time uses this structure to point at its failure of 

participation, in the same way KinoAutomat does. 
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organized every two years in Bristol, Gaudenzi writes that in Highrise “[Cizek] is the 

facilitator, and as such she maintains the authorship of navigation, which she 

considers as a type of content. What she opens to collaboration is the voice given to 

the subject.” The concept of “giving voice” to chosen participants is what troubles 

me. In her presentation of what Cizek is interested in, or “what she opens to 

collaboration is the voice given to the subject,” Gaudenzi first points to the 

framework that is presented to the collaborator. In other words, the openness is 

defined by its closure to other aspects. The collaborators contribute their voices. 

In my view, it is not enough to share stories by “giving voice,” and scholars 

and practitioners must be willing to recognize the importance of how these stories are 

shared. I focus on the concept of “giving voice,” because that is often how 

participation is valued. In a democracy, having a voice, speaking out, is the measure 

of how participatory a democracy is. South African political theorist Aletta Norval 

writes that “The terrain of democratic theory can be conceived of as that domain in 

which the central questions at stake are those concerning ‘voice’: who can speak, 

when, in what capacity, for whom, with what legitimacy, in what tone?”168 But 

listening is under-valued by political theorists. How can speech be enough if no one 

listens? Or how can speech be enough if it does not change? 

It is the responsibility of the media maker who claims that their medium is 

																																																								
168. Aletta Norval, “Democracy, Pluralization, and Voice,” Ethics & Global 

Politics 2, no. 4 (January 1, 2009): 297–320, https://doi.org/10.3402/egp.v2i4.2118; 
Norval, Aletta J. Aversive Democracy: Inheritance And Originality In The 
Democratic Tradition. 1 edition. Cambridge ; New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 2008. 
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democratic to ensure whether the medium/platform/… is actually facilitating that. For 

example, digital culture ethnographer Jessa Lingel examines the claims made by 

various platforms, such as Facebook, and the difference between what a platform was 

designed for and how users of the platform actually used it.169 

If creators of interactive software projects make the claim that these projects 

are participatory, then scholars need better tools to assess whether that work is indeed 

participatory, to whom it is participatory and to what extent. A useful tool I propose is 

to study whether listening, as a metaphor for openness to change, instead of openness 

to voice, is considered in the design of the story interface and software system. When 

practitioners in both of these fields are trying to make space for democratic 

storytelling and if there is no change in a story, then a framework of listening can 

prove helpful.   

 

Part II: Conceptual Framework for Participation: Listening 

Participation is different from interaction: media scholar Nico Carpentier 

writes that although he agrees with other scholars such as Laclau and Mouffe (1985) 

that participation has veered to becoming an empty signifier, void of any significant 

meaning, he warns that this reductionism leads to a conflation of interaction and 

participation 170. In evaluating Carpentier’s work, it occurs to me that participation in 

																																																								
169. Jessa Lingel, Digital Countercultures and the Struggle for Community, 1 

edition (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2017). 
 
170. Bart Cammaerts and Nico Carpentier, eds., Reclaiming the Media: 

Communication Rights and Democratic Media Roles (Bristol: Intellect Ltd, 2007). 
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itself carries the power to change whereas interaction could carry the feeling of 

change. But what still remains unclear is how this change might occur. Interaction 

suggests the possibility of change, while participation implies the power to change.  

Now moving into the field of software and thinking of kinds of participation, 

when software is designed to solicit data from its users, it is necessarily written in a 

way that is pre-determined or structured, because it has to be ready to apprehend the 

data its designers anticipate. In dealing with archives of untold histories, for example, 

even if the interviews were actively solicited, the archive is by definition closed 

because it includes a pre-determined number of interviews and fixed content. While 

software that works though such archives has been labeled participatory, I would like 

to broaden the definition of a participatory software to include change in the archive. 

There are two kinds of participatory software. The first entails a database that 

is already populated. The second solicits data from its users. In the first case, the 

database carries with it its own ordering [structuring] system and language, which is a 

disadvantage because it precludes democratic choice (as already discussed above). In 

the second, the software, in the anticipation of the data, also usually imposes an order 

even before the content is there.171 

Possible critics might point here to big data with the argument that machine 

learning, which processes this data, does not make assumptions about the content of 

the data since no weight is given to the content or meaning of the data. However, 

because the software is looking for patterns of similarity and difference, although 

																																																								
171 Vesna, Database Aesthetics. 
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there is claim to no order, what the software does with that data resembles 

compression based on previous knowledge. As a result, presuppositions are inherently 

present.172  

In order to assess how democratic these projects are via their claims to 

participation, I propose to use a framework of listening, which functions on two 

levels: 

- listening as a relinquishing of a pre-determined view; and 

- listening as a metaphor for an indicator for change. 

In the first kind of participatory software mentioned above, where the data already 

exists, participation could lead to democratic choice, if and only if, that participation 

actually changes the existing structure/system, relinquishing a pre-determined view, 

which in turn, would mean that a listening framework is being used. In the second 

kind, where the data is solicited, what would constitute a democratic choice is what is 

done with that data; if a change is made in the project, then listening has occurred 

and, by extension, democratic participation. It is not enough to solicit data and stop 

there, the next step of how the software makes use of that data, determines whether 

the project is democratic or not.  

Listening is a good metaphor for assessing participation. As arguably the most 

influential philosopher on listening, Gemma Corradi Fiumara writes: “Listening 

involves the renunciation of a predominantly moulding and ordering activity; a giving 

																																																								
172. For detailed analysis of this argument, see Adrian Mackenzie, Machine 
Learners: Archaeology of a Data Practice (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2017). 
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up sustained by the expectation of a new and different quality of relationship.”173 In 

the same way that if someone comes to a conversation with a set of preconditions for 

what the conversation should be, and the result is a speaking at, rather than a speaking 

with — which makes space for listening— if a piece of software pre-determines the 

result of an action (speech act, mouse click, contributed photograph, etc) — which 

implies that a participant’s actions has no effect on the result — then listening is not 

taking place. What is framed as a choice is not really a choice if the action has no 

effect; a case in point is Radúz Činčera’s interactive documentary A Man and His 

Home where the audience’s votes have no effect on the final result of the 

documentary. This echoes the aforementioned Marion Young’s insistence that 

communication cannot be considered democratic unless it results in a transformation 

of opinions. 

In his latest book, Fred Turner formulates the term “democratic surround” for 

the environment or “society in which individual diversity might become the 

foundation of collective life” that started in 1930s by a group of artists and 

intellectuals, which  “was not only a way of organizing images and sounds; it was a 

way for thinking about organizing society.”174 In a McLuhanesque fashion, Turner 

writes that “for the media-makers and theorists [in the book], it was not only the 

power of stories or pictures conveyed by media to change beliefs that mattered; it was 

																																																								
173. As quoted by Lisbeth Lipari, Listening, Thinking, Being: Toward an Ethics of 
Attunement, 1 edition (Penn State University Press, 2014): 8. 
174. Turner, The Democratic Surround, 9. 
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also the power of media to solicit particular modes of interaction.”175 The medium 

itself sets a more or less democratic mode. 

In John Cage’s view, the art genre called happenings, which was at the time –

in the late 50s and early 60s— interpreted as open and participatory, was too 

dictatorial because the scripts used for these performances described exact 

movements that were supposed to be included, in stark contrast to Cage’s more 

indeterminate pieces, “[where he] believed he had found a way to relinquish his 

power and to free both sounds and musicians from external control.”176 

However, not all social practice artists view the genre as open and 

participatory as Cage did. London-based social practice artist David Goldenberg 

(2009) is a rare voice representing the idea that participatory practice is about limiting 

audience interaction. “Participatory practice is not just about shaping consensus, 

acquiring free labor, or seducing an audience into a practice or way of thinking, but 

recognizing the parameters that have been mapped out for participatory engagement.” 

Goldenberg comes to terms with (and confronts) the argument that participation is an 

environment that an artist designs and sets possibilities for, including the options for 

																																																								
175. Turner, The Democratic Surround, 10.  
176. Turner, The Democratic Surround., 263. Allan Kaprow, one of its main 
proponents, described happenings as blurring art with everyday life. For a short 
introduction, see Kristie Beaven, “Performance Art: The Happening,” Tate Essays 
(blog), 2012, https://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-terms/h/happening/happening. Beaven 
writes that, “despite their name, happenings were actually tightly planned and 
participative. […] Rather than being passive observers, the audience were participants 
– invitations to the event said ‘you will become part of the happenings; you will 
simultaneously experience them.’” For a complete overview of the art form, see 
Mariellen Sandford, ed., Happenings and Other Acts (London; New York: Routledge, 
1995). 
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refusing to participate, or perhaps the option to break or change the rules of 

participation.177  

After data is captured, the software can be considered participatory if the data 

is used to change some aspect of it. If we think of listening as the other side of 

conversation (to bend Fiumara’s title The Other Side of Language: A Philosophy of 

Listening), listening can be a useful metaphor for assessing whether software is 

participatory. For example, conversations are affected as the listener frames the 

conversation (the presence of a listener engenders a conversation), or as the speaker 

responds to listener cues, or as a speaker’s opinion changes.178 Similarly, 

participatory software can be assessed by the extent to which participants’ 

contributions effect change on various levels, such as the software design itself, the 

database, the interface — in other words, the degree to which listening as a 

framework is used.  

Of course, the venture of designing listening into software is that the 

apprehended data will necessitate transformation. As Susan Bickford writes, “The 

riskiness of listening comes partly from the possibility that what we hear will require 

change from us.”179 If interfaces for stories preclude any openness to what 

																																																								
177. David Goldenberg, “Re: Participation (Markus Miessen and David 
Goldenberg),” Fillip, 2009, https://fillip.ca/content/re-participation. 
178. As Alice Rayner (1993) has written: “Listening is not simply auditory; it is a 
framing of the speech.” as cited by Kate Lacey, Listening Publics: The Politics and 
Experience of Listening in the Media Age, 1st edition (Cambridge, UK ; Malden, MA: 
Polity, 2013): 166. 
179. Susan Bickford, The Dissonance of Democracy: Listening, Conflict, and 
Citizenship, 1 edition (Ithaca, N.Y: Cornell University Press, 1996): 149. 
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contributed stories could change, then in my view, a framework of listening is not 

being considered in the software design. 

In order to assess the extent to which a software piece is democratic, it is not 

enough for the software design to consist of an iterative participatory design process, 

or to include a call for participation; what happens after a participant makes a 

contribution is also vital. When designing interactive systems, designers tend to 

determine what possible interactions are, before they occur, most notably in user-case 

scenarios where a designer imagines a user and sketches out possible interactions.180  

In contrast, when designers think of what happens to a contribution after it has been 

made, a more democratic process is facilitated. Instead, the aesthetics needed require 

a reflection of this mode of listening: waiting for possible outcomes and only then 

trying to process them. It would allow for different times of decision-making based 

on user contribution.  

Through my proposal to pay attention to what happens after user input has 

been captured, whether a mouse-click, a narrative, any choice offered by the 

interface, that input should change something in the project. For example, instead of 

adapting a transcript to fit into a predetermined database, a participatory model based 

on a listening metaphor would use the transcript to re-design the database at each 

capture. 

A good non-software based example of this kind of listening could be Bassam 

																																																								
180. A notable exception in design is Kristof Wodicjko whose work I further describe 
in the next chapter. 
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Haddad’s documentary Arabs and Terrorism (2007) in which Haddad develops the 

concept of “nested interviews.” A segment in the documentary shows mediated 

conversations between Department of State officials, pundits, and (neo)conservative 

think-tank intellectuals in conversation with official representatives and heads of 

organizations that are on the US State Department’s list of terrorist organizations. 

Haddad starts with a set of questions for the US side and then travels to Lebanon, in 

order to be physically present but with a laptop requesting a response to the first 

answer from a Hezbollah spokesperson, and repeats this by going back to the US and 

asking for a response to the second one and so on, to end up with a conversation that 

would have never happened otherwise. Although this conversation was more like a 

speaking at instead of a speaking with, this concept of nested interviews would not 

have come up without the specific context of sworn enemies. The extra and literal leg 

work of putting people of opposing perspectives and getting a response from them, 

where he forces a response to a statement – albeit with limited success – fits within 

the listening framework I defined above. It does not start with a predetermined 

account of what will be said in the interviews and it asks for the different perspectives 

to respond to one another, therefore changing based on what was said. Because both 

sides were politicians, this yielded little change, but the work and infrastructure was 

set up to be meaningfully participatory. The nested interviews concept is a good 

example for how media can change the process that is a brute-force, in your face, 

attitude of give me a reply! It did not work but the process is one of listening 

metaphorically, definitely not literally. 
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My project presents an example of software that uses listening as a framework 

for a dialogue aesthetic around impossible conversations. This project is about a 

move towards listening to opinions, perspectives, and memories across difference, not 

for the purpose of reaching consensus in the Habermassian sense, but rather for the 

purpose of recognizing that difference can exist without being assimilated. My 

project’s relationship to difference is similar to Chantal Mouffe’s and Bonnie Honig’s 

respective works on agonism, where difference can be seen as a positive space for 

democracies.181 Yet, even in Mouffe’s and Honig’s work, where conversation has 

been at the center of these practices and while speech has been emphasized, in 

particular with notions of giving voice to people, listening has been ignored. My 

project seeks to provide an alternative by considering listening as a crucial component 

of democracy and citizenship. 

Part III: Alternative Software Practices that Incorporate Listening 

 As discussed in chapter 1, Narrative Intelligence (and planner systems) is a 

creative medium that is a good fit for creating participatory systems for engaging with 

archives of memories of contested pasts. In this section, I get into more technical 

descriptions of how I use planning and how a listening framework is used to assess its 

participatory claims. 

																																																								
181. Chantal Mouffe, On the Political, 1st edition (London ; New York: Routledge, 
2005). Honig, Bonnie. “Difference, Dilemmas, and the Politics of Home.” In 
Democracy and Difference, edited by Seyla Benhabib. Princeton, N.J: Princeton 
University Press, 1996. 
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Writing software for a history is strange enough.182 But writing software for 

Lebanese history takes making strange to a whole other level. The multiplicity of 

perspectives, the contradictions, the scale of political parties and their evolution, and 

the current political situation make it a nightmare for historians. Samir Khalaf has 

made the case for this argument in several of his books. For example, in Civil and 

Uncivil Violence in Lebanon (2002), he writes that “throughout its checkered history, 

Lebanon’s enigmatic, Janus-like character has never ceased to baffle. It has been a 

source of bewilderment […] to both its detractors and admirers.”183 As I undertook 

this participatory software history project, it quickly became clear that I could not 

replicate what had worked for Western contexts: digital storytelling. Although to my 

knowledge no one has written about this, digital storytelling could be argued to be 

“colonial,” it does not think of participation beyond contribution, and it is not 

attentive to the effects of the medium on the histories themselves. Approaches from 

the digital humanities on digital storytelling and archiving oral histories could not be 

used. As Mukurtu demonstrates, a different context-based medium is necessary when 

working with Indigenous knowledge.184 Another good example is Achal Prabhala’s 

research at Wikimedia (and at the Center for Internet and Society) for working 

																																																								
182. See Roy Rosenzweig Center for History and New Media and Doug Boyd, 
OHMS: Oral History Metadata Synchronizer (University of Kentucky Libraries), 
accessed April 22, 2019, http://nunncenter.org/ohms-info/. 
183. Khalaf, Samir. Lebanon Adrift: From Battleground to Playground. London: Saqi 
Books, 2012: 204. 
184. Kimberly A. Christen, “Mukurtu: An Indigenous Archive and Publishing Tool,” 
April 2, 2012, https://hcommons.org/deposits/item/hc:12001/. Here is a good write-up 
for more context: https://intercontinentalcry.org/decolonizing-digital-bring-
indigeneity-online-spaces/ 
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towards Wikipedia to accept oral knowledge as an official source to cite expert 

knowledge as a non-Western context does not have the same citation-based histories 

and preservation as a result of colonial powers destruction of documents.185  

Because people refuse to listen to each other in Lebanon; a refusal to listen is 

usually interpreted as a refusal of dialogue. In this context, presenting audiences with 

a constructed version of an artificial conversation between people who would not 

talk, nor listen, to each other, opens possibilities to imagine what a conversation 

would look like. Construction of dialogue from monologues allows users to listen to 

other perspectives in an open setting, which is without pre-determined knowledge on 

the part of the author. 

Now that we have addressed the question of strangeness of Lebanese history, 

let’s go back to the idea of strangeness of software with Lebanese history. And this 

time I will be specific about what kind of software. Planner systems usually do not 

entail using oral history or testimony. The closest precursors to my planner, such as 

Terminal Time and POLITICS, use models of historical events in their planner 

worlds. The only exception I know of is Living Liberia Fabric, which uses people’s 

testimony to generate a collage of memories about the civil war in Liberia. 

 Ever since Schank and Abelson argued in Scripts, Plans, Goals and 

Understanding (1977) that plans could represent plots, a lot of research has flourished 

																																																								
185. See https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Oral_Citations also resulting film 
Achal R Prabhala, People Are Knowledge (Subtitled), 2011, 
https://vimeo.com/26469276. 
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around the notion of plans as an ordered sequence of events to be used in narrative 

generation. James Meehan’s dissertation project, TALESPIN, mentioned earlier, was 

arguably the first to demonstrate this possibility. Even though this conception of plans 

was critiqued in the 1980s,186 with a lot of attention given to interactivity within the 

Narrative Intelligence field, questions about how to tell a good story remain relevant 

to this day.  

 As the authors of the main textbook of the field Automated Planning: Theory 

and Practice make clear, writing a domain-specific planner requires a lot of upfront 

human effort, mainly a result of the building of the initial state of the world.187 This is 

an indicator of how planners work. Planner systems have four components: an initial 

state of the world, possible actions, possible methods and a list of goals or tasks to be 

completed (sometimes framed as goal state). With these components, planners output 

a number of possible plans, which are ordered sets of actions to arrive at the goals or 

tasks. Plans are then usually executed by a controller, which accomplishes the actions 

in that order. Although multiple approaches have been proposed and implemented, 

classical AI planners usually necessitate a large initial state of the world to be built 

																																																								
186. See Lucille Alice Suchman, Plans And Situated Actions: The Problem Of 

Human-Machine Communication (Cambridge [Cambridgeshire]; New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 1987); Terry Winograd and Fernando Flores, 
Understanding Computers And Cognition: A New Foundation For Design, Language 
and Being (Norwood, N.J: Ablex Pub. Corp, 1986); and Philip Agre, Computation 
and Human Experience (Cambridge ; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1997). 
 

187. Malik Ghallab, Dana Nau, and Paolo Traverso, Automated Planning: 
Theory & Practice, 1 edition (Amsterdam; Boston: Morgan Kaufmann, 2004). 
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from the start, which causes the “frame problem.” The frame problem is a result of 

using logic for the consequences of an action. There is usually little that changes as a 

direct result of an action in the world. However, the frame problem’s major challenge 

is the description of the consequences that should not occur. In order to illustrate the 

problem, AI researcher and Imperial College professor Murray Shanahan gives the 

example of a planner that includes a description of painting his office; while that 

action would change the color of the walls, programmers also have to include facts 

such as painting the walls does not alter their shape, does not change the office’s 

occupant’s hair, does not lead to a general election, and does not make the sun rise.188 

However, since the 1980s, researchers have proposed solutions to the problem, 

addressing the need for symbolic databases to represent the current state of the world. 

Rodney Brooks proposed an alternative called “subsumption architectures” which 

enabled reactive robotics as opposed to behavior-based robotics. Phil Agre and David 

Chapman also presented this kind of work in Pengi, the accompanying software to 

Agre’s book Computation and Human Experience, a planner that played a computer 

game called Pengo via employing sensors to input live data. More recently, professor 

of Computational Media, Michael Mateas, who co-leads the Expressive Intelligence 

Studio (EIS) at the University of California, Santa Cruz, has developed a method 

called “reactive planning” used in various projects including Façade (2003, co-

																																																								
188. Murray Shanahan, Solving the Frame Problem: A Mathematical 

Investigation of the Common Sense Law of Inertia (Cambridge, Mass: The MIT Press, 
1997). 
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authored with Andrew Stern), Wargus (2008), and Tanagara (2011).189 

 While these newer approaches have resolved the major frame problem, 

narrative intelligence researchers from the EIS lab at UCSC Joshua McCoy, Ben 

Samuel, Aaron A. Reed have independently argued that stories in planning systems 

have tended to be pre-determined and not provide meaningful participation.190 

 Let’s get into more detail about planners in order to get to how We Are 

History is built. There are three types of planners: domain-specific planers, which are 

built only for a specific environment and could not be carried over to other domains, 

																																																								
189. Michael Mateas and Andrew Stern, “Façade: An Experiment in Building a 
Fully-Realized Interactive Drama,” Paper presented at Game Developers Conference 
2003; Josh McCoy and Michael Mateas, “An Integrated Agent for Playing Real-Time 
Strategy Games,” Proceedings of the 23rd AAAI Conference on Artificial 
Intelligence, 2008, 1313–18; G. Smith, J. Whitehead, and M. Mateas, “Tanagra: 
Reactive Planning and Constraint Solving for Mixed-Initiative Level Design,” IEEE 
Transactions on Computational Intelligence and AI in Games 3, no. 3 (September 
2011): 201–15, https://doi.org/10.1109/TCIAIG.2011.2159716. Reactive planning 
offers a solution to the frame problem by breaking down tasks into subtasks. In 
addition, instead of generating a complete plan which is then executed, a reactive 
planner decomposes the tasks incrementally in real-time, with task execution taking 
place at the same time. For a full overview of reactive planning, see B. G. Weber et 
al., “Reactive Planning Idioms for Multi-Scale Game AI,” in Proceedings of the 2010 
IEEE Conference on Computational Intelligence and Games, 2010, 115–22, 
https://doi.org/10.1109/ITW.2010.5593363; Smith, Whitehead, and Mateas, 
“Tanagra.” 
190. J. McCoy et al., “Social Story Worlds With Comme Il Faut,” IEEE Transactions 
on Computational Intelligence and AI in Games 6, no. 2 (June 2014): 97–112, 
https://doi.org/10.1109/TCIAIG.2014.2304692; Ben Samuel. “What Comes Next? An 
Experiment in Interactive Narrative.” Doctoral Consortium at the Seventh AAAI 
Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Interactive Digital Entertaiment (AIIDE 
2013), Boston, Massachusetts, October 14-18, 2013. Also, see Aaron Reed’s 
dissertation, which he starts with: “Stories in released games are still based largely on 
static and predetermined structures, despite decades of academic work to make them 
more dynamic.” Reed, Aaron. “Changeful Tales: Design-Driven Approaches Toward 
More Expressive Storygames.” UC Santa Cruz, 2017. 
https://escholarship.org/uc/item/8838j82v. 
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domain-independent planners, which are planners that are general and could 

theoretically be carried into any environment, and there are domain-configurable 

planners, where the planning engine is domain independent but which would include 

domain specific knowledge to apply in specific cases. Most work in planning systems 

has been around domain-independent planners.191 

Within NI, planners usually either fall in the domain-specific or domain-

configurable categories.192 As opposed to a domain-specific or domain-independent 

planner where the initial state of the world is either specific to a world or unspecified 

in the latter case, HTN planners, which I describe very shortly, are configurable, 

thereby allowing for changes to specifics within the domain of Lebanese History. 

																																																								
191. Dana S. Nau, “Current Trends in Automated Planning,” AI Magazine 28, no. 4 
(December 15, 2007): 43–43, https://doi.org/10.1609/aimag.v28i4.2067. Dana Nau 
argues that there is a cultural bias towards domain-independent planners due to the 
origins of the field in AI, when the goals were to exhibit intelligence that was on par 
or could exceed human intelligence, so feeding knowledge into a domain-
configurable planner is often considered “cheating.” Nau argues against this 
approach. 
192. Reid Swanson and Andrew S. Gordon, “Say Anything: Using Textual Case-
Based Reasoning to Enable Open-Domain Interactive Storytelling,” ACM Trans. 
Interact. Intell. Syst. 2, no. 3 (September 2012): 16:1–16:35, 
https://doi.org/10.1145/2362394.2362398; Sigal Sina, Avi Rosenfeld, and Sarit 
Kraus, “Generating Content for Scenario-Based Serious-Games Using 
CrowdSourcing,” in Twenty-Eighth AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence, 2014, 
https://www.aaai.org/ocs/index.php/AAAI/AAAI14/paper/view/8516; Neil McIntyre 
and Mirella Lapata, “Plot Induction and Evolutionary Search for Story Generation,” 
in Proceedings of the 48th Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational 
Linguistics (Uppsala, Sweden: Association for Computational Linguistics, 2010), 
1562–1572, https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/P10-1158. More recently, there has 
been a push towards domain-independent planners, called Open NI. Also, see Boyang 
Li’s dissertation: “Leaning Knowledge to Support Domain-Independent Narrative 
Intelligence.” Dissertation at Georgia Institute of Technology (2015). 
https://www.cc.gatech.edu/~riedl/pubs/li-thesis.pdf  
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Because Sack’s translation of Talespin used an HTN planner,193 which is a domain-

configurable planner system, I could reconfigure the planning engine to work in 

another domain: instead of working in a domain which includes Aesop fable’s 

characters, I wrote a new domain description for the war in 1981 in Lebanon, focused 

on memories and conversations.  

HTN planners, like reactive planners, are task-based, in contrast to classical 

planners, which are goal-based. HTN planners decompose tasks using methods into 

subtasks and into sub-subtasks until the planner reaches primitive tasks which can be 

accomplished with actions.194 (A main difference from reactive planning however is 

that HTN planners do not execute the plan as it is planning). For example, an HTN 

planner could be written for the task of traveling from one location to another. The 

planner could have definitions for air travel, taxi travel, train travel, etc. Depending 

on preconditions being met for each of these tasks, such as distance, price range and 

time limitations, one subtask will be chosen. And then again, each of those tasks will 

have a set of subtasks, such as the air travel task could have purchase a ticket, get to 

the airport, fly via airplane, and so on.  

The assumptions made in classical planning do not hold true in We Are 

History. Domain-independent planning, or classical planning, necessitates “complete 

																																																								
193.  Sack, “HOXs: Histories of Software Systems, Textbooks, Translations 

and Miniatures.” Sack credits Mateas for the suggestion. 
194. For a detailed explanation of HTN Planners and a robust example, read 

D. S. Nau et al., “SHOP2: An HTN Planning System,” Journal of Artificial 
Intelligence Research 20 (December 2003): 379–404. For a short overview of 
different planning systems, see Nau, “Current Trends in Automated Planning.” 
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knowledge about a deterministic, static, finite system with restricted goals and 

implicit time.”195 In the case of We Are History, the world of these testimonies 

requires a domain that is gigantic (1943-today in all parts of Lebanon), uncertain 

(open-ended testimonies and memories) and dynamic (changing with additional video 

testimonies). An HTN planner is a much better fit for this case. 

Another useful distinction in planning that has been crucial to this work is to 

treat “plans as communication” rather than “plans as program,” in the terms presented 

by Agre and Chapman. They differentiated these two concepts by contrasting the 

results of each: the latter uses the plan as a list of actions to be executed, the former, 

instead, uses the plan to continuously interpret what actions can be carried out. They 

propose interleaved planning as a way to update the knowledge of the planner after an 

action (or set of actions) is accomplished in the world. Their project Pengi 

demonstrated this approach via the use of cameras as an input into the planner 

system, so if something unexpected happened in the world, the planner could come 

up with an appropriate plan in the new state. They came close to achieving their goals 

of thinking of plan as communication but also pointed out some of their 

shortcomings.  

In We Are History, the plan that is output is a constructed conversation. The 

component that performs the actions that the planner generates196 is an automatic 

video editor. The web-based page takes the plan, gets the input and output times of 

																																																								
195.  Nau, “Current Trends in Automated Planning.” 
 
196. What is usually called the controller in general planning systems. 
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the sentences used in the conversation, cuts the video according to those times, and 

displays the video in an interface with a three-dimensional round-table. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9 Screenshot of We Are History: A People’s History of Lebanon, showing 
the rotating and three-dimensional aspect of the design 
 

In We Are History, when testimonies are presented to users through the web-

based interface, they are cut and edited together through several translations, as I lay 

out in Chapter 1, translation from interview video to transcript to English to database. 

The interface displays edited conversations of testimonies of people who themselves 

would usually not have a conversation together. And the users viewing them usually 

would not have a conversation with many they are hearing.  

When I initially translated my video monologues into an initial state of the 

world, I chose to make my interviewees into characters who existed in the planner’s 

world, and treated their memories as beliefs. For example, in the planner’s world, 

Emile Khalaf’s memory of witnessing the approach of a Syrian Army tank to the 
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entrance to Zahle at the beginning of the siege, would have been translated as a belief 

of Khalaf’s location at the entrance of Zahle. The problem with this setup was that the 

planner could generate a plan that included Emile Khalaf moving in that initial world, 

but that actually did not happen; this did not meet my goals of generating imagined 

conversations. I eventually realized that translating the testimonies by using the 

interviewees as characters in a planner’s world would not work and started 

experimenting with different kinds of initial states of the world.  

I settled on using these testimonies as memories in a world, rather than as 

beliefs. For example, Emile Khalaf’s memory above would in this case be translated 

as remembering being there instead of being located there in the planner’s world. This 

was more satisfactory because it acknowledged the medium these testimonies existed 

within; I had conducted interviews and these testimonies were memories. This 

decision also allowed me to write methods about different kinds of dialogue that 

would interweave these memories. For example, a dialogue could be generated by 

using Emile Khalaf’s memory of being at the entrance with Victor Maalouf’s memory 

of being the paramedic who attended the confrontation, the link being that they were 

both present at the same scene. Another potential dialogue would be Emile Khalaf’s 

memory of being there and Josephine Lteif hearing rumors from passers-by about that 

confrontation. So the planner now connected testimonies in a dialogue according to 

the method of how people heard of events or how they experienced them. My task as 

an author came to define what a possible dialogue could be, rather than defining 

possible actions for these characters to take within the planner’s world. 
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We Are History diverges from classical NI by translating these testimonies as 

memories. The other main point of divergence is that the initial state of the world 

changes when new testimony is added, similar to Agre and Chapman’s use of sensors 

to change the initial state of the world in Pengi. Because the subject matter of We Are 

History is history, and because a history is never complete, it made sense to build an 

initial state of the world that is also incomplete, and that continually solicits new 

material. Even if the initial state of the world included a large number of memories, 

the history would still be incomplete. 

As mentioned above, this large initial state of the world limits the listening 

framework for this project because it is fixed and determined; instead of trying to 

come up with all possible user scenarios from the outset, a participatory project that 

uses listening as a framework would base interaction on what people contribute as 

they contribute. The initial state of the world would therefore be an incomplete 

model, one where facts are continually added based on the input of users.  

The listening framework, which I introduced in part II of this chapter, depends 

on two kinds of listening: a listening as a relinquishing of a pre-determined view, and 

a listening as a metaphor for an indicator for change. 

In We Are History, the frameworks is used in this project in the following two 

ways: 

1) We Are History’s initial state of the world changes as a new testimony is added 

into its archive, and; 
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2) We Are History’s interface invites the user to generate multiple and changing 

constructed conversations, themselves a result of the multiple plans output by the 

planner system. 

 

In the case of We Are History, the planner system’s changeable initial state of 

the world and its changeable output of constructed conversations are two ways that 

reflect the use of a listening framework. This brings me to media and 

communication’s scholar Lisbeth Lipari’s term for this: “listening otherwise.” For 

Lipari, in engaging with difficult stories or perhaps stories that offer different 

perspectives: “It is […] a listening otherwise that suspends the willfulness of self- and 

foreknowledge in order to receive the singularities if the alterity of the other.”197 For 

this “listening otherwise” to work online, or more broadly in what Warren Sack has 

called the “computational condition,” I argue that it is important for the employed 

structures, systems and processes to reflect this specific kind of participation.198 In 

other words, in addition to placing “different or everyday voices” side-by-side, it is 

equally critical for these different perspectives to exist in a space where the medium, 

whether the recording, the software, the interface and its design, is attentive to what 

these differences are.   

																																																								
197. 185, emphasis in original. 
198. Warren Sack, The Software Arts (Cambirdge, MA: MIT Press, 2019), 

https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/software-arts. Forthcoming. 
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 So, to come full circle, We Are History can be assessed as participatory 

because its users effect change via their contributions of testimony to the initial state 

of the world, and via their request for a new constructed conversation to be planned. I 

constantly return to Bickford’s work in which she argues that political listening places 

the listener at a point of exposure to the possibility of persuasion. The riskiness of 

change she emphasizes is thereby present on both of these levels: that of software in 

its openness to new stories and that of the user in being open to listening to 

difference. This is only possible through the careful attention to how the software is 

written, in other words, the software arguments a piece is making. 

 

Conclusion 

In this chapter, I proposed a framework of listening to write software that 

mirrors the stated goals of participation. I argued that speaking without listening is 

not as democratic as it is assumed. I put two fields in dialogue, narrative intelligence 

and interactive documentary, looking at some of the best work in each of these, to 

show that listening is a much-needed component in a dialogue. The last section 

covered the approach We Are History has taken to incorporate listening as a 

framework and included a snippet of code that allows for a redefining of dialogue that 

incorporates listening and speaking. 

My experiment merges NI, Lebanese history, oral history, digital storytelling, 

Lebanese art on history, post-colonial and cultural studies, feminist theory, 

indigenous methodologies and listening theories in order to create this interface. 
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Thankfully, I can build on a long lineage of Lebanese artists’ work in order to make 

history strange. Since the so-called end of the Lebanese civil war in 1990, artists in 

Lebanon have come to deal with the lack of a negotiated Lebanese history by relying 

on merging fiction and documentary.  The most renowned artwork is The Atlas Group 

Archive (1989-2004) of Walid Raad, as well as the works of Joanna Hadjithomas and 

Khalil Joreige, Rabih Mroué, Lamia Joreige, Akram Zaatari, Eliane Raheb, and Jayce 

Salloum. The filmmaker Jayce Salloum focuses on conversations in everything and 

nothing and other works from the ongoing videotape, untitled (1999–

ongoing).  Salloum dialogues with Soha Bechara, a former Lebanese National 

Resistance Front fighter who spent ten years in the Khiam prison. Akram Zaatari’s 

Conversation With An Imagined Israeli Filmmaker Named Avi Mograbi (2010) also 

holds conversation at the center of the work. Others have been less explicit or 

downplayed this kind of conversation, yet the relationship of truth and fiction has 

dominated the discourse around Lebanese art. Using different approaches, artists have 

looked at what place memories, documents and objects have to truth. In addition to 

real documents housed in archives such as that of the important Arab Image 

Foundation,199 the production of documents has proven to be a creative rumination 

for the emptiness of archives and the impossibility of truth.200 

																																																								
199. Founded in 1997 in Beirut, the Arab Image Foundation is considered the main 
archive for images from the Middle East. In addition to an artist residency, it has a 
research center and library and has an online presence here: http://www.fai.org.lb/ 
200. See in particular Anthony Downey, ed., Dissonant Archives: Contemporary 
Visual Culture and Contested Narratives in the Middle East (London: I.B. Tauris, 
2015). 
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This work has had an impact on how photographs and images are read in 

Western contexts as well. Scholarly notions on what an image can do are highly 

impacted by the work of these Lebanese artists, as evidenced by the Lebanese 

perspective in books on the function of documentary image and archives.201 But what 

is to be done once it is established that images are more powerful than their 

documentary function? What does a history look like? What does a dialogue about 

these images look like? Could we have dialogues about these images (outside of an 

art context)? Thinking about software about Lebanon might provide scholars with 

new ways of looking at participation in software, in the same way that thinking about 

the documentary function of an image about Lebanon. 

I would not have come to this conceptualization of participation and its effects 

on writing software had I not been looking at the specific case of Lebanon’s contested 

histories. The case itself has provided a productive mode of thinking about relations, 

rules, and by extension, the umbrella term “media.” It is my hope that this chapter 
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provided a case for looking at non-Western contexts, for thinking through their 

particular instances, and for drawing larger conclusions for scholarly work in media.  
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Chapter 3 - Being Heard: Digital Dialogue Projects 

 
As I briefly mentioned in the first chapter, Assaad Chaftari, the ex-militia 

fighter who wrote an open letter to all the Lebanese survivors of the civil war, asking 

for forgiveness, and who has tirelessly worked in Lebanon to reconcile people of 

opposing factions, has founded many NGOs following the proliferation of not-for-

profit organizations in Lebanon.202 One of these NGOs is called Fighters for Peace, 

co-founded by Chaftari and Ziad Saab.203 They conduct important work in Lebanon 

including visiting schools, universities, refugee camps, and other institutions, and 

conducting dialogue sessions, sharing their stories and experiences as fighters during 

the civil war. Among their approaches towards reconciliation, their website also 

includes the idea of “building an online museum of testimonies of former fighters, 

thus contributing to Lebanon’s collective memory.”204 This corresponding oral 

history project is called “Testimonies of Change” and includes an archive of people’s 

reflections on the following, articulated on the Testimonies of Change web page:  

Why did we carry arms? Why did we fight? Why did we turn our backs on 
war and violence? We share our testimonies, our stories, with you.205 

																																																								
202. Thousands of NGOs were founded in the past few years. Unfortunately, they do 
not seem to survive for over a year, or two at the most. One UNDP project manager 
characterized their proliferation as the existence of “dekenet” everywhere.  
203. The full team additionally includes: Haydar Ammacha, Christina Foerch, Fouad 
Dirani, Daoud Faraj, Zeina Aboul Hosn, Nassim Assaad, Badri Abou Diab, Layal 
Assaad, Drew Mikhael, Julie Norman, Dr. Rafic Kattan  
http://fightersforpeace.org/Home/TheTeam 
204. “Fighters for Peace,” accessed April 15, 2019, http://fightersforpeace.org/. 
http://fightersforpeace.org/Home/StoryMission About Us-> Story & Mission Page 
205. “Fighters for Peace,” accessed April 15, 2019, http://fightersforpeace.org/. 
http://fightersforpeace.org/Home/Testimonies 
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The idea of building a digital archive of videos in the context of reconciliation aligns 

with what Robert Meister calls a “human rights culture” – a culture that puts above all 

the undeniably good goal that no human should suffer.206 These kinds of projects are 

found in many post-civil war contexts and implicitly use a human rights discourse to 

validate these dialogue projects. While this kind of human rights discourse has been 

thoroughly critiqued for its shortcomings—namely, the fact that it does not address 

who benefits from a human rights discourse—digital dialogue projects that borrow 

from this discourse would benefit from a parallel critique when we ask a parallel 

question: Who benefits from digital dialogue projects? 

Although this dissertation is concerned with dialogue aesthetics in the context 

of post-war Lebanon, this chapter departs from the humanitarian NGO practice of 

building archives of memory and takes a step back to look at a variety of digital 

dialogue projects from non-human rights contexts in order to both extrapolate how 

different kinds of aesthetics choices affect the reception of these projects and to 

suggest ways for makers to be intentional about the aesthetics they choose. This 

dissertation is concerned with bringing opposing viewpoints into the same digital 

space. In this chapter, I examine projects from a wide range of fields, from computer 

science, the arts, and radio projects. I am specifically interested in the various 

aesthetics that projects in this vein—YouTube series, art installations, oral history 

projects—might take (in comparison to the context I am focusing on—post-war 

																																																								
206 Robert Meister, After Evil: A Politics of Human Rights (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 2012). 
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Lebanon). Each of these projects builds on each field, including their assumptions and 

methods. They all have two commonalities: they are categorized as dialogue projects 

and they use software to build their projects. While examining one field separately 

can provide more insight into the range of approaches used in software, my goal is to 

compare how each of these projects uses software, and to use them as representative 

of each of their fields. While there are probably exceptions—there might be projects 

in those fields that significantly diverge from the ones I chose—I have chosen 

projects that have similar goals but approach them differently. In comparing them, we 

learn what and how to borrow from human rights discourse, that these disciplines can 

inform one another, and that the effects of software on these projects are routinely 

under-examined, even in the field that is “comfortable” with it—Computer Science. 

 
Description of Dialogue Projects 

Dialogue projects can take a variety of forms, such as workshops, oral history 

archives, theatre productions, or other artistic endeavors with the aim of avoiding 

potential conflict by putting into dialogue people who would usually disagree with 

each other. Dialogue projects are often led by humanitarian organizations, 

government institutions (both foreign and local to community), grass-roots 

collectives, artists, and activists.  

There is a body of psychological, philosophical and ethical academic writing 

on dialogue projects—Imagine Coexistence by Antonia Chayes and Martha Minow, 

Connecting: Peace, Justice and Reconciliation by Elisabeth Porter, Narrating 

Conflict in the Middle East: Discourse, Image and Communications Practices in 
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Lebanon and Palestine by Dina Matar and Zahera Harb, Conversation Pieces by 

Grant Kester, and Connecting with the Enemy: A Century of Palestinian-Israeli Joint 

Nonviolence by Sheila H. Katz to name a few—, but not enough studies of dialogue 

projects in practice—the only studies I have found are reports funded by NGOs such 

as the United States Institute of Peace’s Special Report “What Works in Facilitated 

Dialogue Projects” by Jack Froude and Michael Zanchelli. 

Jay Rothman, professor at the Conflict Resolution, program at Bar-Illan 

University in Israel and founder and director of ARIA group, a conflict resolution 

training, consulting and evaluation company, classifies these kinds of projects into 

four categories: positional dialogue, human-relations dialogue, activist dialogue, and 

problem-solving dialogue (as cited by Norbert Ropers). The first, positional dialogue, 

emphasizes the acknowledgment of the existence of various viewpoints and, 

arguably, barely makes it as a form of dialogue. The next type, human-relations 

dialogue, works towards humanizing the other, putting aside differences that are 

central to the disagreement, in order to figure out misunderstandings and work 

towards respecting the other. The third type, activist dialogue, builds on this last form 

and tries to establish common ground. The last type, problem-solving dialogue, is the 

most ambitious, where opposing parties determine and settle the basis of their 

disagreements. Problem-solving dialogue often requires the presence of a third-party 

as moderator, or even as the entity that starts this dialogue (as cited by Ropers). 

While a formal history of dialogue projects does not exist, they came about 

with the end of World War II and the establishment of the UN. The UN’s emphasis 
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on negotiating conflict for external and internal disagreements gave way to dialogue 

projects, with the belief that talking about problems prevented them from turning into 

violent outbreaks. Initially, these projects worked towards humanizing the other, 

which fell under Ropers’ second category of dialogue: human-relations dialogue. 

After the Holocaust, a push towards humanizing those who had been  stereotyped and 

eliminating negative representations of victims was seen as a way to minimize and 

avoid hatred. However, in the mid-90s, after the fall of the Berlin wall and the 

dissolution of the Soviet Union, that was seen as a “naïve” approach and an 

intercultural or multicultural liberal view was cemented in the face of globalization. 

With events such as the creation of the European Union and other trade agreements, 

the 90s proved to buttress the belief that international cooperation was possible and 

there was a way to put differences aside. This coincided with the cultural debates on 

identity politics, which kept emphasizing our common humanity. This was also the 

time when Truth and Reconciliation Commissions (TRCs) in Africa, took place, 

including in Liberia and South Africa, and when many countries subsequently used 

them as a model for dealing with post-war memories. 

Robert Meister writes that the “culture of human rights” promotes trials and 

truth commissions.207 These dialogue projects around war became intimately tied to a 

human rights discourse, where the usefulness of dialogue is always emphasized. For 

example, the historical dialogue project at Columbia, which has for the last decade 

																																																								
207. Robert Meister, After Evil: A Politics of Human Rights (New York: 

Columbia University Press, 2012). 
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led a human rights fellowship program, culminates in its fellows researching and 

implementing such dialogue projects. The center puts it this way: 

Historical dialogue is a valuable tool in achieving the long-term goals of 
conflict resolution, reconciliation, peacebuilding, and democracy promotion. 
Historical dialogue makes visible the causes and consequences of disputed 
histories, acknowledges victims, and involves a wide range of experts—
academics, activists, victims, officials, and affected communities—in an effort 
to create new paths for moving a society away from conflict.208 
  

This places dialogue projects as tools for avoiding conflict. Therefore, it makes sense 

that a human rights discourse continues to influence dialogue projects to this day. 

Contributing to that phenomenon is the fact that many human rights organizations 

fund those projects and so their discourses overlap tremendously. While these two 

worlds are intimately tied institutionally, their discourses are not examined together.  

Digital Dialogue Projects 

People have been making use of digital environments for historical dialogue. I 

am calling digital dialogue projects those dialogue projects that originate in digital 

form, whether with a physical component in addition to the virtual, or not.  

I include screenshots here of pages from several digital dialogue projects on 

the internet: 

 

																																																								
208. “What Is Historical Dialogue? | Institute for the Study of Human Rights,” 

Institue for the Study of Human Rights, accessed April 22, 2019, 
http://www.humanrightscolumbia.org/ahda/what-historical-dialogue. 
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Figure 10 International Cooperation and Development - A Project of the 
European Union https://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/projects/valuing-voices-digital-
dialogue-and-citizens-stories-alternative-forms-story-telling_ens 

 

Figure 11 Fushat Amal Screenshot - http://www.fushatamal.org/ 
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Figure 12 Act for the Disappeared Website Screenshot 
https://www.actforthedisappeared.com/our-cause/testimonies/watch-testimonies 

 

Figure 13 Women's Dialogue Project https://www.sfcg.org/womens-dialogue-
project-video/ 
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Figure 14 The Forgiveness Project Website Screenshot  
https://www.theforgivenessproject.com/ 

 

These can be read as visual manifestations of the Human Rights Discourse. 

They embody the ideas of denouncing past injustices, looking forward to the present 

time where the international community now knows better and want to hear from 

people who have suffered from these injustices.  

In the same way that their analogue counterparts have not been studied 

enough, these projects have been under theorized, most literature around them is 

about methodology and how to implement or reports on implemented dialogue 

projects.209 There is much work to do which could come from a variety of academic 

																																																								
209. One exception stands out: Ogunyemi, Ola, ed. Media, Diaspora and 

Conflict. New York, NY: Palgrave Macmillan, 2017. This anthology examines the 
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fields: memory work, trauma studies, psychology, political theory, human rights 

studies and peace studies. However, like i-docs, dialogue projects also do not 

question the effect of the medium. Add to that a layer of digital and that really 

becomes problematic. How does the digital inform the kinds of dialogue projects? 

What do they imply? And most importantly, as I will show by the end of this chapter, 

who benefits from these digital dialogue projects?  

The additional digital layer is not only the difference of medium, but also the 

imposition of a whole set of assumptions when using the internet, content-

management systems (such as wordpress or drupal), databases to store the stories, 

assumptions about readability, literacy, and interface logic. We can see for example, 

how important it was to develop Mukurtu for indigenous knowledge and records as a 

counter to these content management systems. Mukurtu was built in response to the 

need for a web archiving tool that can be modified for “local cultural protocols and 

complex intellectual property rights systems of Indigenous communities.”210 

 

Elements to Consider in Assessing Digital Dialogue Projects 

A maker’s intention is an insufficient barometer of the user’s experience of a 

digital dialogue project. The questions of aesthetics of authorship are vital to 

examining, critiquing, and assessing digital dialogue projects for makers, critics, and 

																																																								
role of diaspora in media projects in general but would apply to digital dialogue 
projects. 

210. Kimberly A. Christen, “Mukurtu: An Indigenous Archive and Publishing 
Tool,” April 2, 2012, https://hcommons.org/deposits/item/hc:12001/. 
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users of these projects. What is the process of building a project? What medium is 

used? How does the medium affect the reception of the project? Who does the project 

engage? How does the scale of a project affect the resulting dialogue? What would be 

the effect of a synchronous dialogue? How does access—public or private—affect the 

audience’s experience of the project? Together these aesthetic decisions can be 

studied to assess whether the projects accomplish their maker’s stated intentions.  

In this section, I will identify five aspects of aesthetics of authorship relevant in 

assessing the projects I am focusing on: 1) time, 2) scale, 3) makers’ acknowledgment 

of the medium, 4) kind of viewer/auditor/user interactions, and 5) the question of 

private or public access. Throughout the examination of these five aspects, it is useful 

to think of four layers of a digital dialogue project:  

- the first is a pre-production recording of the conversation that will be 
curated;  

- the second is the curated conversation between participants, to be 
viewed/heard/used by others; 

- the third is the viewer’s/auditor’s/user’s experience of that conversation; 
- the fourth is the potential resulting conversation that happens afterwards. 

 

1) Time 

The first element concerns time. Does the dialogue within a particular project 

happen synchronously, whether in person or virtually? Or is the dialogue a simulation 

of a synchronous dialogue, meaning that individual contributions are edited or 

presented in the context of a dialogue? Or is the dialogue asynchronous, one person 

speaking and getting a response at a later time, most likely virtually? The aesthetic 

choice of producing a synchronous or asynchronous or even a hybrid of the two plays 
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with what it means to have a dialogue. Do people need to be physically present in 

front of each other to have a dialogue? Can a dialogue be conducted asynchronously? 

How does this affect how a constructed conversation is received by the 

user/audience? 

2) Scale 

The second element I propose is scale, which has an effect on each of the four layers 

of digital dialogue projects— a pre-production recording of the dialogue, the curated 

dialogue, the experience of that dialogue, and the resulting dialogue. The aesthetic 

choice concerning scale produces varying feelings of intimacy, although a smaller 

scale does not necessarily always lead to a more intimate aesthetic.  

3) Makers’ Acknowledgment of the Medium 

Another element to examine is whether the project itself acknowledges the 

medium used to produce it. Does the project acknowledge the existence and the effect 

of the medium on the project itself? This could be explicit or implicit. At the risk of 

privileging my own field (media studies), here are some consequences of not taking 

into account the medium: the political choice to be oblivious to the effect of the 

medium, unintended mistranslations resulting from ignoring the particular language 

of the medium, and the potential for not exploiting the full power of the medium. 

4) Kinds of viewer/auditor/user interactions 

An additional element to examine is the kind of interactions that are set up 

with viewers/users. What are the parameters that have been set for interaction? The 
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aesthetic feature of setting parameters for user interaction sets the tone for its 

reception and the way a visitor/user/participant feels towards an interface.  

5) The Question of Private or Public Access 

In addition to the widely-debated political aspect to the notion of public versus 

private spheres in a digital environment,211 I would argue that there is an aesthetic 

result of choosing to produce projects either privately or publicly. Who has access to 

these dialogues? Are they open to a specific audience? Are they more publicly open? 

Are they closed dialogues between participants? All these questions affect the design 

of these dialogue projects. A maker should consider how the accessibility of 

participants’ opinions makes them feel and whether the public-ness of being heard 

contributes to the project’s goals.212 

 

Projects examined 

For this chapter, I examine four digital dialogue projects: Middle Ground 

(YouTube series), One Small Step (StoryCorps radio sister project), MOSES (CS 

project), and Question Bridge (Art project). I chose long standing, implemented, 

popular projects from four fields: art, YouTube, Radio, CS. My intention by looking 

																																																								
211. Wendy Hui Kyong Chun, Control and Freedom: Power and Paranoia in 

the Age of Fiber Optics, unknown edition (Cambridge, Massachussetts London: The 
MIT Press, 2008); Eli Pariser, The Filter Bubble: How the New Personalized Web Is 
Changing What We Read and How We Think, Reprint edition (New York, NY: 
Penguin Books, 2012). 

 
212. See Appendix of comment thread on Dave Isay’s TED talk at the end of 

this chapter. 
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at different fields and different mediums including an online video series, a radio 

show, computational interfaces, and multi-channel video art installation, is to bring 

attention to the various aesthetics employed in digital dialogue projects. My aim is 

not so much to produce a genealogy as to examine the aesthetics of these digital 

dialogue projects. After I describe each project, I proceed to study each of the 

elements listed above. 

 

Middle Ground 

Middle Ground is produced by the Jubilee Media YouTube channel. Jubilee 

Media is a company based in Los Angeles that produces series primarily on 

YouTube. They present themselves as a company that “make[s] human-centric* 

videos that challenge conventional thinking, bridge people together, and inspire 

love.” Jubilee Media is invested in experimenting with ways to curate creative 

dialogues in digital form. One series they produce, for example, is called Both Sides, 

an experiment in which two people face one another but cannot hear each other. Two 

people in a current or previous relationship take turns at wearing noise-cancelling 

headphones while the other person answers questions asked of them by the producers 

which the person in headphones cannot hear. At other times, neither is wearing 

headphones and they can discuss another question with each other. This is just one of 

many kinds of experiments that Jubilee Media has produced. 

Middle Ground brings together six participants, half are explicitly on one side 

of an issue and the other half are opposed to it. Vegans and Meat-Eaters. Millennials 
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and Baby Boomers. Capitalists and Socialists. Pro-Gun and Anti-Gun. The 

viewership of the series varies between 254,868 views for the episode titled “Can 

Locals and Transplants See Eye To Eye on Gentrification?”213 to 6,461,289 views for 

the episode titled “Can Trump Supporters And Immigrants See Eye To Eye?”214  

Each episode starts with six people sitting in the middle of an empty 

warehouse who are then asked to relocate under spotlights to the left and to the right, 

each group supporting one side of the issue at hand. They are subsequently presented 

with a statement by the producer; if they agree with it, they proceed to the middle and 

take a seat to have a discussion with any others who also agree with the statement. 

After that conversation, the people who stayed in their separate groups, who did not 

agree with the statement, subsequently join the middle to state their point of view.  

One aesthetic choice that Middle Ground employs, in this case, is to use the 

statements as a device that brings people from the left and right background spotlights 

into the middle ground, so the makers are using the metaphor quite literally. 

Sometimes members of only one side approach the middle ground, so there is not any 

middle ground among participants; at other times, everyone from both sides agrees 

with the statement. In most cases, however, there is more of a mix. The statement is 

																																																								
213. Jubilee, “Can Locals and Transplants See Eye To Eye on 

Gentrification?,” Middle Ground, accessed April 22, 2019, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UIGXgWifPyI&t=24s. See season three, episode 
seven.. 

214. Jubilee, “Can Trump Supporters And Immigrants See Eye To Eye?,” 
Middle Ground, accessed April 22, 2019, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G0SpzIIHEaE. See season 2 Episode 3 
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what connects people’s opinions, what divides them, and the driving force behind the 

resulting dialogues. The statement prompts people to take a position by choosing to 

either stay in the back or come to the middle, and drives the dialogue next by asking 

people to explain their position. This is also when a lot of participants express 

understanding of other people’s choice so allows for connections across different 

positions.  

 

Figure 15 Middle Ground on YouTube 
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Figure 16 Middle Ground on YouTube in fullscreen view 

Another resulting aesthetic of this structure of using the middle ground as the 

conversation space is that a discussion can emerge among people even if they are not 

in front of each other initially. People who did not join the middle ground, initially, 

show that they listened to what people in that space brought up and respond to it, 

when they are subsequently asked to join the middle.215 This gesture contradicts two 

ideas popularly adopted about conversation: First, that interlocutors need to be in 

front of each other to have a conversation and, the topic of my previous chapter, that 

listening is passive. The structure contradicts the first idea by demonstrating that 

people can have a dialogue with others virtually. The second contradiction, that 

listening is passive, is also disproved by showing that listening is an active 

component of a conversation, when someone forms their ideas in response to 

someone else’s statement. For the people who do not join the middle ground, viewers 

																																																								
215. example at 1:35 S2 E5 Can you be in love with multiple people 
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notice that they get a chance to respond and show that they were listening to the ideas 

that came up in conversation at the beginning. 

A third feature of the aesthetic choice to provide participants a statement in 

relation to which they can define their position is that they have the option to change 

their minds as the conversation in the middle ground is occurring. For example, 

people who initially stayed in the background spotlight, disagreeing with the provided 

statement, could change their mind, take a seat in the middle ground, and join the 

evolving conversation there. This fluid structure permits participants to interact with 

both the conversation in the “middle” as well as with the structure itself, rather than 

limiting them to their primary position. 

These are highly orchestrated or constructed conversations in their templating 

and when considering the conversations that happen in the comments and how they 

are different from other comments on YouTube. 

Finally, in a few episodes, some participants are more quiet or their vocal 

participation are not shown for a while (for example, in S2 E2 Pro Gun Vs Anti-Gun: 

Is there Middle-Ground?, Adaezee speaks for the first time at 5:13 in a 10:11 minute 

video). She is still part of the conversation and is answering the questions, so her 

body is a representation of her opinion even if she does not get a chance to speak until 

mid-way through. This functions as a good representation of how a discussion can 

have multiple languages and kinds of interactions. Middle Ground here is more 

experimental in their conception of a conversation, showing that participants can take 
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on different active roles that include taking a position, listening, speaking, and 

changing one’s mind about a previous position. 

Elements 

Time 

The conversations that occur while the recording is happening in Middle 

Ground are a mix between synchronous and asynchronous; when they respond to 

questions, participants can be in the metaphorical middle ground talking with each 

other, while others can stay in the background but are listening. After the time is up, 

the latter can join the conversation either by adding their own opinions into the 

ongoing conversation or by choosing to respond to what has been discussed while 

they were standing in the background. 

Scale 

In Middle Ground, the project includes a pre-production recording of the conversation 

between six people (with statements read by a producer) which results in a ten- to 

twenty-minute curated conversation, however the resulting conversation sometimes 

includes up to millions of others in the form of comments. I doubt that many people 

would read all comments, but there are threads that tend to happen with twenty to 

thirty replies among two to five people. 

Makers’ acknowledgment of medium 

Middle Ground does not reference its medium, other than when the production 

team appears in either an intro or outro section. Even within those cases, the self-
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reference is about engaging with viewers rather than having a stance towards the 

medium and acknowledging its effect. 

4 Kinds of viewer/auditor/user interactions 

In examining resulting conversations, Middle Ground heavily engages with 

the comments in the YouTube comments section. At the end of each video, the 

producers end with “engagement” questions and ask their viewers for suggestions for 

future videos and themes; comments reveal that they have listened to their audience’s 

requests. Relatively speaking, the YouTube comment section for these videos are 

surprisingly respectful, so I would consider the maker’s engagement on YouTube an 

overall success (with exceptions, of course). 

 

5-private public access 

In the case of Middle Ground, One Small Step, and Question Bridge, the 

content is privately recorded at the pre-production stage, and then publicly released as 

curated conversations. In the case of MOSES, since the booth is in public when the 

recording happens, its collecting, editing, and distribution are all public. 

 

One Small Step 

In this section, I move on to a newly conceived project called One Small Step. 

Dave Isay, the person behind the StoryCorps project, thought of this project after the 

election of President Donald Trump in November 2016, when tensions began to 

increase among people with political disagreements. Since this project is still in its 
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early stages, I rely on interviews in which Isay recruits participants and on the 

website’s short prototypes. 

Dave Isay is a great storyteller. In the introduction to “Ties That Bind: Stories 

of Love and Gratitude,” he writes beautifully about how he “was lucky enough to fall 

into public radio completely by accident.”216 He accidentally walks into a store that is 

owned by a couple who were both recovering heroin addicts in New York. They told 

him “about their dream of building a full scale museum dedicated to stories of 

addiction before they died.”217 Inspired, he calls many radio stations to ask them to 

interview the couple with many rejections until he reaches Amy Goodman, who at the 

time was the director of a local radio station, who is interested but unable to dedicate 

staff to the story and asks him instead to do it. He does, the next night it’s on the 

show and by accident an NPR producer from Washington, DC, hears the piece in the 

car while passing through town and decides to broadcast it nationally. Isay writes that 

he dropped out of medical school and started his public radio career. 

Isay is not only a great storyteller, but also a great listener. After years of 

being a successful radio producer and having earned a MacArthur “Genius” 

Fellowship, he started StoryCorps. It’s an unassuming idea: an oral history project to 

ask people to interview the most important person in the world to them. Each story is 

then saved and sent to the Library of Congress in a collection for future listeners. By 

																																																								
216 Isay, Dave. Ties That Bind: Stories of Love and Gratitude from the First Ten Years 
of StoryCorps. Reprint edition. New York: Penguin Books, 2014: 3. 
217 Dave Isay. Ties That Binds, 2014: 3. 
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2017, about half a million people had participated in recording an oral history in the 

StoryCorps booths.218 

He did not interview people, as he wanted more intimate stories to be told. 

One of the premises for the project was to imagine answering this question “What 

would you want to pass on if these were your last 40 minutes on Earth?” This setup 

allowed participants more leeway in presenting themselves. but the constraints are 

there: the microphone which Isay says “gives people the license to ask questions of 

others that they wouldn’t normally ask,” in a soundproof room, with a set of questions 

to use as a template in case you wanted to use it.219 He acknowledges the importance 

of the recorder and microphone as influencers of the conversation. He designed the 

setup, the interview and the resulting conversation, but he is not an active part of the 

interview or the conversation. 

In its latest initiative, called One Small Step, strangers are encouraged to 

interview people who hold different political views. A progressive daughter has a 

conversation with her conservative dad.220 etc. Their website specifically states that 

they are trying something different “in this time of national divide and discord.” They 

continue to describe the project with the intention of reminding each other that we 

																																																								
218. “For StoryCorps’ David Isay, An Email Was Just ‘One Small Step’ 

Toward His Next Project,” NPR.org, October 26, 2017, 
https://www.npr.org/2017/10/26/560276700/for-storycorps-david-isay-an-email-was-
just-one-small-step-toward-his-next-proje. 
219 Dave Isay. Ties That Bind, 2014: 2. 

220. Peter Stanley and his daughter Jenn. They’re on opposite ends of the 
political spectrum, 
https://www.npr.org/templates/transcript/transcript.php?storyId=411734279 
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have common humanity and the fact that future generations will one day listen to 

their interview helps people bring their “best selves”. The driving belief behind One 

Small Step is “if you listen to someone’s stosy you won’t be able to hate them… you 

won’t want to kill them.”221 

Isay recalls an incident involving a hostile listener who sent him an incendiary 

email accusing him of being a liberal. After a few days of being upset with this email, 

Isay replies with an invitation to meet over dinner. “Even just the act of us sitting - 

you know, shaking hands in the studio near where he lived in Rhode Island was 

amazing. Just to kind of look each other in the eye and, you know, let down our guard 

and see that this person who you would’ve thought you hated or was kind of inhuman 

was just another person was almost kind of thrilling, you know, and amazing.”222 This 

experience convinced Isay of the importance of developing this new project, One 

Small Step, which would promote having conversations among people who disagree 

with each other politically and doing so “with respect.”  

The producers emphasized to their participants that they should avoid talking 

about political issues and trying to convince each other of their position, but rather 

address the problem of their inability to talk across their political disagreements. In 

																																																								
221 “For StoryCorps’ David Isay, An Email Was Just ‘One Small Step’ Toward His 
Next Project.” 
222. “For StoryCorps’ David Isay, An Email Was Just ‘One Small Step’ Toward His 
Next Project.” 
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Isay’s words, they want their participants “just to get to know each other as human 

beings”223 which, to the producers, involves participants letting down their guard. 

 

 

Figure 17 One Small Step Website Screenshot 

The resulting pieces, in the same tradition as StoryCorps, take the form of 

either a radio segment or an animated short. In the radio piece, the interlocutors have 

calm voices and listeners get a sense of the emotional difficulty of facing someone 

you care about but cannot agree politically. The animated shorts, on the other hand, 

sometimes reuse the same audio from the radio piece, use a 1960s classical American 

																																																								
223. “For StoryCorps’ David Isay, An Email Was Just ‘One Small Step’ Toward His 
Next Project.” 
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cartoon style224 that has evolved into a comic or graphic novel style.225 The difficult 

or uncomfortable disagreements juxtapose with the soft animation style. These videos 

all end with a cartoon-ized portrait of the interlocutors that fades into an original 

photograph. 

 

 

Figure 19 One Small Step - Animation View 

 

Time 

In One Small Step, the conversations that happen are synchronous and take 

place between two people.  

 

 

																																																								
224. Dru Sefton, “New Artists Take over Animation for StoryCorps’ Video 

Shorts,” Current, July 29, 2015, https://current.org/2015/07/new-artists-take-over-
animation-for-storycorps-video-shorts/. 

225. The juxtaposition of the cartoon/comic style with documentary content 
has been theorized to be successful as evoking a different relationship to memory and 
truth in a non-indexical way. See Katrina Schlunke, “Animated Documentary and the 
Scene of Death: Experiencing Waltz with Bashir,” South Atlantic Quarterly 110, no. 
4 (October 1, 2011): 949–62, https://doi.org/10.1215/00382876-1382339 Some 
examples of documentary work that follow this styles include Drawn From Memory. 
Dir. Sandra and Paul Fierlinger (1991) and Waltz with Bashir (2008). 

Figure	18	One	Small	Step	-	animations	
include	text 
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Scale 

One Small Step’s curated conversations take the form of either a ten- to fifteen-

minute radio segment or a five-minute animation distributed via YouTube. These are 

a result of a condensed pre-production recording of a two-hour conversation between 

two people. Like Middle Ground, One Small Step’s curated conversations have the 

potential to extend from the original two participants to a larger scale conversation on 

the radio and on YouTube. 

Maker’s Acknowledgment of Medium 

One Small Step is the only one of these projects that acknowledges the presence of 

the microphone. Isay explains that the presence of the microphone allows people to 

ask questions they would never ask of each other; he is also explicit about the fact 

that people bring their best to the recording, knowing that these records will be stored 

for the future. In other words, Isay strategically uses the medium to affect people’s 

behavior. With its conversations between two people, One Small Step definitely 

provides a strong sense of intimacy. 

 

4-Kinds of viewer/auditor/user interactions 

As a result of the medium of radio, One Small Step does not engage with their 

audience, beyond the possibility of listeners of the show contacting them directly, so 

it is mainly a one-way mode of interaction.226  

																																																								
226. This does not preclude an openness to participants’ opinions. For more on this, 
read next section on the metaphor of speaking as being heard. 
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5-private public access 

In the case of Middle Ground, One Small Step, and Question Bridge, the 

content is privately recorded at the pre-production stage, and then publicly released as 

curated conversations. In the case of MOSES, since the booth is in public when the 

recording happens, I consider the project public in both its collecting, editing, and 

distribution. 

 

MOSES 

The next project I examine is an entirely different field. It sits at the 

intersection of Computer Science and International Relations/Politics or Global 

Policy. Several questions often animate these kinds of projects: How can we use 

technology to help communities? How can these communities benefit from access to 

technology? How should we design interfaces to be used by communities who might 

otherwise not have access to them? 

I study this project here because it asks a subset of these questions: how can 

we design an interface that allows discovery of different opinions towards the goal of 

reconciliation after two long civil wars. Can it support reconciliation? 

MOSES or the Mobile Story Exchange System is an interactive video-sharing 

kiosk that is an initiative of the Liberian Truth and Reconciliation Commission. The 

team developed an animated cartoon character, called Moses, who guides participants 

through various sections of the project. The system includes videos to be browsed by 

category: business, education, government, jokes, music, TRC general, TRC hearings, 
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and war stories. The project circulated in a mobile booth and was used for a year 

between spring 2008 and 2009, traveling to many cities and villages across Liberia 

where over 900 videos were recorded. 

 

 

Figure 20 MOSES - Booth and Group Interaction 

In order to communicate to its users that MOSES was a public and non-

confidential system, the designers made use of the Liberian palava hut as an existing 

cultural model. In their own description, “the Liberian palava hut is a ubiquitous 

village gathering place, and serves as a cultural symbol representing community 

discussion and deliberation. In many ways, MOSES is presented as a sort of digital 

palava hut, such that users can transfer their existing models of trust and risk to 
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it.”227sTo my mind, their take-away –to address the issue of trust and risk, itself a 

Western concern in digital environments– represents a missed opportunity for 

carrying over local knowledge, customs, and traditions into the digital system. One 

possibility would have been to make use of the work that traditionally happens in a 

palava hut as a basis for the interaction that happens in digital form.  

In sharp contrast, their design process proved to be instrumental in ensuring 

that their work would be understood in Liberia. The creators behind MOSES 

developed a participatory design methodology for the project, whose audience was 

mostly illiterate and had never interacted with a computer. After initial design tests 

with the Liberian diaspora in Atlanta, the team then tested the interface in Liberia.228  

While the interface is well engineered—many people successfully interacted 

with it and it was able to circulate without hiccups—some users raised doubts about 

its politics and sustainability (to be explored more below in the section titled 

“Metaphor of Speaking as Being Heard”). The project cannot be faulted for usability 

																																																								
227. Thomas N. Smyth, John Etherton, and Michael L. Best, “MOSES: Exploring 
New Ground in Media and Post-Conflict Reconciliation,” in Proceedings of the 28th 
International Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems - CHI ’10 (the 
28th international conference, Atlanta, Georgia, USA: ACM Press, 2010), 1059, 
https://doi.org/10.1145/1753326.1753484. 

 
228. They measure outcomes, comparing results of the General Self-Efficacy 

(GSE) Inventory, a psychological test, that participants took before and after their 
engagement with MOSES. “Participants took a pre- and post-exposure psychological 
test, the General Self-Efficacy (GSE) Inventory (Schwarzer and Jerusalem, 1995), 
designed to measure their self-assessed sense of personal competence to deal 
effectively with stressful situations (Sherer et al., 1982). The inventory consists of 10 
questions with which respondents assess their own belief in their capacity to cope 
with difficult demands in life. These self-assessments are not a reflection of their 
optimism but their agency, their abilities to affect change.” (emphasis mine) 
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or structural integrity; however, for some participants, the project awakens 

unfortunate associations with their experiences with NGOs. For many, the experience 

of interacting with NGOs is a complex and conflicted one, of being grateful for aid, 

as well as being aware that they are in this position of need as a result of the actions 

of the very systems that are now funding that aid. Recipients are familiar with the 

practice of some NGOs privileging functionality over appearance—the idea that you 

are lucky to have anything at all—as well as the transitory nature of short-term NGO 

projects that seem ultimately to benefit their own systems rather than the evident 

needs of the communities. I will go into more detail later in this chapter, but if 

MOSES had paid attention to that association, users might have been reassured of the 

project’s intentions. 

  
Time 

In MOSES, the dialogues, if they can be qualified as such, happen asynchronously as 

people record their own monologues and, in one version of MOSES, others are 

offered the opportunity to respond to a specific video if they choose to.229  

Scale 

MOSES invites individual participants to record monologues as a memory of their 

experiences or as a response to another monologue. Both the recording of these 

videos and their viewing occur within the MOSES kiosk, with which thousands of 

Liberians interacted. Because the kiosk traveled around Liberia in a truck, the 

																																																								
229. The authors write that they had included this functionality in one of the 

versions, but it was not used as frequently, so they chose to later remove it (4). 
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recordings often included people in the background which would lead to dialogues 

rather than monologues. Despite the fact that users can respond to others on an 

individual scale, the interface highlights the gap between users rather than bridging it. 

3) Makers’ acknowledgment of medium 

There is no reference to the medium whether implicit or explicit. 

4-Kinds of viewer/auditor/user interactions 

MOSES encourages participation with their users in several ways: users can 

view and listen to previously uploaded videos, they can upload their own recordings, 

and they can read other content available in the booth.  

MOSES’ interface raised questions among its users about foreign intervention 

and whether this project would have long-term goals, in part, because of the modes of 

interactions made available to those same users. 

5-private public access 

In the case of Middle Ground, One Small Step, and Question Bridge, the 

content is privately recorded at the pre-production stage, and then publicly released as 

curated conversations. In the case of MOSES, since the booth is in public when the 

recording happens, I consider the project public in both its collecting, editing, and 

distribution. 

 

Question Bridge 

Question Bridge, in its latest form, is an art installation that seats an audience 

facing five screens, across which a synchronized conversation takes place between 
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multiple black men. One of the men poses a question and the audience observes as 

videos of different men responding or listening alternate across the screens. The 

conversation is not happening in real time; rather the videos feature individual pre-

recorded talking-heads that are then synchronized to compose a single conversation.  

Question Bridge evolved from an earlier version that Chris Johnson had 

created in 1996 for the show Re:Public at the Museum of Photographic Arts in San 

Diego with Richard Bolton, James Luna, Kaucyila Brooke, Richard Lou, Robert 

Sanchez and Danielle Michaels. This first version of Question Bridge was created in 

response to the fact of a growing “divide between African Americans who lived 

within mainstream American culture and those whose lives and values and language 

and aspirations were focused on what we call ‘the hood.’”230 Johnson recalls his 

excitement and purpose in developing the project: “I could then edit these questions 

and answers together into a simulated conversation between these two people who 

might never meet face-to-face. The result would be a moving and revealing question 

bridge that would contain the legitimate voices of people who, from the outside, who 

appear to belong to each other, but who in fact were radically divided.”231 Johnson 

described the process of finding people to ask questions and to answer as “easy.” 

People had “sharp and penetrating questions for each other” and Johnson expressed 

																																																								
230 Johnson, Chris, Hank Willis Thomas, Bayeté Ross Smith, Kamal Sinclair, Delroy 
Lindo, Rashid Shabazz, Jesse Williams, and Andrew Young. Question Bridge: Black 
Males in America. Edited by Deborah Willis and Natasha L. Logan. New York: 
Aperture, 2015: 19. 
231 Question Bridge, 2015: 19. 
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surprise at how ready participants appeared to answer them.232 Over time, he “came 

to understand that marginalized people move through the world under a cloud of 

questions that are always, covertly, being asked of them” and “all that Question 

Bridge was doing [was] giving them a chance to express answers they [had] been 

silently rehearsing all their lives.”233  

 In 2007, Hank Willis Thomas, who had seen Question Bridge as a former 

student of Johnson, contacted him to remake the project, this time, with two main 

differences: a focus on black men, rather than across all black Americans, and a focus 

on conversations within a community rather than across different communities.234 

Both of these decisions were made to “show the spectrum of black male 

consciousness.”235 With Bayeté Ross Smith and Kamal Sinclair, they set off to create 

a new version of the project.  

At the Oakland Museum of California where Question Bridge: Black Males was 

installed, a sign invited visitors to: 

Immerse yourself in intimate videos—woven together and arranged to 
simulate face-to-face conversations between participants—among a diverse 
group of over 160 Black men across the United States. Hear these men answer 
each other’s questions with exceptional honesty and vulnerability, and share 
stories, beliefs, and values in a personal portrayal of their lives. Encompassing 
themes of family, love, interracial relationships, community, education, and 
wisdom, Question Bridge: Black Males presents nuanced portraits of past, 
present, and future of Black men in American society. Listen, watch, learn, 
and start your own conversations with this profoundly moving installation.236 

																																																								
232 Question Bridge, 2015: 19. 
233 Question Bridge, 2015: 20. 
234 Question Bridge, 2015: 20. 
235 Question Bridge, 2015: 21. 
236. http://museumca.org/exhibit/question-bridge-black-males-201s 
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As I sat across from the piece, I really did feel immersed in this constructed 

conversation; because of the arched wall of the installation where the screens are 

mounted, a viewer does feel included in the circle of an ongoing dialogue. 

Bayeté Ross Smith also explains their role as artists: he writes that they did 

not influence what participants contributed, “we simply organized and sequenced 

their contributions.”237 But organizing and sequencing are a form of authorship 

themselves, and these varying indirect forms of authorship can also take other forms. 

For example, in Atlanta, the filming of the interviews occurred in the living room of 

Dr. Joy DeGruy, the scholar who has written on Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome. Had 

the authors’ chosen to film elsewhere, such as in a bar or at a farmer plantation, that 

might have influenced the recollections of the participants. However, Delroy Lindo 

complicates this by citing Hank’s own reflections on the interview process: “I thought 

I would be able to see a black man… assess him, assess the questions I could ask… 

but I realized I was limiting the range of ways black men could be and see themselves 

and represent themselves.”238 

																																																								
237 Question Bridge, 2015: 243. 
238. Question Bridge, 2015: 254. 
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Figure 21 Question Bridge Installation Vies239 

 

Many of them describe Question Bridge as healing because it is a constant 

struggle to define themselves under the monolithic title of “black man.” Also …many 

of these men had never been asked a question about themselves before Question 

Bridge.240 

Johnson and Ross Smith both describe Question Bridge’s reception as 

generalizable. Ross Smith calls it a case study.241 Even though the project engages 

																																																								
239.  http://www.causecollective.com/projects/question-bridge/ 
240 Question Bridge, 2015: 251. 
241. Question Bridge, 2015: 245. 
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with black males specifically, it ends up reaching broader audiences: “By 

experiencing this deconstruction of the demographics of ‘blackness’ and ‘maleness,’ 

viewers are able to see our shared humanity that exists beyond demographic labels 

and check boxes.”242  

The makers seem to have prioritized a simple and clear aesthetic choice for a 

calm, uninterrupted, intimate, and noise-free conversation. This aesthetic of a calm 

and uninterrupted conversation is reinforced by precise editing, thereby eliminating 

awkward pauses. To contribute to a feeling of intimacy, the makers did not hide the 

living room environments where the monologues were recorded, so the audience has 

the feeling of being invited into people’s homes. The aesthetic of a noise-free 

conversation is created with an audio that does not have any background noise, 

despite being recorded in real living rooms. 

Time 

In Question Bridge, the conversations are asynchronous – they are individual 

interviews – but are edited to seem synchronous, as the participants respond to the 

same question that is presented at the beginning of a particular segment. 

Scale 

In Question Bridge, a surprising phenomenon was that viewers wanted to watch the 

piece in its full three-hour version—highly unusual for video art in the museum 

environment!243 Due to unexpected demand, the artists created a theatrical version of 

																																																								
242 Question Bridge, 2015. 
243. Bayeté Ross Smith, 243. 
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the curated conversation using five windows on the theatre screen in the Brooklyn 

Museum. This allowed the installation to circulate beyond the museum or gallery, 

which also affected its reception.244 

Question Bridge also creates a sense of community and relationship on a larger scale, 

with 160 participants—mostly due to the makers’ tight editing.  

 

3) Makers’ acknowledgment of medium 

Although both Ross Smith and Sinclair credit technology with the ability to create 

Question Bridge—the project would not exist in the transmedia form of a film, 

installation, app and website without these technologies—the makers of Question 

Bridge, along with the remaining projects, do not mention the effect of the medium 

on either the process or the end result. 

4-Kinds of viewer/auditor/user interactions 

In the case of Question Bridge, which is most often viewed in a museum or gallery 

context, viewers are encouraged to view the conversation, even though the seating is 

designed to make a viewer feel part of the conversation. In the museum or gallery 

context, there is also opportunity to write down a comment which will probably be 

read by the museum/gallery staff. On the project’s phone application, there is the 

																																																								
244. In the art world, this kind of work is usually classified under multi-channel video 
installation. It does not necessarily overlap with my category of digital dialogue 
projects. It is also categorized as a transmedia piece, since it existed as an installation 
as well as an app, and the interviews are transcribed and part of a book published by 
Aperture: Chris Johnson et al., Question Bridge: Black Males in America, ed. 
Deborah Willis and Natasha L. Logan (New York: Aperture, 2015). 

. 
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opportunity to record a contribution as an answer to a question, or to ask a question 

that others will respond to. 

The parameters for user interaction in Question Bridge with its seating, its 

curved wall, and so on, all contribute to the maker’s intention of inviting museum 

visitors to listen in to a conversation among people who are not usually listened to. 

5-private public access 

In the case of Middle Ground, One Small Step, and Question, the content is privately 

recorded at the pre-production stage, and then publicly released as curated 

conversations. In the case of MOSES, since the booth is in public when the recording 

happens, I consider the project public its collecting, editing, and distribution. 

 

 

 

So, having identified five aspects of aesthetics of authorship and reiterating my earlier 

claim about intentions—that a maker’s intention is an insufficient barometer of the 

user’s experience of a digital dialogue project and that the questions of aesthetics of 

authorship are vital to examining, critiquing, and assessing digital dialogue projects 

for makers, critics, and users of these projects—we can now segue to the intention 

embodied in the metaphor of speaking as being heard. 

 

Metaphor of Speaking as Being Heard 
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The Metaphor of Speaking as Being Heard revolves around these questions: 

Who gets to speak? Where does listening occur? While these also sound like 

questions of politics and ethics, analyzing them from an aesthetic point of view 

allows for the experience of a user’s reception to be considered. 

In MOSES, the booth is meant to circulate in many parts of Liberia and it was 

successful in reaching thousands of people who not only viewed existing recordings 

but also contributed their own. Everyone who participated was given the opportunity 

to speak and listen. The remaining four projects are highly curated; Middle Ground, 

One Small Step, and Question Bridge, choose their participants and edit their 

recordings, whether individual or collective. The authors constrained who gets to 

speak; however, listening happens in two ways: listening that occurs between 

participants and listening that occurs in post-production. In the case of listening 

between participants, participants in Middle Ground can change their original 

position based on what they have heard from others. As a result of the parameters set 

by One Small Step, the participants are open to each other’s viewpoint. Because there 

is no interaction between participants in Question Bridge, listening does not occur 

between participants. But that brings us to the centrality of listening in post-

production. In both of these projects, the intended audience listens in to these 

conversations. 

Asking who gets to speak and who gets to listen also leads to the question of 

content itself: What is said? What is listened to? What are the devices that connect the 

content? For example, in Middle Ground, the statement the producers present to the 
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participants at the beginning of each segment is how they connect people’s positions 

to each other. Some participants speak their opinion in relation to that statement and 

the rest listen and position their opinion based on the original statement. In Question 

Bridge, the question is the device that connects people’s individual answers and is 

what forms the conversation. Questions are also central in One Small Step, however, 

it is the participants themselves who ask questions of each other. However, while the 

intention in MOSES was for people to speak about the past, most were not interested. 

The project’s design was not able to foster the content, and therefore, the 

conversations that its makers intended. 

Asking these questions of who gets to speak and listen, what is said and 

listened to, lays bare the design process. For example, in Middle Ground, the 

producers recruit their participants via a multi-step online application process that 

resembles an audition. Let us take a look: 
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This process of auditioning reveals that Middle Ground producers are looking 

for specific kinds of people: those who can present their viewpoint without having to 

defend themselves or taking offense at others’ viewpoints. This approach on the part 

of Middle Ground sidesteps the vital issue of conflict. Question Bridge does not 

screen its participants; moreover, its editing in the post-recording phase actually 

accentuates variation in people’s perspectives and attitudes. 

 
The question of content is also relevant in MOSES. While usage and 

distribution signal success of the project, the users of MOSES chose to use it in a way 

that contrasted with its authors intended goals. In their discussion, the team writes:  

One of our more surprising results was the subject matter that MOSES users 
chose to address in their recordings. The initial vision for this project 
envisioned MOSES as a venue for stories about the civil war. This vision 
followed on the model of the archetypal TRC hearing, in which victims and 
perpetrators are given a platform to tell their war stories, in the interests of 
both truth seeking and reconciliation. However, presented with the openness 
of the MOSES platform, users overwhelmingly chose to look past the war in 
their discussions, focusing instead on present-day issues of social, political, 
and economic development. Such a forward positioned dialogue, rather than a 
war focus, may be a stronger psychological tool for reconciliation.245 

 
Rather than record comments about the past and then have a virtual dialogue about 

the civil war, users instead chose to use the project to discuss current issues.246 For 

me, this confirms the importance of an interface whose design is aligned with its 

intended goals. The project would have benefited from more guiding parameters for 

its users rather than offering the option to record open-ended commentary. I have 

																																																								
245. Smyth, Etherton, and Best, “MOSES,” 8. 
246. Smyth, Etherton, and Best, “MOSES,” 8. 
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made the argument elsewhere and in chapter 2 that this experience of recording one’s 

opinion and story is rendered half-effective if no one is there to listen.  

 
 

While the authors blame (or credit?) the way participants used the interface on 

its “openness,” one other more plausible cause for this result is that participants 

immediately and overwhelmingly questioned where this project came from and 

assumed (correctly) that it was foreign. “We also observed considerable 

sophistication on the part of many of our participants in discussions around this topic. 

One participant invoked a Liberian parable which advises not to teach a person how 

to eat rice when there is no rice to eat, the message being that we should not allow 

people to learn to use MOSES just for this single time unless we plan to return with 

the system” 

 
“Participants demonstrated their striking familiarity with the common pitfalls 

of donor-funded development projects by raising concerns about sustainability, 

scalability, and funding. The association of our project with those realities seemed 

due to the sophistication of the technology against a backdrop of such scarcity.” 

 
 

One Small Step makes a tremendous effort to create an environment in which 

opposing interlocutors facilitate each other’s expression of their differences. We can 

clearly see this throughout their website. For example here, in a pop-up window, the 

project claims that “treating all people with decency and respect is essential to a 

functioning democracy.” The makers follow this statement with an invitation for 
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users who agree to join a mailing list, while emphasizing the project’s aim for 

compassionate dialogue “even when we disagree.”   

 

 
Figure 22 One Small Step - Sign Up Page 

 
Another example of this effort is their list of tips for an app user to carry on a 

dialogue with someone holding opposing political views. Take a look at their second 

set of tips about setting ground rules for the dialogue. 
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Figure 23 One Small Step Tips for Using the Application for a Conversation 
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These dialogue projects invite outsiders to listen in to the conversation, watch 

testimonies, witness dialogue, share stories, etc. Their aesthetic choices, however, 

rely on the metaphor of speaking as a condition for being heard. Critical race theorists 

and postcolonial feminist theorists have long contributed to the idea of being heard 

and whether that is possible for marginalized communities. One way to trace this 

would be to point at Gayatri Spivak’s seminal essay, “Can the Subaltern Speak?” in 

which Spivak engages with the Foucault-Deleuze debate on the politics of 

representation.247 Nikita Dhawan succinctly synthesizes Spivak’s essay: “Those who 

are not listened to are those who are ‘unable to speak.’ It is not that they do not talk, 

but rather they are not heard and thereby silenced.”248 In other words, their speech is 

not understood by those who are ostensibly listening and who therefore deem it 

illegitimate. 

In the context of a responsibility to speak for others who cannot speak, 

Dhawan argues that “the subaltern is silenced at the very moment when the claim that 

it is being heard is triumphantly announced.”249 These digital dialogue projects make 

the very same claim: that in hearing each other’s positions, opposing communities 

can work together more democratically.250 But in their reliance on the metaphor of 

																																																								
247. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, “Can the Subaltern Speak?,” in The Post-Colonial 
Studies Reader, ed. Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths, and Helen Tiffin (London; New 
York: Routledge, 2006). 
248 Nikita Dhawan, Impossible Speech: On the Politics of Silence and Violence 
(Sankt Augustin: Academia Verlag, 2007): 51 
249.  Nikita Dhawan, Impossible Speech. 

 
250. In the case of Lebanon, Haugbølle writes that “the collective often 

consists of a silence in the heart of public discourse conveying the things people agree 
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speech as a condition of hearing or being heard, these projects undermine their 

dialogical goals by exemplifying a form of tone-deafness to other metaphors for 

means of articulation. What would happen if, instead of “speaking,” some other 

metaphor for a means of articulation was considered a viable medium for hearing or 

being heard on the part of marginalized experiences—dancing, singing, standing, 

painting, refusing to participate? 

Through his concept of interrogative design, Krzysztof Wodiczko creatively 

applies theories of representation in a different field, that of art and design: “The 

proposed design should not be conceived as a symbolic representation but as a 

performative articulation. It should not ‘represent’ (frame iconically) the survivor or 

the vanquished, nor should it ‘stand in’ or ‘speak for’ them. It should be developed 

with them and it should be based on a critical inquiry into the conditions that 

produced the crisis.” Rather than engaging in the act or practice of representing the 

marginalized, which Spivak and others criticize—Dhawan pushes that idea further by 

saying that it is impossible to speak for, and therefore represent, the marginalized—

Wodiczko proposes that makers come to terms with the idea that participation can be 

only an interpretation or, in his words, “a performative articulation.” If makers of 

																																																								
on omitting rather than including” (13). Haugbølle, Sune. “Public and Private 
Memory of the Lebanese Civil War.” Comparative Studies of South Asia, Africa and 
the Middle East 25, no. 1 (May 1, 2005): 191–203. 
https://doi.org/10.1215/1089201X-25-1-191. It is a mirror to the absence of anything 
after 1946 on Lebanon, or contradictory narrations of past events such as the 1914 
famine or the 1860 war or the 1958 civil war. The silencing however is a symptom of 
the deadlock of conversation about these histories. 
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digital dialogue projects accept this, they can fully embrace the potential of 

interpretation, and work with more deliberately with aesthetics in order to align their 

goals and intentions with their users’ reception and experience of the projects. If the 

makers’ goals are to address past injustices and get the users’ stories heard, the 

challenge of designing this kind of interface parallels that of human rights discourse. 

 

Intentions of Digital Dialogue Projects 

Now that I have introduced these five digital dialogue projects, I want to 

emphasize both the importance of the goals and intentions of the makers and how 

they affect the work and its reception. I will initially use Rothman’s categories, 

described at the beginning of this chapter, to examine the five projects I have 

selected. The reason I use Rothman’s work here is because he categorizes dialogue 

projects according to their goals. As explained earlier, the first, positional dialogue, 

focuses on the existence of various viewpoints and could very well not be considered 

a form of dialogue. The second type, human-relations dialogue, focuses on 

disregarding key differences, in order to humanize the other. The third type, activist 

dialogue, extends the second by establishing common ground. The fourth type, 

problem-solving dialogue, focuses on settling disagreements, often requiring the 

presence of a third-party moderator, or even as the instigator of this dialogue. 

I will now apply Rothman’s categories to the five digital projects I have 

described above: MOSES, One Small Step, Question Bridge, and Middle Ground. 

MOSES corresponds to the first category, positional dialog, as the goal for the project 
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is to make a space for people to voice their memories and let them hear other people’s 

experiences during the war in the context of post-war Liberia and reconciliation. One 

Small Step can be placed in the second type, human-relations dialogue, while striving 

for the activist dialogue when it succeeds. Isay’s goal with this project is to encourage 

people to listen to differing opinions with respect. It is very similar to Middle 

Ground’s authors’ intentions, which can be seen as a demonstration that a “civil” 

conversation can happen between people who disagree, the idea that everyone can 

voice out their opinion and be heard, with much more effort towards the activist 

dialogue. While Question Bridge can arguably be seen as fitting in the first category, 

as a positional dialogue project, because each of the interlocutors answers the 

question from their own position, the collective editing that the authors produced 

leads to the feeling of complicated version of the activist dialogue towards the 

audience… the authors seem to present the dialogue that happens with the edits for 

the audience as one that establishes a common ground by pointing at the differences 

within the black male community. Kamal Sinclair writes that the collaborators often 

described the project as the “Twitter of healing dialogue within a demographic group, 

and the Google Earth of identity.”251 Johnson who is the artist who prompted the new 

version of Question Bridge’s aim was to complicate the idea of blackness and 

redefine the concept by showing the diversity within the black community. In the 

catalogue essay, he writes that in the creation of a “megalogue” between 160 black 

men across the country, with different backgrounds, sexual orientations, class, and 

																																																								
251. Johnson et al., Question Bridge: 249. 
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occupations, the project “brings to light a more complete spectrum of what it means 

to be black and male. Blackness ceases to be a simple monochromatic concept” (240-

241). In this sense, the multiplicity of voices in this giant dialogue, or megalogue as 

Johnson terms it, is effective in facing the overwhelming view that Black men can be 

categorized into one group.  

 
Critique of Human Rights Discourse  
 

The field of human rights studies includes a subfield on the study of human 

rights discourse. Human rights discourse has been extensively studied by Samuel 

Moyne from a historical perspective, who traces the historical roots of this post-cold 

war discourse,252 by Gareth Evans from a political science and human rights 

perspective, who argues that the discourse of human rights should be geared towards 

the international community’s responsibility to protect the remainder of the world,253  

by Didier Fassin from a social science perspective, who argues that human suffering 

is what drives Western governments to intervention in what he calls a new moral 

economy,254 and by Martha Nussbaum from a philosophical and legal perspective, 

who argues that economic growth figures are not the best indicators for human 

development, rather that specific capabilities of individuals are more precise and 

																																																								
252.  Samuel Moyn, Human Rights and the Uses of History (London ; 

Brooklyn, NY: Verso, 2014). 
253. Gareth Evans, The Responsibility to Protect: Ending Mass Atrocity 

Crimes Once and For All (Washington: Brookings Institution Press, 2009). 
 
254. Didier Fassin, Humanitarian Reason: A Moral History of the Present, 

First edition (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2011). 
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argues that capability building is needed for human rights.255 In contrast to these 

approaches, Robert Meister approaches human rights discourse with a controversial 

question: Who is the ultimate beneficiary of human rights discourse? His answer is 

revealing: Not the victims of human rights abuses. Meister is a complex and elegant 

thinker, so my discussion of the key points in After Evil that I see as relevant to the 

domain of digital dialogue projects will necessarily be simplified. Meister 

distinguishes between a Western view of Human Rights before and after 1989 –the 

end of the cold war. Before 1989, a human rights discourse was in line with the idea 

that people could fight for their rights; post-1989 human rights discourse became 

associated with the view that no human suffering was acceptable, even if that 

suffering was the result of social justice action. Meister writes: “Our new paradigm of 

human rights activism – the kind that seems unquestionably good – now consists of 

rescuing those who suffer, even if that suffering is inflicted in the name of revolution” 

(20). Meister argues that the post-Cold war idea of respect for human rights, which 

was (and still is) thought to overcome the ideological divide between revolution and 

counterrevolution, in fact, “must be described as a continuation of the 

counterrevolutionary project by other, less repressive means” (23).   

 

Digital Dialogue Projects and the Critique of Human Rights Discourse  

																																																								
255. Martha C. Nussbaum, Creating Capabilities: The Human Development 

Approach, Reprint edition (New Delhi: Belknap Press: An Imprint of Harvard 
University Press, 2013). 

. 
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Meister’s critique of human rights discourse can be applied to the domain of 

digital dialogue projects in the following ways: 

The idea that past perpetrators are now absolved of their crimes in their 

adoption of a human rights discourse: Human rights discourse allows past 

perpetrators of human rights’ abuses to continue benefiting from the injustices 

inflicted on victims who morally forgive them, but continue to suffer from these very 

injustices. Meister characterizes as a “paradigm of atonement” the metaphor of rebirth 

employed by present beneficiaries of past injustices: if current perpetrators or 

beneficiaries of past injustices acknowledge that past as unjust, those present 

beneficiaries are thereby effectively absolved and “reborn” via the paradigm of 

atonement as distinct from the original perpetrators. The focus of human rights 

discourse then is on saving one’s soul rather than giving up a position of 

advantage.256 That discourse is omnipresent in digital dialogue projects257 because 

their umbrella institutions are the human rights’ NGOs, and they inherit the discourse 

paralleling Meister’s paradigm of atonement in this field. 

 

The question in the context of human rights injustices of who benefits from a 

human rights discourse translates into the context of polarizing conversations as to 

who benefits from Digital Dialogue Projects. Meister writes: 

																																																								
256. Meister, After Evil. This follows Meister’s distinction between 

revolutionary position and counter-revolution, pre- and post-1989. 
257. Which makes sense because the NGOs were established by the colonial 

powers. 
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The ongoing beneficiary position was to first achieve moral distance from the 
past by acknowledging forms of cultural and racial insensitivity that are no 
longer acceptable. This did not mean that actions based on inappropriate 
feelings were either forgivable or forgiven. It meant, rather, that there would 
be hardly anyone left who still needed to be forgiven for them.258  
 

In the translation of the position of criminal, there is no one left now to admit 

to a crime if it is formulated as belonging to a different time, no one to blame or to 

forgive. This is a way to maintain the status quo of power distribution, merely via a 

different structure. Digital dialogue projects promise to bring people’s opposing 

viewpoints together in order for people to live with the past and formulate new ways 

of co-existing. When these projects are led by institutions resulting from past 

injustices, the projects reap the benefit of those past injustices being relegated to the 

past and thus are no longer relevant to how people presently judge these institutions 

and their current projects. 

 

Human rights discourse privileges individual stories of injustice rather than 

addressing the systemic injustices that led to the isolated cases in the first place. 

Similarly, digital dialogue projects also privilege individual stories of victims and 

witnesses to do the impossible job of illustrating the corresponding positions of their 

collectives with the unintended consequence of ignoring the systemic contexts that led 

to those positions. Meister points out that the particular stories heard in TRCs are 

from a particular set of victims who suffered physical torture and from their 

																																																								
258. Meister, After Evil, 61. 
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perpetrators, a phenomenon which leads to dismissing systemic injustice, making way 

for the possibility of “redescrib[ing] systemic violence as a series of individual 

crimes.”259 In the focus on individual stories to represent wider phenomena of 

violence, digital dialogue projects reinscribe that practice. 

 

These four projects offer different ways of escaping the current parameters of 

a Human Rights Discourse. In each of the projects above, MOSES, One Small Step, 

Question Bridge, and Middle Ground, the approach to representing people’s positions 

varies significantly but in addition to representing various positions, they also engage 

with parallel and overlapping discourses with a human rights discourse, which has 

been critiqued. 

Each of those three ways of applying a critique of human rights discourse to digital 

dialogue projects can be formulated in the following three questions: 

- How are participants portrayed? Are they judged, whether explicitly or 
implicitly? 

- Who benefits from these projects? 
- Are individual stories privileged over systemic ones? And if they are, do 

they offer glimpses into the system? 
 

How are people portrayed? Are they judged, whether explicitly or implicitly? 

Middle Ground does not have the context of historical past injustices, it deals 

with polarized and polarizing debates. The belief that drives the production of Middle 

Ground is that intervention in these debates would offer viewers a model for bridging 

																																																								
259. Meister, After Evil, 27-28. 
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polarized stances which would lead to helping resolve them on a wider scale. It 

embodies the idea that individual people hold these varying beliefs and hang onto 

them without the systems and structures that maintain them.  

Middle Ground does not attempt to settle the disagreements, no one is portrayed as 

more right or wrong; rather that all opinions are valid—which in the context of 

millennials and baby-boomers260 disagreeing is less life-threatening than in the pro-

gun and anti-gun episode261 or even the one time Middle Ground got involved in a 

specific geographical contexts outside of the US.262 Both Small Step and MOSES are 

on that side of the spectrum as well with no judgement or pointing at their system. 

Question Bridge makes an interesting choice in its portrayal of its participants: while 

the monologues are centered around individual participants, Question Bridge’s 

editing attenuates the individual and highlights the collective to point at individuality. 

 

Who benefits from these projects? 

																																																								
260. Jubilee, “Millennials and Baby Boomers Seek To Understand Each Other,” 
Middle Ground, accessed April 22, 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D1eB--
DsKfI&index=9&t=1s&list=PLBVNJo7nhINQ6dTALHYggQd2zINL0WHv6. 

 
261. Jubilee, “Pro-Gun Vs. Anti-Gun: Is There Middle Ground?,” Middle 

Ground, accessed April 22, 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3svs-nHtlNg. 
 
262. See the episode on Palestine/Israel. Jubilee, Can Israelis and 

Palestinians See Eye to Eye? || Creators for Change, vol. Season 3, Episode 8, 
Middle Ground, accessed April 22, 2019, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Jj8vne0ca0. 
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 In MOSES, the makers left the design open and participants used the interface 

to talk about current political events rather than discuss the past. So, the participants 

did not benefit from the project itself in the way that its makers intended. It could 

easily be argued, however, that the makers benefited from the project both socially, in 

that they are recognized for doing “international development” work, as well as 

academically, as the project allows them to further their scholarship. This is the 

project to which a critique of human rights discourse is most easily applied. One 

Small Step is also difficult to assess but for a different reason: while it probably 

benefits its participants, as well as its listeners, how does one go about measuring 

that?263 Assessing Middle Ground is more straightforward: Jubilee is a media 

company and benefits from making widely viewed episodes on YouTube. It is also 

successful, at the very least, in educating people by presenting to them views they 

would not necessarily otherwise have been exposed to. Question Bridge benefits 

black male participants, and by extension the black male community, and therefore 

the black community in the US, and therefore the US community at large.264 

 

																																																								
263. This is very similar to the situation of measuring the effectiveness of 
documentaries in getting people to move to action, as Patricia Aufderheide’s research 
shows. Patricia Aufderheide, “Perceived Ethical Conflicts in US Documentary 
Filmmaking: A Field Report,” New Review of Film and Television Studies 10, no. 3 
(September 1, 2012): 362–86, https://doi.org/10.1080/17400309.2012.691248. 
264. Community connotes complex meanings of identification on different scales 
which exceed the scope of this chapter. I use it here as a direct quote from Question 
Bridge. 
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Are individual stories privileged over systemic ones? And if they are, do they offer 

glimpses into the system? 

 In Question Bridge, while there is a focus on the individual, in the senses that 

individual people are recorded responding to different questions, each video 

monologue is nested within the collective of videos and cannot be understood without 

the rest. Johnson reflects on the project’s generalizability beyond both categories of 

black and male: although each monologue is an expression of an individual 

expression of being black and male, in its group setting, each monologue is an 

individual expression of an individual’s experience. The aesthetic choice of placing a 

monologue among a larger collection of results in a counter-intuitive effect: the 

monologue resists generalization because of its difference, but at the same time, 

becomes generalizable outside the group because it reflects the human experience of 

being different within larger communities. Johnson and Ross Smith both describe 

Question Bridge’s reception as generalizable. Ross Smith calls it a case study.265 

Even though the project engages with black males specifically, it ends up reaching 

broader audiences: “By experiencing this deconstruction of the demographics of 

‘blackness’ and ‘maleness,’ viewers are able to see our shared humanity that exists 

beyond demographic labels and check boxes.”  Middle Ground does not highlight 

stories, but includes them when they are used as evidence or experience for 

participants’ opinions. In LLF, MOSES, and One Small Step, individual stories are at 

the forefront of these projects and do not offer a wider view of the system.  
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We Are History 

The goal for this chapter has been to look at dialogue projects outside of what 

I have termed as digital dialogue projects in order to identify elements to consider 

when building or assessing a digital dialogue projects. In this following section, I 

study We Are History considering these findings.  

 

1) Time 

In We Are History, the conversations are constructed and edited from individual, pre-

recorded monologues that are contributed to the site. There is no illusion that this is a 

real-time conversation and it feels disjunctive. 

2) Scale 

The recording happens individually, either in a booth or from a device such as a 

laptop, tablet, or phone, but the scale of the conversation depends on the number of 

people who have contributed a recording of a specific event. 

3) Makers’ Acknowledgment of the Medium 

The way connections are made are visualized to viewers with the transcript in a 

common area. This is intended to communicate to viewers that the words in the 

transcript are what connect different recordings together. 

4) Kinds of viewer/auditor/user interactions 

The viewers are limited in the kinds of interactions made available to them. 

When they first access the project, they can choose which event they are interested in 
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hearing about by clicking or tapping on a keyword that is organized on a timeline. 

Once they have chosen a keyword, they are taken to a page with the constructed 

conversation appears as a three-dimensional round table or a collection of small video 

screens arranged in what looks like a tornado or cyclone. A viewer then can only 

watch the edited conversation unfold and is not offered the option to select a specific 

video unless they have already remixed the conversation. These constrictions also 

contribute to making the medium feel more material in that it does not work in the 

same way as accepted standards for how a video screen can be paused, skipped and 

replayed. The apparent failure of these screens to act as expected helps participants 

confront the parameters that have been set by the interface. After viewers have 

listened to several remixed conversations, they can submit their own recording of 

their memories.  

5) The Question of Private or Public Access 

Contributors to the archive have the choice to hide their identities by blurring 

their videos and/or masking the audio files. People can also choose to submit 

contributions that are not released to the archive until a specified period. A query-

based back-end will be made available to researchers in order to use the archive as a 

resource. 

 

Questions and We Are History 

- How are participants portrayed? Are they judged, whether explicitly or implicitly? 
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Participants are portrayed as individuals with differing perspectives. They are not 

identified as affiliated or supportive of a specific political part. Other identifiers such 

as names, religious belonging, age, gender, etc.  are also initially hidden. People 

cannot get in touch with others via the platform. 

 

- Who benefits from these projects? 

The intended user are people who remember past events in Lebanon and people who 

live there. I hope they benefit from seeing people’s perspectives and getting at 

imagining what these histories would look like. I have only received informal 

feedback on prototype designs, so am not able to confirm whether this had the 

intended result. Other beneficiaries are researchers of Lebanese history, whether high-

school students or scholars.  

 

- Are individual stories privileged over systemic ones? And if they are, do they offer 

glimpses into the system? 

The idea is to stitch individual monologues into larger conversations in order to show 

ties and differences in how we remember. I think this combination, of both individual 

recordings and machine-stitched montages, work against the impression that 

individual experiences are personal and isolated cases. I hope to show overlapping 

memories that reveal commonalities and differences in wider systemic environments. 

 

Conclusion 
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If makers are conscious of the implications of the aesthetic choices we make 

in designing these digital dialogue projects, then we can start to address the criticism 

that can be carried over from the human rights discourse – and align the results of our 

projects with the intentions of these projects.  

If makers address these aesthetic choices, victims of historical injustice, the 

very people who are intended as the users of these digital dialogue projects, can in 

fact benefit from them. Without that, the beneficiaries of these digital dialogue 

projects will continue to be the beneficiaries of past injustices—those who are in the 

privileged position of writing history. 
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Conclusion  
 

A majority of historical archives were created and have resided in the hands of 

the elite ruling classes. We are at a particular moment in history when ordinary 

people can create their own archives, record “history from below,” or, as Rick 

Prelinger says, form social practice archives. Adding to this crucial practice, this 

dissertation aims to show that it is critical to write software that engages with these 

kinds of archives. 

As I write this dissertation, ongoing wars in Syria, Yemen, Iraq, and 

Afghanistan are experienced both on the ground and online. What is the remnant 

documentation of people’s different political stances? Who will survive to record 

their memories and histories? On the one hand, citizen media, such as blogs, managed 

personally or by not-for-profit organizations,266 as well as social media platforms, 

such as Twitter and Facebook, have provided alternative spaces for people to record 

their daily experiences of war. On the other hand, most of these records are owned by 

corporate platforms, which inevitably shape these discourses. This approach in no 

way satisfies the goals of self-narration. 

It is indisputable that documenting alternative stories is important. But that 

must be acknowledged as what it is, just the first step. How can this act of creating an 

archive contribute to its larger goals of affording its participants meaningful forms of 

self-narration? As groups of people become increasingly isolated, both online and 
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offline, scholars, activists, and artists would do well to think seriously about how to 

create spaces that accommodate perspectives that differ from one another.  

How can people talk to each other when they cannot agree? As people tear 

each other apart with divisive labels, what kind of software might confront this 

problem? At the present moment, Lebanon is failing its own inhabitants as well its 

migrants and refugees, from both Palestine and Syria. The neighboring war in Syria 

has exacerbated the already difficult living conditions for the Palestinian communities 

who were forced to migrate to Lebanon because of the Israeli occupation. Some 

Lebanese have been sympathetic and have opened their arms, while others have 

chosen to use racist rhetoric, ironically simulating similar conversations in the United 

States, that immigrants are stealing jobs from willing workers in the United States. 

In these circumstances, there are typically two models of engaging with a 

contested past: 

- the Lebanese model: turn the page, forget about the past, and move on, with 

the resulting problem of a political and social deadlock; 

- the South African model: talk and deal with the past, make 

recommendations, with the resulting problem of normalized testimony that follows 

the script of a human rights discourse. 

With this dissertation, I have proposed an alternative, or perhaps 

supplemental, approach to both of these models. I see my proposal as one possibility: 

using software to rethink the relationships and stories we tell about our pasts. I do not 

see this project as a techno-centric endeavor – or an example of technosolutionism, as 
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Evgeny Morozov put it267— because those approaches tend to ignore the histories and 

arguments that shape software, whereas in my adoption of a critical technical 

practice, I confront these histories and arguments. 

The political implications for this dissertation are two-fold: 

1. Asking people to pause, to reconsider their strongly held positions, to listen 

to others who hold different perspectives (and ideological stances) offers an 

alternative to the human rights discourse that, despite its best intentions, ultimately 

sustains problematic power relations. 

2. After the initial step of building an archive, it is crucial to do the additional 

work of curating opposing perspectives in the same space, putting them in 

conversation. This priority aligns with the work that intersectional feminist scholars 

and political theorists have long been championing—namely, that difference is vital 

to democracy and that otherness needs to be highlighted and given space—and rejects 

the misconception that it is even possible to engage in neutral or objective approaches 

to difference. 

Unfortunately, right-wing populist movements have done an effective job, as 

usual, with using media to recruit people to their cause. Platform after platform, from 

Facebook and Twitter to imageboards like 4-chan, 8-chan, and their counterparts 

around the world, like futabachan and karachan, admit that they have a hate-speech or 
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free speech problem. While companies scramble to fix what they see as PR problems, 

activists have been demanding digital equality and non-biased approaches. I do not 

think the demands for equality and non-biased approaches is a long-term (or even 

short-term) solution: so-called objectivity and neutrality have proven to 

disenfranchise marginalized peoples. A wealth of research from the last three decades 

of feminist studies, queer theory, black and latinx studies, and disability studies has 

contributed to the field of science and technology studies (STS). A feminist 

epistemology holds the view that a universal rhetoric of objective technology is 

incompatible with goals for social justice. What would happen if we acknowledged 

that digital environments are not equal playing fields? What would happen if, instead 

of pretending they were, artists, scholars, and activists took on the responsibility to 

rethink how software can be written as a symbolic space where difference is valued? 

My experiment with using narrative intelligence as a way to connect 

memories of people who would never talk to each other, not for the purpose of 

agreeing, but for the purpose of disagreeing, illustrates one possible way to make 

space for difference in a digital environment. In this experiment, no one is given the 

last word, or speaks a final truth; instead, all are afforded the opportunity to imagine 

what this kind of conversation would look like. While this dissertation has argued for 

one way of examining the metaphors of connecting, listening, and being heard to find 

ways for software to make space for difference in a digital environment, many more 

such experiments are needed.  
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Appendices 
 
Documentation 
 
This portion of the appendix is organized in the chronological order of the workflow: 
 
1. Interview Process 
2. Transcription, Translation and database inputter 
3. NI planners 
4. Script for splitting video and sending to interface 
5. Interface 
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1. Interview Process 
 
 

In order to write software that would sift through oral histories, these needed to be 

recorded first. It was important for me to write the software with relevant and real-

world interviews and not contribute to the practice of using “test” or “fake-case 

scenarios” as placeholders for initial writing of the software.268 It was crucial for 

these to be conducted in Lebanon, in Arabic, with a mix of French and English.  

 

I understood my position as a Lebanese who attended school in Lebanon but was 

currently attending university in the US. This gave me a privileged position of being 

an insider and an outsider at the same time. Also, I understood possibilities and 

limitations of myself as an interviewer in this context, the reason why I recruited my 

partner, Toni Rouhana and my sister Clarissa Hanna to help with interviewing. 

 

I did not choose the subject of the interviews, but I chose Zahle, a city that sits on one 

side of the Bekaa valley, as the city in which I would conduct the interviews in, for 

practical reasons (a city I was familiar with, I had lived there for 6 years and 

understood customs, codes and conventions.). After an initial round of interviews 

with several people about what memories they would like to share, it became clear 

that the siege of Zahle in 1981 by the Syrian army was a popular story people wanted 
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to talk about. I thought this was a good start because it was a part of history that 

people retold, with varying positions and perspectives. The events were also old 

enough to relatively escape the sway of political debates (although I will return to this 

point with regards to how the present affects the retelling of the past at a later point) 

but knew enough to get people’s first-hand experiences at different ages (a challenge 

for the earlier events I would like to collect in the future starting in 1943).  

 

After settling on the 1981 siege, I set out to do as much background research I could 

before coming up with a set of questions.269 I have included the set of questions posed 

in every interview in an appendix. These were for our reference and we followed 

them as closely as possible but remained flexible depending on how the interview 

was going and would not ask all questions when we were limited with time and when 

there were more interesting specifics we wanted to cover. I conducted two interviews 

with people I knew, Maroun Rouhana and Nicholas Maakaroun. After these and some 

adjustments with how we asked questions, we had various approaches in finding 

more people to interview: 

- We started asking people in various places, at supermarkets, at workplaces such as 

furniture shops, upholstery shops, gas stations, etc… people started referring me to 

their acquaintances. 

- We met with people who would be advisors to the project such as Faraj Anti, a 

sociology high school teacher in Zahle, Michel Abou Najem, researcher at the Issam 
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Fares Center for Lebanon and writer for Al-Nahar Newspaper, Sawt el Ghad Radio, 

LBC TV channel, and Dr. Tony Attallah, university professor at the Faculty of Law 

and Political Science, Lebanese University, who has published a book on the history 

of Lebanon titled “(2007) ”الخارج حروب و الداخل نزاعات. They advised on the 1981 event 

itself, what to be wary of and recommended potential interviewees.  

- We also made a point to find people whose names were mentioned in other 

interviews and try to interview them. Several interviews resulted from this.  

- We were invited by Charles Saba on his radio program called “parlement el chabeb” 

(roughly translates to “The Youth Parliament”). This show resulted in a caller asking 

to be interviewed, this ended up being a fascinating story about his experience in the 

Lebanese Cross in Zahle. 

- We were invited to present the project at a seminar organized by the Lebanese 

Foundation for Permanent Civil Peace on the topic of Civil Participation in Society in 

the city of Zahle. Many volunteered to tell their stories or recommended others they 

knew. s 

This work resulted in 40 interviews, ranging on average about an hour long, the 

shortest being fifteen minutes and the longest four hours. Most took place in the 

interviewee’s homes, some in their offices. The majority are citizens who survived the 

siege. Only two interviewees held political positions involving the siege. For practical 

reasons, I was not able to interview anyone from the Syrian side, but hope to continue 

the work to involve all sides. Some interviewees also wish to remain anonymous. The 

interviews were structured in the following manner: 
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- the first section consisted of a gathering personal information along the 

interviewee’s timeline: when/where they were born, schools they attended, when they 

completed school, university education, dates of marriage, purchase of first car, etc… 

for the purpose of thinking about how these personal timelines would overlap with 

the events timeline, a method used to remember more public events. 

- the second section always started with the following question: “When I mention the 

siege of Zahle, what is the first memory that comes to your mind?” with the intention 

of gathering responses that were more personal. 

 

Aesthetics of videos 

Interviews were filmed with attention to creating imperfect film conditions and did 

not try to remain aesthetically consistent. With the future goal of asking people to 

record their own testimonies, I wanted to emulate possible inconsistencies, 

reinforcing the idea that these were recorded unprofessionally. 

 

Set of questions for each interview 

 

Each interview started with a preliminary set of questions to form a personal timeline: 

Name, Date of Birth, education details, first job, first car, first house, date of 

marriage, Children(s)’s DOB. 
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Afterwards, we focused on the Zahle battle of 1981: 

- When I mention the Zahle battle of 1981, what do you first remember? 

- What do you remember most on a specific day? 

- Then, we would start from the beginning of the siege and then gradually ask about 

specific events such as the Absi Building and the specifics of how they had heard of 

the events 

- We would follow with questions about availability of food, water, bread, electricity, 

candles, fuel for cars, telephone lines, etc… 

- Conditions of living: 

- Where did you live? Did you have to move? Were there shelters around? 

- How often did you sleep? How and where did you sleep? 

- How often did you get to shower? 

- Was there money in the city to buy goods? Were the banks operating? Where  

  did you get your salaries from? 

- How would you move around?  

- Did you visit family? 

- Did you go to church/mosque? 

- Hospitalization and availability of medical care 

 - Was anyone injured in your family? If yes, what happened? 

 - How did you take care of it? 

- Any damage to your house or neighborhood? 

- Was the city always hit with the same intensity? Were there times of calm or quiet?  
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We always ended by giving the opportunity to the interviewee to have any additional 

comments. 
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2. Transcription, Translation and Database Inputter 
 
I developed an interface for the transcription and translation process based on the 
Universal Subtitles Project, an open source project of the not-for profit Participatory 
Culture Foundation, which has now been rebranded Amara (and no longer open-
source.) As the transcriptionists sync the transcripts and translations with the video, I 
developed a system for adding each snippet into the database. 
 
By selecting from a drop-down menu — with the capability of adding more options—
, the transcriptionists enable the creation of a JSON database which is then imported 
into the “initial state of the world” portion of the planner, description and details 
below. 
 
Here is what this interface looks like: 
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Here is what the JSON output looks like: 
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{"remembers": {"cognizer": "Souad Salameh", 
            "topic": {"heard": {"hearer": "Souad Salameh", 
                                      "medium": "radio", 
                                           "subject": "Absi Building collapsed", 
                                          "speaker": "radio announcer", 
                                               "time": "n/a", 
                                         "message": "yes, I do remember, we heard about them on 
the radio. of  
                                                             course, everything was on the radio"}}}}, 
 
The format for the database entry is based on FrameNet’s lexical units, here are 
screenshots for FrameNet’s browser interface for the word hear.270 This informed the 
data used: hearer, medium, subject, speaker, time, and message. 
 

 
 
 
  

																																																								
270 FrameNet is an ongoing project led by a team of computer scientists at the 
International Computer Science Institute at UC Berkeley based on Charles Filmore’s 
theory of meaning called Frame Semantics. For a detailed description of this work, 
see https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/fndrupal/WhatIsFrameNet 
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3. NI planner  
The planner is built on Warren Sack’s JavaScript translation of James Meehan’s 
dissertation project TALESPIN as explained in the dissertation itself. Here I take the 
opportunity to describe the changes I made. 
 
The prototype I built is centered around the Absi building collapse in Zahle during the 
siege of 1981 by the Syrian Army. 
 
The initial state of the world is composed of the memories of four of my 
interviewees: Souad Salameh, Josephine Lteif, Chiraz Chebib, and Emile Khalaf. 
 
 
The first fact in the initial state of the world concerns the “characters.” The following 
line describes Josephine Lteif as a person in this world: 

1. {"is": {"performer": "Josephine Lteif", "role": "person"}} 

 
The next is a statement that Josephine Lteif remembers the Absi building collapse in 
general:        

1. {"remembers_general": {"cognizer": "Josephine Lteif", "topic": "Absi Building c
ollapsed"}} 

 
And the following is the specific snippet and description of that memory, the message 
is from her transcript: 

1. {"remembers": {"cognizer": "Josephine Lteif",   
2.      "topic": {"heard": {"hearer": "Josephine Lteif",   
3.                          "medium": "voice",   
4.                         "subject": "Absi Building collapsed",   
5.                         "speaker": "passers-by",   
6.                            "time": "n/a",   
7.                  "message": "From passers by, the Zahleiotes don’t really stay at home. 

   
8.                              On top of all the bombing, they used to go out a lot, they    
9.                              didn’t like to stay home" }}}},   

 
The initial task is formulated in the following way: 

1. {"tasks": {"ordered": [{"converses": {"interlocutors": "?interlocutors", "about": "
Absi Building collapsed"}}]}}   
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In the Spinner.js file, I added methods for conversing, speaking, listening as follows: 

1. // converse -- turn-taking  -- no overlap -- two people   
2. {   
3.   "method": {   
4.     "description": "converse with others",   
5.     "task": { "converses": { "interlocutor_1": "?interlocutor_1", "interlocutor_2": "?

interlocutor_2", "about": "?about" } },   
6.     "preconditions": [{ "not": { "same": { "entity1": "?interlocutor_1", "entity2": "?

interlocutor_2" } } },   
7.     { "remembers_general": { "cognizer": "?interlocutor_1", "topic": "?about" } },   
8.     {   
9.       "remembers": {   
10.         "cognizer": "?interlocutor_1",   
11.         "topic": {   
12.           "heard": {   
13.             "hearer": "?interlocutor_1",   
14.             "medium": "?medium1",   
15.             "subject": "?about",   
16.             "speaker_": "?speaker1",   
17.             "time": "?time1",   
18.             "message_": "?message1"   
19.           }   
20.         }   
21.       }   
22.     },   
23.    
24.     ],   
25.    
26.     "subtasks": {   
27.       "ordered": [{"speaks": {"speaker": "?interlocutor_1", "listener": "?interlocutor

_2", "message": "?message1" } },   
28.       ]   
29.     }   
30.   }   
31. },   
32.    
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33. // converse -- turn-taking  -- no overlap -- three people   
34. {   
35.   "method": {   
36.     "description": "converse with others",   
37.     "task": { "converses": { "interlocutor_1": "?interlocutor_1", "interlocutor_2": "?

interlocutor_2", "interlocutor_3": "?interlocutor_3", "about": "?about" } },   
38.     "preconditions": [{ "not": { "same": { "entity1": "?interlocutor_1", "entity2": "?

interlocutor_2" } } },   
39.     { "not": { "same": { "entity1": "?interlocutor_2", "entity2": "?interlocutor_3" } 

} },   
40.     { "not": { "same": { "entity1": "?interlocutor_1", "entity2": "?interlocutor_3" } 

} },   
41.    
42.     { "remembers_general": { "cognizer": "?interlocutor_1", "topic": "?about" } },   
43.     { "remembers_general": { "cognizer": "?interlocutor_2", "topic": "?about" } },   
44.     { "remembers_general": { "cognizer": "?interlocutor_3", "topic": "?about" } },   
45.    
46.     {   
47.       "remembers": {   
48.         "cognizer": "?interlocutor_1",   
49.         "topic": {   
50.           "heard": {   
51.             "hearer": "?interlocutor_1",   
52.             "medium": "?medium1",   
53.             "subject": "?about",   
54.             "speaker": "?speaker1",   
55.             "time": "?time1",   
56.             "message": "?message1"   
57.           }   
58.         }   
59.       }   
60.     },   
61.    
62.     {   
63.       "remembers": {   
64.         "cognizer": "?interlocutor_2",   
65.         "topic": {   
66.           "heard": {   
67.             "hearer": "?interlocutor_2",   
68.             "medium": "?medium2",   
69.             "subject": "?about",   
70.             "speaker": "?speaker2",   
71.             "time": "?time2",   
72.             "message": "?message2"   
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73.           }   
74.         }   
75.       }   
76.     },   
77.     {   
78.       "remembers": {   
79.         "cognizer": "?interlocutor_3",   
80.         "topic": {   
81.           "heard": {   
82.             "hearer": "?interlocutor_3",   
83.             "medium": "?medium3",   
84.             "subject": "?about",   
85.             "speaker": "?speaker3",   
86.             "time": "?time3",   
87.             "message": "?message3"   
88.           }   
89.         }   
90.       }   
91.     },   
92.     ],   
93.    
94.     "subtasks": {   
95.       "ordered": [{ "speaks": { "speaker": "?interlocutor_1", "listener": "?interlocuto

r_2", "message": "?message1" } },   
96.       { "speaks": { "speaker": "?interlocutor_1", "listener": "?interlocutor_3", "mess

age": "?message1" } },   
97.          
98.       ]   
99.     }   
100.   }   
101. },   

 
 
 
 
 
 
In the Spinner.js file, I added the following actions, speakAbout, : 
 

1. {"action": {"description": "speak about a topic in general",   
2.         "task": {"speakAbout": { "speaker": "?speaker", "listener": "?listener", "abou

t": "?topic" }},   
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3. "preconditions": [{ "not": { "same": { "entity1": "?speaker", "entity2": "?listener"
}},  

4.         { "is": { "performer": "?speaker", "role": "character" } },   
5.         { "is": { "performer": "?listener", "role": "character" } },   
6.         { "remembers_general": { "cognizer": "?speaker", "topic": "?topic" } },   
7.         {   
8.           "remembers": {   
9.             "cognizer": "?speaker",   
10.             "topic": {   
11.               "heard": {   
12.                 "hearer": "?speaker",   
13.                 "medium": "?medium",   
14.                 "subject": "?topic",   
15.                 "speaker_": "?whoever",   
16.                 "time": "?time",   
17.                 "message_": "?message"   
18.               }   
19.             }   
20.           }   
21.         },   
22.         ],   
23.         "additions": [{"speaks": { "speaker": "?speaker", "listener": "?listener", "mes

sage": "?message" } },   
24.         ],   
25.         "deletions": []   
26.       }   
27.     },   
28. // speaks / ?speaker is telling ?addressee the ?message about a subject they both k

now   
29.   {"action": {"description": "speak to someone about a subject they both know",   
30.            "task": {"speaks": {"speaker": "?speaker", "listener": "?listener", "message

": "?message"}},   
31.            "preconditions": [{"not": {"same": {"entity1": "?speaker", "entity2": "?liste

ner"}}},   
32.                              {"is": {"performer": "?speaker", "role": "character"}},   
33.                              {"is": {"performer": "?listener", "role": "character"}},   
34.                              {"remembers_general": {"cognizer": "?speaker", "topic": "?topi

c1"}},   
35.                              {"remembers_general": {"cognizer": "?listener", "topic": "?topi

c2"}},   
36.                              {"same": {"entity1": "?topic1", "entity2": "?topic2"}},   
37.                               {"remembers": {"cognizer": "?listener",   
38.                                         "topic":{"heard": {"hearer": "?listener",   
39.                                                             "medium": "?medium",   
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40.                                                             "subject": "?topic2",   
41.                                                             "speaker_": "?speaker_",   
42.                                                             "time": "?time",   
43.                                                             "message_": "?message_" }}}},   
44.    
45.                             ],   
46.            "additions": [{"listens": {"listener": "?listener", "speaker": "?speaker", "me

ssage": "?message"}},   
47.   //                       {"speaks": {"speaker": "?listener", "listener": "?speaker", "messa

ge": "?message_"}},   
48.                         ],   
49.            "deletions": []}},   
50.    
51.     {   
52.       "action": {   
53.         "description": "speak to someone about a subject they both know",   
54.         "task": { "speaks": { "speaker": "?speaker", "listener": "?listener", "message"

: "?message" } },   
55.         "preconditions": [{ "not": { "same": { "entity1": "?speaker", "entity2": "?liste

ner" } } },   
56.         { "is": { "performer": "?speaker", "role": "character" } },   
57.         { "is": { "performer": "?listener", "role": "character" } },   
58.         {   
59.           "remembers": {   
60.             "cognizer": "?listener",   
61.             "topic": {   
62.               "heard": {   
63.                 "hearer": "?listener",   
64.                 "medium": "?medium",   
65.                 "subject": "?subject",   
66.                 "speaker_": "?speaker_",   
67.                 "time": "?time",   
68.                 "message_": "?message_"   
69.               }   
70.             }   
71.           }   
72.         },   
73.    
74.         ],   
75.         "additions": [{ "listens": { "listener": "?listener", "speaker": "?speaker", "mes

sage": "?message" } },   
76.         { "speaks": { "speaker": "?listener", "listener": "?speaker", "message": "?mes

sage_" } },   
77.         ],   
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78.         "deletions": []   
79.       }   
80.     },   
81.    
82.    
83.     // listens / ?speaker is telling ?addressee the ?message without discharging a co

mmitment   
84.     {   
85.       "action": {   
86.         "description": "listen about a topic in general",   
87.         "task": { "listenAbout": { "listener": "?listener", "speaker": "?speaker", "abou

t": "?topic" } },   
88.         "preconditions": [{ "not": { "same": { "entity1": "?speaker", "entity2": "?liste

ner" } } },   
89.         { "is": { "performer": "?speaker", "role": "character" } },   
90.         { "is": { "performer": "?listener", "role": "character" } },   
91.         { "remembers_general": { "cognizer": "?listener", "topic": "?topic" } },   
92.         {   
93.           "remembers": {   
94.             "cognizer": "?listener",   
95.             "topic": {   
96.               "heard": {   
97.                 "hearer": "?listener",   
98.                 "medium": "?medium",   
99.                 "subject": "?topic",   
100.                 "speaker_": "?whoever",   
101.                 "time": "?time",   
102.                 "message_": "?message"   
103.               }   
104.             }   
105.           }   
106.         },   
107.         ],   
108.         "additions": [{ "listens": { "listener": "?listener", "speaker": "?speaker", "

message": "?message" } },   
109.         ],   
110.         "deletions": []   
111.       }   
112.     },   
113.    
114.    
115.     // listens / ?listener is listening to ?speaker the ?message without dischargin

g a commitment   
116.     {   
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117.       "action": {   
118.         "description": "listen to someone about something",   
119.         "task": { "listens": { "listener": "?listener", "speaker": "?speaker", "messa

ge": "?message" } },   
120.         "preconditions": [{ "not": { "same": { "entity1": "?listener", "entity2": "?

speaker" } } },   
121.         { "is": { "performer": "?listener", "role": "character" } },   
122.         { "is": { "performer": "?speaker", "role": "character" } },   
123.         {   
124.           "remembers": {   
125.             "cognizer": "?listener",   
126.             "topic": {   
127.               "heard": {   
128.                 "hearer": "?listener",   
129.                 "medium": "?medium",   
130.                 "subject": "?topic",   
131.                 "speaker_": "?speaker_",   
132.                 "time": "?time",   
133.                 "message_": "?message_"   
134.               }   
135.             }   
136.           }   
137.         }   
138.         ],   
139.         "additions": [{ "speaks": { "speaker": "?listener", "listener": "?speaker", "

message": "?message_" } }],   
140.         "deletions": []   
141.       }   
142.     },   
143.    
144.     // remembers   
145.     // ?cognizer remembers content which happened in the past   
146.     {   
147.       "action": {   
148.         "description": "remember something",   
149.         "task": { "remembers": { "cognizer": "?cognizer", "topic": "?topic" } },   
150.         "preconditions": [{ "is": { "cognizer": "?cognizer", "role": "character" } }

,   
151.         { "print": [{ "remembers": { "cognizer": "?cognizer", "topic": "?topic" } 

}] }],   
152.    
153.         "additions": [],   
154.         "deletions": []   
155.       }   
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156.     },   
157.    
158.    
159.     // remembers_general   
160.     // ?cognizer remembers about a general topic   
161.     {   
162.       "action": {   
163.         "description": "remember that this topic happened",   
164.         "task": { "remembers_general": { "cognizer": "?cognizer", "topic": "?topi

c" } },   
165.         "preconditions": [{ "is": { "cognizer": "?cognizer", "role": "character" } }

],   
166.         "additions": [],   
167.         "deletions": []   
168.       }   
169.     },   
170.    
171.    
172.     {"action": {"description": "speak to someone about a subject they both kno

w",   
173.            "task": {"speaks": {"speaker": "?speaker", "listener": "?listener", "mess

age": "?message"}},   
174.            "preconditions": [{"not": {"same": {"entity1": "?speaker", "entity2": "?

listener"}}},   
175.                              {"is": {"performer": "?speaker", "role": "character"}},   
176.                              {"is": {"performer": "?listener", "role": "character"}},   
177.                             {"remembers": {"cognizer": "?listener",   
178.                                         "topic": {"saw_experienced": {"perceiver_passive": "

?listener",   
179.                                             "depictive": "?depictive",   
180.                                             "locationOfProtagonist": "?locationOfProtagonist"

,   
181.                                             "phenomenon": "?phenomenon",   
182.                                             "state": "?state",   
183.                                             "time":"?time"}}}},   
184.    
185.                             ],   
186.            "additions": [{"listens": {"listener": "?listener", "speaker": "?speaker", 

"message": "?message"}},   
187.                          {"speaks": {"speaker": "?listener", "listener": "?speaker", "mes

sage": "?state"}},   
188.                         ],   
189.    
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190. // speaks / ?speaker is telling ?addressee the ?message without discharging a c
ommitment   

191.     {"action": {"description": "speak to someone about something",   
192.            "task": {"speaks": {"speaker": "?speaker", "listener": "?listener", "mess

age": "?message"}},   
193.            "preconditions": [{"not": {"same": {"entity1": "?speaker", "entity2": "?

listener"}}},   
194.                              {"is": {"performer": "?speaker", "role": "character"}},   
195.                              {"is": {"performer": "?listener", "role": "character"}}],   
196.            "additions": [/*{"believes": {"cognizer": "?listener", "topic": "?messag

e"}}*/],   
197.            "deletions": []}},   
198.    
199.    
200.     // listens / ?listener is listening to ?speaker the ?message without dischargin

g a commitment   
201.     {"action": {"description": "listen to someone about something",   
202.            "task": {"listens": {"listener": "?listener", "speaker": "?speaker", "mess

age": "?message"}},   
203.            "preconditions": [{"not": {"same": {"entity1": "?listener", "entity2": "?

speaker"}}},   
204.                              {"is": {"performer": "?listener", "role": "character"}},   
205.                              {"is": {"performer": "?speaker", "role": "character"}}],   
206.    
207.            "additions": [{"believes": {"cognizer": "?listener", "topic":  
208.                                         {"believes": {"cognizer": "?speaker", "topic": "?mess

age"}}}}],   
209.            "deletions": []}},   
210.    
211.  
212.    
213.    // remembers   
214.    // ?cognizer remembers content which happened in the past   
215.    {"action": {"description": "remember something",   
216.            "task": {"remembers": {"cognizer": "?cognizer",  "topic":"?topic"}},   
217.            "preconditions": [{"is": {"cognizer": "?cognizer", "role": "character"}},

   
218.                              {"print": [{"remembers": {"cognizer": "?cognizer", "topic": 

"?topic"}}]}],   
219.    
220.            "additions": [],   
221.            "deletions": []}},   
222.    
223.    
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224.    
225.    // remembers_general   
226.    // ?cognizer remembers about a general topic   
227.    {"action": {"description": "remember that this topic happened",   
228.            "task": {"remembers_general": {"cognizer": "?cognizer",  "topic":"?top

ic"}},   
229.            "preconditions": [{"is": {"cognizer": "?cognizer", "role": "character"}}

],   
230.            "additions": [],   
231.            "deletions": []}},   

 
 
In summary, the task of conversation is based on how someone remembers an event. 
For example, Josephine Lteif remembers hearing about the Absi Building collapse 
from passers-by, Souad Salameh remembers the event by hearing it on the radio, 
Emile Khalaf remembers going there and seeing it in person after the fact, and Chiraz 
Chebib remembers hearing the building collapse across the street from where she 
lived. The way they recall the event is what ties their conversation.  
 
This can be scaled up by formulating similar tasks such as why someone remembers 
the event?,  
Who do they remember at the event?, Who survived an event?, Who passed away as a 
result of the event?, Why did the event happen?, etc. 
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4. Script for splitting video and sending to interface 
When the plan is output, it is handed to a script that treats it as a shot list. This script 
splits the videos using the ffmpeg library. This script then hands the split videos and 
sends them in the order they are supposed to be played to the interface backend. 
 
This is the trimvideo.js file, where the sq array holds the sequence to trim using in 
and out times: 

1.    
2. // First Method 
3. const ffmpeg = require('ffmpeg');   
4. // Second Method  
5. const fluent_ffmpeg = require('fluent-ffmpeg');   
6. const command = fluent_ffmpeg();   
7. // Used in getDuration   
8. const moment = require('moment');   
9.    
10.    
11. function getDuration(startTime, endTime) {   
12.     var duration = moment.duration(moment(endTime, "HH:mm:ss.SSS").diff(mo

ment(startTime, "HH:mm:ss.SSS")));   
13.     return moment.utc(duration.asMilliseconds()).format("HH:mm:ss.SSS");   
14. }   
15.    
16. // Using normal ffmpeg module   
17. function trimVideoFMethode(fileName, startTime, endTime, outputName) {   
18.    
19.     try {   
20.         var process = new ffmpeg(`videos/${fileName}`);   
21.         process.then(function (video) {   
22.             video   
23.                 .setVideoStartTime(startTime)   
24.                 .setVideoDuration(getDuration(startTime, endTime))   
25.                 .save(`sequences/${outputName}.ogv`, function (error, file) {   
26.                     if (!error)   
27.                         console.log('Video file: ' + file);   
28.                     else {   
29.                         console.log('Unable to save ' + error);   
30.                     }   
31.                 });   
32.         }, function (err) {   
33.             console.log('Error importing Videos: ' + err);   
34.         });   
35.     } catch (e) {   
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36.         console.log(e.code);   
37.         console.log(e.msg);   
38.     }   
39.     return outputName;   
40. }   
41.    
42. //Using fluent ffmpeg module   
43. function trimVideoSMethode(fileName, startTime, endTime, outputName) {   
44.    
45.     //-acodec copy -vcodec copy   
46.     command   
47.         .input(`videos/${fileName}`)   
48.         .seekInput(startTime)   
49.         .videoCodec("copy")   
50.         .duration(getDuration(startTime, endTime))   
51.         .output(`sequences/${outputName}.ogv`)   
52.         .on('end', function () {   
53.             console.log(`File : ${fileName} is Trimed Successfuly.`);   
54.         })   
55.         .on('error', function (err, stdout, stderr) {   
56.             console.log('Cannot process video: ' + err.message);   
57.         })   
58.         .run();   
59.    
60.     return outputName + ".ogv";   
61. }   
62.    
63. function trimSequence(sequence, methode = 1) {   
64.     console.log("Trimming Sequence... ");   
65.     let chosenMethod = null;   
66.     methode === 2 ? chosenMethod = trimVideoSMethode : chosenMethod = trim

VideoFMethode;   
67.     for (var i = 0; i < sequence.length; i++) {   
68.         chosenMethod(sequence[i][0], sequence[i][1], sequence[i][2], sequence[i][0]

.split('.')[0] + "_sq_" + i);   
69.     }   
70. }   
71.    
72.    
73. var sq = [["Interview_with_Josephine_Lteif_Part_1.ogv", "00:09:38.080", "00:10

:59.000", "InterviewwithJosephineLteif.vtt"],   
74.      ["Interview_with_Souad_Salameh_Part_3.ogv", "00:02:29.056", "00:02:37.01

0", "Interview_with_Souad_Salemeh_-_Part_3.en.vtt"],   
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75.      ["Interview_with_Chiraz_Chebib_Part_1.ogv", "00:08:00.027", "00:08:19.047
", "Interview_with_Chiraz_Chebib_-_Part_1.en.vtt"],   

76.      ["Interview_with_Emile_Khalaf_Part_2.ogv", "00:01:00.087", "00:01:14.053",
 "Interview_with_Emile_Khalaf_-_Part_2.en.vtt"]   

77. ];   
78.    
79.    
80. module.exports = trimSequence;   
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5. Interface 
 
The interface is designed to look like a messy three-dimensional round table. 
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Here are some slides I used to have discussions with designers about the project:
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